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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

One of the most persistent myths about Shakespeare is that he was 

an untaught genius. Living in the afterglow of the Romantic period as 

we are, we find very attractive the idea of the country boy who went to 

London and by sheer inspiration became English literature's greatest 

poet and dramatist. The two elements of this story, the theme of success 

and the idea of inspiration that flowed fresh and sweet from the muses 

to a Shakespeare uncorrupted by any formal education, are storybook 

material and find most favor among those who accept the Romantic biases 

that "natural" is good and "artificial" is bad. 

But a story is, after all, just a story. Of Shakespeare's genius 

there is little doubt, but his success did not come almost unsought, as 

some have thought, nor was he untaught. Too often we remember only the 

masterpieces — As You Like It, Twelfth Night, Hamlet, Macbeth and others 

of the best — and forget the rest. His success was not that sudden. 

He did not leap untrained and uneducated into the dramatic scene of 

London and write one masterpiece after another from the very beginning. 

He served his apprenticeship; evidence of his learning period may be 

seen in the language of his early plays. He did not become successful 

enough to draw the envy of Robert Green without aiding his inspiration 

with a lot of hard work. 

A grammar school education in Shakespeare's day included extensive 

and intensive training in the language arts of grammar, rhetoric and 



logic; this fact has been demonstrated by any number of historians, 

linguists, and literary critics. Through exhaustive analysis of the 

sources of various allusions in Shakespeare's plays, T. W. Baldwin has 

convincingly demonstrated that Shakespeare had a grammar school educa-

2 
tion. Shakespeare's literary genius did not spring unnurtured from 

the green world of Stratford-on-Avon. The "small Latine and lesse 

Greek" with which Ben Jonson credited him does not mark Shakespeare as 

unlearned but sets him, in respect to formal education achieved, clearly 

among the learned of his day. 

There is no doubt that with his other training in the language 

Shakespeare learned also the figures of rhetoric. Regardless of which 

of the two major approaches to rhetoric was taken in his school, 

Shakespeare would have had a thorough understanding of rhetorical strat

egies and knowledge of a good many rhetorical figures before he reached 

the end of his grammar school training. Sister Miriam Joseph has 

demonstrated his use of all but two or three of the many figures taught 

in his time. His knowledge of formal rhetoric, its figures and terms, 

may be seen especially in the early comedies. Two of many examples of 

Shakespeare's display of rhetorical knowledge may be found in Love's 

Labor's Lost (1.1.237 ff, in the comical listing of the topics of in

vention in Armado's letter detailing to Navarre the indiscretions of 

Costard and Jaquenetta) and in A Midsummer's Night's Dream (V.1.168-169; 

in "wittiest partition," a punning reference to the device partitio). 

Many other examples, both more and less obvious, might be cited, but 



that Shakespeare knew formal rhetoric and used its figures is clear 

without further proof. 

Perhaps unable to deny Shakespeare's knowledge of rhetoric and 

unwilling to grant that Shakespeare achieves dramatic effects aided by 

tediously learned rhetorical figures rather than the slashing pen-stroke 

of genius, some critics have taken at least partial exception to the 

3 
idea of Shakespeare as a conscious artificer. R. A. Foakes disclaims 

"conscious artifice," suggesting that complex patterns of imagery 

"naturally occur in all good...drama," and that we cannot know whether 
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they are planned or unplanned. C. L. Barber says with more convic

tion: "No doubt Shakespeare did not think out what he was doing sys

tematically; had he needed to he could not have done what he did." 

Of course, with practice even the most complex, systematic applications 

of abstract theory to some activity can become a reflex. No artist in 

any medium—music, paint, or words—ever achieved greatness without 

practicing the application of theory. Like any artist, Shakespeare 

learned his theory and then practiced his knowledge until the applica

tion came to be automatic, until the note came true without his thinking 

"F sharp...put fingers in these positions." The disclaimer of "con

scious" or "systematic" artistry seems unjustified in light of what we 

know of Shakespeare's schooling, the presence of so many figures of 

rhetoric in his works, and his specific, presumably conscious references 

in plays to rhetorical terms and procedures. 

The growth of conscious, sometimes labored, rhetorical practice 

into an automatic, skilled rhetorical practice, a mastery, should be 



taken not as an indication that Shakespeare no longer uses rhetorical 

artifice but that he uses it more effectively, with fewer self-conscious 

flourishes to exhibit his newly acquired skills, with his eye on the 

dramatic situation rather than on the teacher or the crowd. He seeks 

applause for the play rather than for himself, playing for dramatic 

effect rather than rhetorical show. He subordinates the individual 

scene or moment to a larger rhetorical conception embodied in the whole 

play rather than in one speech. 

The English language that we use today is very close to that which 

Shakespeare used to write the greatest dramatic works in the English 

language. We who speak Modern English can quite easily understand the 

Early Modern English of Shakespeare. But there have been no modern 

plays to rival Shakespeare's greatest plays. The difference is probably 

not in the language and its words and idioms, nor in the vocabulary 

available to the author. If such factors were important, modern authors 

would have a considerable advantage over Shapespeare and his contempo

raries. But Shakespeare is unmatched. If the time and the social milieu 

were crucial factors, we would have more great plays than we do from 

Shakespeare's time. There were many competent playwrights who left a 

number of very good plays, but there is no other dramatist who left so 

many great plays. Again, Shakespeare is unmatched. To our knowledge, 

Shakespeare's training in composition was about the same as that re

ceived by many others of his time, the normal grammar school education. 

Thus, not in language, age or social milieu, or training in composition do 

we find any explanation for Shakespeare's supremacy as a dramatist. We 



are led back to the bardolatrous view that Shakespeare's genius is the 

essential element in the combination of these elements to produce what 

we know as the greatest plays in English. 

Yet we cannot deal objectively with "genius"; the topic is too 

large. We must work with a topic which we may more nearly encompass. 

One of the topics most fruitful for demonstrating Shakespeare's artistry 

is that of his use of rhetoric to achieve specific dramatic effects. 

The term "rhetoric" refers to an important set of techniques used 

in oratory, drama, poetry and other of the verbal arts. Essentially, 

rhetoric is a technique of word-craft, of using words so as to achieve 

the end desired by the writer or speaker. Generally speaking, rhetoric 

includes study not only of the most effective ways of developing and 

organizing material but also of the various patterns of word arrange

ment (the figures of rhetoric) proven effective through long experi

ence. 

An investigation of Shakespeare's use of rhetoric to achieve comic 

effects in the so-called Romantic Comedies will afford an overview of 

his artistic achievement within a particular form, and within a fairly 

varied yet coherent group of plays, and may furthermore point toward 

some significant conclusions about his use of rhetoric in other types 

of plays. The so-called Romantic Comedies include some plays from his 

dramatic apprenticeship and some from his early maturity: thus, the 

Romantic Comedies, as a group, reveal the stages of his maturation as 

a dramatist. 



As an apprentice and as a master dramatist, Shakespeare turned 

to his rhetorical knowledge for invention and ornamentation to produce, 

sustain and enhance comic effects. In order to demonstrate that in the 

Romantic Comedies Shakespeare uses a wide range of rhetorical knowledge 

for comic ends, this study will examine representative comic uses of 

rhetoric in the following works: 

About 1592 or 1593 or earlier^ 
The Comedy of Errors 
The Two Gentlemen of Verona 
Love's Labor's Lost 

About 1594 or earlier 
The Taming of The Shrew 

About 1594 or 1595 
A Midsummer Night's Dream 

About 1598 
Much Ado About Nothing 

About 1599 or 1600 
As You Like It 

About 1601 
Twelfth Night, or TThat You Will 



CHAPTER II 

REVIEÎ ^ OF STUDIES 

Although formal rhetoric has not been the most prominent topic of 

investigation in relation to Shakespeare, a quite formidable body of 

critical literature has developed on rhetoric and Shakespeare's use of 

rhetoric. It would be a task both difficult and without much bearing 

on a demonstration of Shakespeare's comic use of rhetoric to review the 

whole of relevant criticism; however, a brief survey of several of the 

most closely relevant works would give some idea about the criticism 

of this century from which the present study benefits. 

As early as 1909, William Lowes Rushton published a study of paral

lels between some of Puttenham's definitions and examples and some lines 

in Shakespeare. In the 1920's came important publications by Donald 

Lemen Clark (Rhetoric and Poetry in the Renaissance, 1922), Charles 

Sears Baldwin (Medieval Rhetoric and Poetic, 1928), Morris Palmer Tilley 

(Elizabethan Proverb Lore in Lyly's Euphues and in Pettie's Petite 

Pallace with Parallels from Shakespeare, 1926) and G. H. W. Rylands 

2 
(Words and Poetry, 1928). The Clark and Baldwin works are explained 

well enough by their titles. Tilley's work first marked an interest 

which eventually grew into his posthumously published, massive A Diction

ary of the Proverbs in England in the Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centur

ies (1950), a book which includes a separate index to the proverbs in 

Shakespeare. Rylands's work is a close study of Shakespearean style, 

its origins and its development from early imitation and plagiarism to 
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maturity; Rylands argues that it was through a study of prose and a 

reaction against the conventional poetic diction of the day that Shake

speare developed the style of his maturity. 

In the 1920's had arisen an increased interest in style, use of 

logic and other important literary considerations, an interest which 

led inexorably back to rhetoric. During the 1930's were published some 

of the products of this increased interest in rhetoric. The many 

critics noting the presence of rhetoric in Shakespeare and writing on 

specific aspects of rhetoric (such as logic, imagery, or proverbial 

language) in Shakespeare and other authors included Hardin Craig, W. G. 

Crane (Wit and Rhetoric in the Renaissance, 1937, stressing the insepar

ability of logic and rhetoric in the "wit" of Renaissance literature), 

Katherine Lever <"Proverbs and Sententiae in the Plays of Shakespere" 

in the 1938 Shakespeare Association Bulletin), Caroline F. E. Spurgeon 

(Shakespeare's Imagery and What it Tells Us, 1935), B. J. Whiting ("The-

Nature of the Proverb," Harvard Studies and Notes in Philology and 

Literature, 1932), Gladys Doidge Willcock ("Shakespeare and Rhetoric," 

Essays and Studies by Members of the English Association, Oxford, 1943), 

and others. The 1936 republication of George Puttenham's The Arte of 

English Poesie, 1589 (with a critical introduction by Gladys Willcock 

and Alice Walker) was a major event both demonstrating the interest then 

present, and encouraging further interest in rhetoric. 

The 1940's added major works by T. W. Baldwin and Sister Miriam 

Joseph, plus valuable contributions by F. P. Wilson and others. Wilson's 

"Shakespeare and the Diction of the Common Life" (Proceedings of the 



British Academy, 1941) demonstrates, through examples, how Shake

speare's use of paronomasia, imagery and the proverb show him to be 

in touch with the everyday language of his audience. T. W. Baldwin 

(William Shakespeare's Small Latine and Lesse Greeke, 2 vols., 1944) 

proves beyond a reasonable doubt both that Shakespeare had a thorough, 

systematic knowledge of rhetoric gained from the Latin textbooks to 

be found commonly in the grammar schools of his time and that he used 

in his writings not only techniques but also materials learned from 

these texts. Sister Miriam Joseph in Shakespeare's Use of the Arts of 

Language (1947) undertakes to show that rhetorical theory, whether em

phasizing logic and rhetoric or the rhetorical figures, is "of a piece" 

in the 1500's in England, and that the entire scope of English rhetorical 

theory (with only two or three exceptions) is present in Shakespeare's 

poems and plays. Shakespeare's development of subject matter and mode 

of expression are characteristic of his time, but his use of every re

source of thought and language, in combination with his genius, elevates 

his works above others in power and richness. 

In the last thirty years, there has been considerable critical 

emphasis on imagery in Shakespeare. Although some of these studies are 

quite good within the limits set for them, there are few which are 

directly useful in relation to the present subject. Wolfgang Clemen's 

The Development of Shakespeare's Imagery (1951) contains a few perti

nent remarks, and a few other articles on imagery do touch on rhetoric, 

but not sufficiently to justify further notice here. 
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In the same period there have been a good many studies having to 

do with Shakespeare's rhetorical and linguistic artistry. Increasingly, 

such studies deal with both the prose and the poetry; formerly, studies 

emphasized the poetry almost to the exclusion of the prose. Among those 

examining both poetry and prose in relation to words and rhetoric are 

the following: Madeleine Doran, Endeavors of Art, 1954; M. M. Mahood, 

Shakespeare's Wordplay, 1957; G. L. Brook, The Language of Shakespeare, 

1976. 

Doran's work considers problems of all Elizabethan dramatists in 

resolving tensions between the aim of entertainment and the need for 

form—the conflicts between unity and variety. Doran points out how 

Shakespeare uses the language arts to achieve both unity and variety 

by inclusion and complex harmonies, rather than Jonson*s method of ex

clusion and repetition. Organized both by major artistic topics, such 

as Eloquence, Imitation and Decorum, and by more specifically dramatic 

topics, such as kinds of drama, problems of character, and plot con

struction. Endeavors of Art is a basic and very useful study of both 

rhetorical and dramatic arts. 

Miss Mahood argues that Shakespeare's use of word play is directly 

related to the structure of the play, that even comic wordplay in the 

tragedies is appropriate to the circumstances of character, place, 

and time. Mahood's work is a rather thorough development of a point 

implied in some comments by other critics. 

G. L. Brook's The Language of Shakespeare, by far the most wide-

ranging examination of Shakespeare's use of words, digs into the social 
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implications of words and into changes in the language since Shake

speare's time, but deals more cursorily with other topics. Brook looks 

at Shakespeare's use of rhetoric and concludes that Shakespeare knew 

more about the figures of rhetoric than the average reader of today 

but probably did not take them very seriously, as he used them mostly 

in the early plays, and frequently in the speeches of the clowns, the 

"real experts." Brook considers that many figures may "arise independ

ently in any literature at any time," but lists about two dozen figures 

which he finds that Shakespeare uses consciously and deliberately. 

Brook's open skepticism about the figures of rhetoric makes all the 

more convincing his claim that Shakespeare knew the figures; however. 

Brook does not develop his claim that Shakespeare "likely...did not take 

/the figures? very seriously." Without such development and in- light 

of his opposing claim that Shakespeare's use of some figures demonstrates 

"deliberate effort and imitation," the dismissal of rhetoric as rela

tively unimportant after the first plays should be considered rather 

arbitrary. Suggestions such as Brook's need proof when they contradict 

well-documented arguments. 

Since about 1950 several quite useful works heavily emphasizing 

dramatic prose have been published. Two of these works, although 

mostly about Ben Jonson's language, include significant comparisons be

tween Jonson's language and Shakespeare's language. Alexander H. 

Sackton (Rhetoric as a Dramatic Language in Ben Jonson, 1948) sets 

Jonson's use of rhetoric within the history and philosophy of rhetoric, 

and shows how Jonson calls attention to rhetoric. In contrast, Sackton 
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argues, Shakespeare uses rhetoric in the early plays to motivate action, 

but in the later plays conceals rhetorical speech to focus attention 

on what is said rather than on how it is said. Jonas A. Barish (Ben 

Jonson and the Language of Prose Comedy, 1960) argues the apparently 

opposite point, that Jonson has a mimetic bias and thus plays down 

"rhetorical" qualities in order to achieve "realistic" dialogue. Barish 

pegs Shakespeare as one who uses a syntax of artful symmetry derived 

from Lyly, an adherent to the older school of rhetorical ornament rather 

than the Jonsonian school of "anti-rhetorical naturalness." Barish 

further suggests that Shakespeare, unlike Jonson, "gradually discovers 

4 
the possibilities of realism within the formal syntactic frame." Sack-

ton and Barish differ superficially about Jonson, but they agree that 

Shakespeare is an expert rhetorician, as does Milton Crane (Shakespeare's 

Prose, 1951), who emphasizes Shakespeare's use of prose to contrast 

with verse and thus to reflect in the language the inherent conflict of 

drama. 

Brian Vickers's The Artistry of Shakespeare's Prose (1968) is an 

extended exposition of the rhetorical nature of Shakespeare's prose. 

Vickers first discusses Shakespeare's use of prose for comedy and trag

edy, and concludes that the main function of prose is to provide drama

tic contrast with verse. He then details a critical method involving 

analysis of imagery, linguistic structure (involving the rhetorical 

figures) and rhetorical structure (involving arrangement of prose into 

patterns of symmetry and balance through rhetorical repetition) in the 

prose of each play. Although his analysis is limited to the prose. 
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Vickers provides easily the most detailed study available of Shake

speare's use of rhetoric in either medium. Since the principles of con

trast and emphasis do not change with the medium, what Vickers says 

about Shakespeare's use of rhetoric in prose will have considerable 

validity in relation to the poetry too. 

Prose is of considerable importance as the medium for clowns, dis

guised ladies and foolish lords in the romantic comedies, and Vickers's 

commentary on rhetoric in the prose does include the comic prose pas

sages. Otherwise, there are only a few major critical works on Shake

spearean comedy in general or even on the romantic comedies as a group. 

A quite worthwhile book, despite some arbitrary positions and senti-

mentalistic assumptions, is H. B. Charlton's Shakespearean Comedy (1938). 

Charlton sets Much Ado, As You Like It, and Twelfth Night as patterns, 

and criticizes the other plays insofar as they do not conform, but he 

does have a very thorough discussion of sources. E. C. Pettet (Shake

speare and the Romance Tradition, 1949) surveys the comedies and shows 

some of Shakespeare's debt to his predecessors. John R. Brown, in 

Shakespeare and His Comedies (1957), provides a thematic study of the 

early comedies. C. L. Barber's Shakespeare's Festive Comedy (1959) is 

a still narrower thematic study. Bertrand Evans (Shakespeare's Comedies, 

1960) focuses on "discrepant awareness" among characters and between 

characters and audience. Shakespeare's Happy Comedies (1962) collects 

John Dover Wilson's earlier ideas about the romantic ("happy") come

dies. One should not fail to consider Northrup Frye's conclusions 

about comedy in general and Shakespearean comedy in particular; in 
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various stages, these conclusions are available in "The Argument of 

Comedy" (English Institute Essays, 1948-1949), "Comic Myth in Shake

speare" (Transactions of the Royal Society of Canada, 1952), Anatomy 

of Criticism (1957), and A Natural Perspective (1965). There are many 

other worthwhile contributions in article form, especially on the 

individual Shakespearean comedies; however, the more general works men

tioned provide a good beginning for research. 

On the subject of comedy and the comic in general, two works pro

viding good analysis and historical surveys are J. C. Gregory's The 

Nature of Laughter (1924) and W. K. Wimsatt's The Idea of Comedy (1969). 

Gregory's book integrates a wide variety of psychological and physio

logical theories and gives illustrations from many literary works. 

Wimsatt's work is an anthology of essays on comedy from Ben Jonson to 

George Meredith. Wimsatt contributes valuable, concise opening and 

closing analytical essays: the "Introduction" provides a philosophical, 

critical and dramatic (insofar as these three can be separated) history 

of comedy from folk ritual to Jonson, while, beginning after Meredith's 

essay, "Postscripts" surveys primarily philosophical analyses of laugh

ter from Hobbes, Shaftesbury and Schopenhauer through Bergson and Freud" 

to writers of the Theater of the Absurd and then back to Thurber. Both 

Wimsatt and Gregory provide the broad understanding that one must have 

in order to assess adequately the humor of Shakespeare and to under

stand the relation between rhetoric and comedy in the "romantic" com

edies. 
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If one needs a more in-depth analysis of laughter and the comic, 

with extensive quotations from classical and medieval thinkers, 

Wimsatt's notes will steer him to Mary A. Grant's The Ancient Rhetorical 

Theories of the Laughable (1924) and Marvin T. Herrick's Comic Theory 

in the Sixteenth Century (1950). Mary Grant's work, a 1919 thesis, 

is not aimed at a popular audience but is quite readable even for one 

who does not know sufficient Greek and Latin to read the words of vari

ous philosophers and scholars as they are copiously supplied, in the 

original, sans translation. Since the texts only supplement a coherent 

analysis, one may easily understand what is being argued. The work 

focuses on the ethics of laughter (the distinction between ill- and 

good-natured laughter, the persons to be subjected to or exempted from 

ridicule, and the proper time and place for laughter) in relation to 

daily life and conduct, developing a theory of the laughable from vari

ous philosophers, -pre-Socratic on through the Sophists, Socrates, Plato, 

and Aristotle, and some later rhetoricians, and showing its practice in 

various comic genres and, in Cicero's applications to oratory, showing 

the rhetorical use of the laughable. Herrick approaches the English 

comic theory from a different direction, and suggests that it may be 

best understood through an analysis of works of leading commentators 

on the comedies of Terence, the principal model for Renaissance comedy. 

Herrick argues that Aristotle's dramatic criticism is superior but that 

the groundwork of comic theory had already been laid by the commenta

tors on Terence before Aristotle's Poetics became available; thus, 

Aristotle's contribution to Renaissance discussions of comedy is mainly 
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in method and a few critical terms. Herrick refers throughout to the 

major classical authorities, supplying English texts. If one needs 

further reading on comic theory and laughter, the Grant and Herrick 

works are both thoroughly documented. These two studies supplement 

the necessarily-condensed Wimsatt "Introduction" and are themselves 

supplemented by the Wimsatt "Postscript" to produce an examination 

both wide and deep of all comic and rhetorical theory that might pertain 

to Shakespeare's comedies. 



CHAPTER III 

THE ART OF THE AGE 

The History 

Shakespeare was a creature of his time. He was not a radical 

innovator in the drama or in poetry; so far as is known, he originated 

no literary form. Excelling in that most thoroughly Elizabethan 

literary form, the drama, which in its variety of subjects, settings 

and characters reflected better than any other literary form the con

cerns of the Elizabethans, he merely wrote better than any other. He 

wrote better histories and better comedies and better tragedies, and 

better plays of other sorts too. In an age when rhetoric, the essen

tial learning of the writer, was considered the key to eloquence, an 

age that was "rhetorical from first to last," Shakespeare learned 

from the best-known texts of rhetoric and mastered the art of the age. 

As attested by the numerous Latin and English rhetorics published, 

rhetoric was the queen of the literary arts during Shakespeare's forma

tive years. Effective use of rhetoric was considered the most impor

tant task facing the writer, for it was only through effective use of 

rhetoric that he might achieve eloquence of expression. Thus, training 

in rhetoric was a major part of the curriculum in the grammar school of 

Shakespeare's day. Shakespeare's knowledge of rhetoric is certainly 

no secret. We know from studies by T. W. Baldwin and others that 

Shakespeare knew the authors appropriate to the upper forms of the 

17 
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grammar school of his time, and we can also see in his plays the 

use both of rhetorical terms and of various figures of rhetoric. 

For the dramatist, there was probably no study better suited than 

rhetoric, for it had been developed as the art of the orator, and in 

the Renaissance the drama, more than any other literary form, was 

2 
recognized as having a close affinity to oratory. The importance 

of rhetoric as one of the major techniques of verbal artistry in 

Shakespeare's time, and thus its relevance to any assessment of Shake

speare's artistic achievement, is beyond doubt. Madeleine Doran ob

serves that 

English renaissance drama is rhetorical from first 
to last. If a curve is drawn from the early Eliza
bethan period to the late Jacobean or Caroline per
iod, conscious rhetoric will appear as a dominant 
characteristic of style at both ends—at one end 
because verse is stiff with the devices of the 
schools, at the other because, supple as it is, it 
draws attention to its own cleverness. If we are 
not so highly conscious of rhetoric at the height 
of the period, that is only because it has become 
thoroughly adapted to the matter it is used to ex
press. Exuberance rather than economy remains 
characteristic of the plays of Jonson, Chapman, 
Marston, Webster and Shakespeare. ...I^enever 
Shakespeare is acted...one of the most striking 
things, regardless of the play, is always the 
language...its variety, power, and subtlety.^ 

Much of that variety, power, and subtlety of language grew from Shake

speare's skillful use of rhetoric. 

In order to understand the great tradition of rhetoric within 

which Shakespeare worked, one must know something of the origins and 

growth of rhetoric, and of how it became the single most important art 

in Shakespeare's time. 
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It is curious that rhetoric, once considered the greatest of the 

arts, should have fallen to its present low reputation. One who sees 

the present low state of rhetoric can hardly believe the passionate 

descriptions of rhetoric from another, earlier age. Petrarch praised 

rhetoric as the queen of the arts and saw eloquence as both the reward 

and the expression of natural excellence. Vives, a Spanish humanist 

of the early sixteenth century, wrote that rhetoric 

is of the greatest influence and weight. It is 
necessary for all positions in life. For in man 
the highest law and government are at the dis
posal of will. To the will, reason and judgment 
are assigned as counsellors, and the emotions 
are its torches. Moreover, the emotions of the 

ft mind are enflamed by the sparks of speech. So, 
too, the reason is impelled and moved by speech. 
Hence it comes to pass that, in the whole king
dom of the activities of man, speech holds in its 
possession a mighty strength which it continually 
manifests.^ 

Eloquence was considered to grow from man's nature, to set the learned 

man above other men as speech sets men above beasts. Some rhetoricians 

considered eloquence as divine gift. Cicero thought that an orator 

must be, first of all, a virtuous man. Thomas Wilson managed to trace 

eloquence back to the gifts given to Adam by his Creator: the Preface 

to his The Arte of Rhetoric is descriptively entitled 'Eloquence first 

giuen by God, and after lost by man, and last repayred by God againe.' 

Wilson argued, "such is the power of Eloquence and reason, that most 

men are forced, euen to yeeld in that which most standeth against their 

will." By an even earlier writer, rhetoric's power was allegorized in 

terms of divinity and majesty: 
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a woman of loftiest stature and great assurance, 
with countenance of radiant splendour, made her 
solemn entry. Helmeted and crowned with royal 
majesty, she held ready for defense or for attack 
weapons that gleamed with the flash of lightning. 
Beneath her armour the vesture draped Roman-wise 
about her shoulders glittered with the various 
light of all figurae, all schemata; and she was 
cinctured with the most precious colores for jewels. 
The clatter of her weapons as she moved was as if 
thunder in the crash of a cloud aflame broke with 
leaping echoes. Nay, it seemed as if, like Jove, 
she herself could hurl the thunderbolt. For as 
queen in control of all things she has shown power 
to move men whither she pleased, or whence, to bow 
them to tears, to incite them to rage, to transform 
the mien and feeling as well of cities as of embat
tled armies and all the hosts of the people.^ 

Quintilian relates one instance of the power of eloquence from the 

tongue of Cicero: "In my opinion the audience did not know what they 

were doing, their applause sprang neither from their judgement nor from 

their will; they were seized with a kind of frenzy and, unconscious 

of the place in which they stood, burst forth spontaneously into a per-

Q 

feet ecstasy of delight." And in Paradise Regained Milton's Satan 

refers to "resistless eloquence": "the famous orators.../ Those ancient, 

whose resistless eloquence/ Wielded at will that fierce democraty" 
9 

(4.267-9). It may seem inconceivable or at least doubtful to the 

present-day observer, but there is no doubt that rhetoric was the queen 

of the arts in Shakespeare's age. 

But rhetoric is no longer the queen of the arts, the source of 

resistless eloquence. As Vickers says, "Like 'theatrical' or 'stagey', 

'rhetorical' is now largely a term of abuse, signifying falseness, 

,,10 
deceit, inflation. 
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The present apparent disrespect for rhetoric is based upon several 

factors, including ignorance of or confusion about what rhetoric is 

and what it can be used to achieve. That rhetoric may be used to 

ornament expression is not evidence that its purpose is mainly decora

tive, that rhetoric is all style and no substance. Nor is the persua

sive function of rhetoric any evidence that persuasion, regardless of 

the truth, is the purpose of rhetoric. Those who see rhetoric as an 

instrument of falsehood should examine their own motives; rhetoric may 

be used, just as any other knowledge, for good or for bad purposes. 

Rhetoric is in itself amoral, neither moral nor immoral. One may use 

rhetoric to attempt to deceive others, but one who is trained in 

rhetoric is also trained to detect logical fallacies. Thus, although 

rhetorical knowledge may be'used to deceive, it may also be used to 

prevent deceit. The virtues and the vices of rhetoric reside in its 

users, but the value of rhetoric resides in its use. 

A limited survey of the history of rhetoric will show both that 

rhetoric has long been recognized as a valuable discipline because of 

its essential role in both language and social conduct, and that pre

sent attitudes—both positive and negative—toward rhetoric have ante

cedents in the controversies which have accompanied rhetoric since 

classical times. 

According to tradition, rhetoric was developed from judicial 

oratory in Greek Sicily during the first half of the fifth century 

B.C. and was refined for use in public oratory by Gorgias, who flour

ished late in the same century. The usefulness of rhetoric is 
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almost certainly the reason that rhetoric was first considered note

worthy, then recorded, studied and developed into an art, and—even 

at this early time—Gorgias's emphasis on method rather than philoso

phy, in teaching his students to learn by imitating model speeches, 

pointed a direction which has generally been taken since in rhetorical 

study, and has led to many disputes. 

Gorgias's utilitarian emphasis on the emotional and psychological 

functions of oratory—on the "how to" (the figures) rather than the 

"what to" (the subject matter) of speaking—subjected him later to 

verbal attacks by Socrates and Plato for what they considered a moral 

flexibility dangerous to the ideal state. Later, orators such as the 

Sophist Protagoras were to stress the importance of being able to argue 

either for or against any proposition, to use any argument necessary to 

achieve victory in a public debate. Regardless of the validity of the 

philosophy held by some Sophists—that truth is relative, such an 

approach to debate seemed to Socrates, Plato and other, later absolutist 

philosophers to be an amoral and opportunistic abuse of rhetoric. And 

the debate was on. There was never any doubt of the usefulness of 

rhetoric; rather, the question was what the proper concerns of rhetoric 

should be. Should rhetoric be an instrument for seeking truth, or 

should rhetoric be conceived less gloriously, as an instrument for 

achieving only a victory in a debate. 

In the dialogue Gorgias, Plato's Socrates attempts to show what 

is wrong with rhetoric. The main charges are that rhetoric is not an 

art but a routine that, having no particular subject matter, dealing 
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in persuasion rather than knowledge, and having no particular moral 

bias, may be put into the service of evil. Plato attempts to overcome 

what he sees as rhetoric's main weakness—its moral relativism—by 

proposing that rhetoric be used only in the search for truth. 

Aristotle in his Rhetoric suggests that rhetoric is not limited 

to a single class of subjects but, as an extension of man's rational 

capacities, is universal in scope and is essential at all levels of 

human society. Aristotle grants that rhetoric may be misused, but 

...if it be objected that one who uses such power 
or speech unjustly might do great harm, that is a 
charge which may be made in common against all 
good things except virtue, and above all against 
the things that are most useful, as strength, health, 
wealth, generalship. A man can confer the greatest 
of benefits by a right use of these, and inflict 
the greatest of injuries by using them wrongly.^2 

Aristotle also defends rhetoric as an art, denies the immorality of 

being able to argue both sides of a case, and defends the practice as 

a valid and valuable intellectual discipline. 

The points raised by Plato and Aristotle have been brought up 

again and again, but the dispute, sooner or later, has always been 

settled, either in theory or in practice, in favor of rhetoric. 

Perhaps because it is so in the grain of man's thinking, rhetoric 

has got along quite well both with and without the consent of philoso

phy. It is difficult even now to fathom the conduct of an argument 

without the use of some rhetoric. Thus, the centuries following 

Aristotle's treatise saw a burgeoning of rhetorical theory, and its 
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expression in various textbooks. More and more, rhetoric had to do 

with literary structure and style and with analysis of the emotional 

and psychological effects which might be achieved through rhetorical 

13 

figures. Once rhetoric had been separated from philosophical con

cerns, it became the companion to literary studies and thus, in gen

eral, to education, for in classical times all education, first Greek, 

then Roman also, was conducted through the public lecture. 

The major objective of rhetorical study was eloquence, and 

learning to speak properly meant learning to think 
properly, and even to live properly: in the eyes 
of the Ancients eloquence had a truly human value 
transcending any practical applications that might 
develop as a result of historical circumstances; 
it was the one means for handing on everything that 
made man man, the whole cultural heritage that dis
tinguished civilized men from barbarians.^^ 

Eloquence was so intertwined with the social ideals of the classical 

civilization that the rhetoric which enabled one to achieve eloquence 

became easily the most important educational discipline. And it re

mained so. Cicero said "eloquence is the light and brightness of 

wisedome." Peacham says, ..."the precious nature, and wonderfull 

power of wisedome-, is by the commendable Art and vse of eloquence, 

16 
produced and brought into open light." More recently, Vickers says, 

"When writers from Quintilian to Dante to Puttenham say that eloquence 

is the most important of human disciplines, they mean it literally." 

The Romans quickly seized upon the usefulness of rhetoric, sys

tematizing and developing it and spreading it throughout their sphere 
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of influence. The Romans used rhetoric as a principle in education and 

as an aid in public life. It was a Roman, Cicero, who described the 

aims of oratory—to instruct, to please, to move—and it was another 

Roman, Horace, who applied to poetry these principles which were taken 

up by Augustine and so passed on down through the years to the time of 

Shakespeare and beyond. Yet after the death of Cicero the public visi

bility of rhetoric decreased. Under the restrictions of the Empire, 

the orator's eloquence was limited mostly to private, largely literary 

purposes; no longer did rhetoric exercise an important function in public 

life. Some rhetors made their living through virtuoso, public declama

tions, but their use of rhetoric was ornamental, not functional in the 
ft 

political process. Others trained in rhetoric became schoolmasters, 

18 
taught rhetoric and produced rhetorical treatises. 

But the rhetoric that they practiced, taught and wrote about was 

largely a debased rhetoric which appealed to popular tastes. As in the 

seventeenth century the antimasque was, because of popular taste, to 

occupy a role progressively more prominent in the production of the 

masque, so, in imperial Rome, as D. L. Clark suggests, style—only a 

part of rhetoric—became an end in itself while the other functions 

lost prominence. It was Cicero who had first set the rhetorical trend 

to what is known as the "florid style" in rhetoric and poetic, what 

19 
eventually became the false rhetoric of the declamation schools. 

Rhetoric had once been an integral part of the functioning of the real 

world, but in the declamation schools, rhetoric was reduced to the de

bating of imaginary and quite unreal propositions. As Clark comments. 
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'For two hundred years there had been no pirates in the Mediterranean; 

yet in the declamation schools pirates abounded, and questions turned 

upon points of law which never existed or could exist in actual 

20 
society." Thus, classical rhetoric was perverted, changed from a 

useful art to a sterile spectator sport during the days of imperial 

Rome. 

It was initially through the Romans that rhetoric came to England. 

The Roman political influence carried with it the then current rhetorical 

tradition. In creative literature, Beowulf (ca. 700) and other early 

English works evidence fluent use of rhetoric. Rhetoric also came to 

England through Christianity in the works of Saint Augustine (a teacher 

of rhetoric prior to his conversion) and in the training of the priests 

21 
who came. One of the earliest rhetorics—if not the earliest—written 

in England is Liber de schematibus et tropis by the Venerable Bede (ca. 

673-735), a Benedictine monk born near the monastery where he spent the 

22 rest of his life. Following the Renaissance revival of interest in 

classical studies on the Continent and in England, knowledge of rhetoric 

entered the English educational system frommany—although predominantly 

Latin—sources. 

With the passage of time and the growing distance of rhetoric from 

its origin came the adaptation of rhetoric to new purposes, the confu

sion of rhetoric and poetic, and increasingly, also the abuse of 

23 

rhetoric. Rhetoric came to be used frequently not to facilitate ex

pression but to concoct expression. The use of rhetoric as a substitute 

for knowledge was fairly widespread, and the desire for shortcuts to 
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eloquence is attested to in the popularity of rhetorical textbooks which 

give little more than a list of figures and examples. The resulting 

substitution of rhetorical flourishes for substance, and textbook 

examples and exempla for learning, although certainly not universal, 

had hurt rhetoric's reputation by Chaucer's time. As Willcock and 

Walker note, "Changed conditions during the Middle Ages had broken 

the genuinely forensic Roman tradition and had thus emptied Rhetoric 

of its practical and solid content; by the fifteenth century it was 

equated with 'facund' or 'aureate' language." 

The rhetoric which reached England before the seventeenth century 

was composed of the pervasive and somewhat perverted rhetoric of the 

Roman Empire as well as the more sound pseudo-Ciceronian Rhetorica ad 

C. Herennium—the Ad Herennium (rhetoric text formerly attributed to 

Cicero but by unknown author, perhaps Comificius, a contemporary of 

Cicero, Quintilian's De institutione oratoria—the famous Institutes 

(in fragments and abridgements), the excessively style-conscious early 

25 
writings on rhetoric by Cicero, and his also youthful De Inventione. 

Cicero's later De Oratore, written to supersede the De Inventione, was 

not mentioned in England until 1570 (Asham's Scholemaster), so Cicero's 

mature rhetorical theory took no part in the medieval English rhetoric. 

Nor were Aristotle's rhetorical theories to be well noted in England 

until the writings of Ascham and Sidney in the last thirty years of the 

26 
sixteenth century. In medieval England, "rhetoric" meant "style," and 

it was the medieval tradition of rhetoric—predominantly youthful 

Ciceronian—prevalent in England until the seventeenth century, in which 
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Shakespeare and the other great Elizabethan writers were trained. 

Accordingly, all the typical rhetorics from 1550 to 1600 considered 

27 
rhetoric and style (elocution) synonymous. 

To be sure, style was not universally considered the only purpose 

of rhetoric. Ascham had known and preferred the more-balanced classi

cal approach which included invention and disposition as legitimate 

topics of rhetoric. Bacon, too, recognized the error of the rhetoric-

equals-style equation. He said that the renaissance concern with style 

grew speedily to an excesse; for men began to hunt 
more after words than matter, and more after the 
choisenesse of the Phrase and the round and cleane 
composition of the sentence, and the sweet falling 
of the clauses, and the varying and illustration 
of their workes with tropes and figures, then after 
the weight of matter, worth of subject, soundness 
of argument, life of invention, or depth of judge
ment. 2 8 

By the time Bacon rendered this judgement, the early Ciceronian ele

vation of rhetoric over logic had reached its peak. The rhetorical 

influence of the works of Aristotle, the mature Cicero and other classi

cal rhetoricians had begun to have its effect, and school texts carry

ing the traditional five-part classical rhetoric (invention, disposition, 

29 

elocution, memory, utterance) began to appear. The change was prob

ably speeded as much by a change in the prevailing attitude, away 

from style and toward logic, as by the infiltration of classical 

rhetorical theory, but the change did take place, even as the influence 

of rhetoric had begun to wane in English education. 
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Probably at no time was rhetoric more highly respected and more 

influential in British education than in the period between the early 

years of the sixteenth century (dominated by the great humanist edu

cators) and 1642. 

The practical aim of English humanism, endorsed in works by 

Elyot and others, was to educate gentlemen in both theoretical and 

practical arts so that they might have knowledge and wisdom to share 

30 

through public service. This humanist ideal of the gentleman edu

cated for public service may be seen in the broad scope of Milton's 

Of Education (1644) in which language, "the instrument conveying to us 

things useful to be known," is the first course of study in a "complete 

and generous education" intended to fit a man "to perform justly, 

skilfully, and magnanimously all the offices, both private and public, 

of peace and war." Milton says that students "should begin with the 

chief and necessary rules of some good grammar...and...their speech 

is to be fashioned to a distinct and clear pronunciation...." The 

paramount importance of rhetoric in educating the gentleman for his 

high commission of public service is implicit in Milton's conception 

of the teacher as one "who hath the art and proper eloquence" to "lead 

and draw /"the students_7 in willing obedience, inflamed with the study 

of learning and the admiration of virtue" and infuse "into their 

young breasts such an ingenuous and noble ardor, as would not fail 

31 
to make many of them renowned and matchless men." It was through the 

study of rhetoric that one could acquire the powers of effective 
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persuasion which could enable him to express his wisdom eloquently, 

to delight and persuade his listeners. 

There is ample evidence of the exhaustive rhetorical training to 

32 
which students were subjected. We need not detail the curriculum 

of the upper forms of the grammar school in renaissance England, nor 

33 
the activities of the thirteen-hour school day. It is sufficient 

to say that a good part of the day was devoted to grammar, rhetoric 

and logic—to learning the principles, analyzing the rhetorical prac

tices of various Latin and Greek authors, and applying in their own 

compositions and orations their knowledge thus gleaned. One may 

examine the notebooks of royalty and of commoners such as Milton and 

find evidence of the same intense attention to the rhetorical figures. 

The first- and second-generation products of this rhetorical training 

show some of rhetoric's potential for both prose and poetry. Shake

speare's time of productivity is almost in the center of this period 

of rhetoric's ascendancy in England, and many of the other greats— 

including Sidney, Spenser, Marlowe, Jonson—lived and wrote during 

this one period of only slightly more than a century when men were fas

cinated with words and rhetoric. The coincidence of such a creative 

outburst in the forms of literature (the drama, the sermon, and poetry) 

most closely related to oratory, and of such an interest in rhetoric, 

the art of achieving eloquence in oratory, may be more than casually 

related. Probably the rhetoric by itself should not be labelled as a 

cause (witness the reputation of rhetoric only two centuries earlier, 

as reported by Willcock and Walker), but in combination with the 
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intellectual spirit of the age, rhetoric helped to produce literature 

34 
that is still read for its eloquence. 

We need note only in passing that many of the great names in 

eighteenth century English literature—Pope, Johnson, and others— 

also knew and used rhetoric. But within forty years after the issuance 

of Wordsworth's Preface, the focus of the writer had become the inner 

self, the dominant form had become the ode or the lyric, and rhetoric, 

which deals with emotion that is more public and general, had become 

less useful as a literary tool. Scientific and technical writing, 

which has become increasingly prominent since the nineteenth century 

Industrial Revolution, makes use primarily of the logical component 

of rhetoric. Rhetoric, although not dead, is not the essential dis

cipline in present-day" education. It is probably true that we need 

eloquence at least as much as our ancestors needed it, but in our edu

cational systems eloquence does not have a high priority. Rhetoric 

survives—and will survive—largely as a self-taught art among those 

who choose to make their living in creative literature either written 

or spoken. 

But knowledge of rhetoric is essential for our evaluation of the 

artistry of those who wrote when rhetoric ruled. Vickers's summary 

is to the point: "It is unlikely that rhetoric will ever again provide 

a system or framework for the creative writer, but as a means of under

standing and evaluating most of the major literature of the past it 

. , ,f35 
is essential.... 
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The Figures 

Although the rules, the process, and the discipline governing 

the use of the figures are to the rhetorician at least as important 

as the figures which they govern, it is still in the presence of the 

figures that we are able to see most clearly the results of rhetorical 

knowledge. And it is to the figures that we must turn in order to see 

the outcome of rhetorical practice. 

As early as Gorgias, and probably even earlier, the emphasis in 

rhetorical study was on the figures, the final artistic step in im

plementation of rhetorical theory. As Vickers says, "the figures are 

the keys to emotional and psychological expression throughout the two 
ft 

thousand years of rhetoric, and if we are to understand rhetoric we 

36 
must master the detail which was so important." ̂  The figure is the 

on 

only tangible—if debatable—evidence of rhetorical knowledge. 

By the sixteenth century in England the main focus of rhetorical 

learning was on the figurae of rhetoric, its "flowers" or "colors." 

Aristotle had not been much concerned with the figures of rhetoric, 

as such; his principal stylistic concerns had been with clarity, vivid-
38 

ness, appropriateness, structure and prose rhythm. Naturally, 

however, he encouraged the use of figures which would help one to 

achieve the appropriate stylistic goals of vividness, balance, and 

effective rhythm, and although he liked antanaclasis and paronomasia, 

he discouraged the use of most devices tending to ambiguity and obscur

ity. After Aristotle, though, both Cicero and the author of the con

temporary Rhetorica ad C. Herennium devoted considerable attention to 
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style, especially the figurae. These two authors, with Quintilian, 

39 were of the greatest influence on sixteenth century English rhetoric. 

Quintilian gives what is probably the most detailed early treat

ment of the figures. According to Quintilian, what is properly termed 

a figure is 

any deviation, either in thought or expression, 
from the ordinary and simple method of speaking, 
as our bodies assume different postures when we 
sit, lie, or look back 
that here only must be regarded as a figure, 
which deviates, by poetical or oratorical phrase
ology, from the simple and ordinary modes of speak
ing. Thus we shall be right in saying that one 
sort of style is ...destitute of figures, (and 
this is no small fault) and another...diversified 
with figures. ...Let the definition of a figure, 
then, be a form of speech artfully varied from 
common usage.^^ 

Following Quintilian's lead, and representative of the Tudor rhetori

cians, Puttenham defines the purpose and scope of figurative language, 

His definition is nearly comprehensive. 

Figurative speech is a noveltie of language evi
dently (and yet not absurdly) estranged from the 
ordinarie habite and manner of our dayly talke and 
writing and figure it selfe is a certaine lively 
or good grace set upon wordes, speaches and senten
ces to some purpose and not in vaine, giving them 
ornament or efficacie by many maner of alterations 
in shape, in sounde, and also in sence, sometime 
by way of surplusage, sometime by defect, sometime 
by disorder, or mutation, & also by putting into 
our speaches more pithe and substance, subtiltie, 
quicknesse, efficacie or moderation, in this or 
that sort tuning and tempring them, by amplifica
tion, abridgement, opening, closing, enforcing, 
meekening or otherwise disposing them to the best 
purpose.^^ 
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Appropriating to the poet "all the figures that be Rhetoricall, and 

such as do most beautifie language with eloquence & sententiousnes," 

Puttenham declares the poet to be "the most auncient Orator...that by 

good & pleasant perswasions first reduced the wilde and beastly people 

into publicke societies and ciuilitie of life, insinuating vnto them, 

vnder fictions with sweete and coloured speeches, many wholesome 

42 
lessons." The persuasive value of the figures is likewise featured 

in the discussion of figures by the prominent rhetorician Henry Peacham 

in what is essentially his catalog of figures, The Garden of Eloquence 

43 
(1577, 1593). Peacham does not go beyond Puttenham's definition 

of the figure, but in the 1593 edition he does include specifications 

of the uses of, and cautions to be observed with, each figure. The 

most popular continental and English rhetorical texts of Shakespeare's 

time, from Melanchthon and Susenbrotus to Peacham and Puttenham, empha

size the figures: to learn rhetoric in that time was to learn to use 

the figures. 

The figure may be used properly, or it may be abused. One might 

pose the question, "When is a figure not a figure?" The answer would 

be, "When it's used without purpose." Since the criterion of rhetor

ical art is effectiveness, the achievement of a purposed result, the 

use of a figure in a purposeless way renders it not a figure. When it 

does not contribute to persuasion or ornamentation, the figure is out

side the dominion of rhetoric, its rules, process and discipline. Putt

enham's comments upon one abuse of repetition may apply to all abuses 

of figures. 
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And an other...did the like in the beginning of 
his verse, thus: 

To loue him and loue him, as sinners should doo. 
These repetitios be not figuratiue but phantast-

ical, for a figure is euer vsed to purpose, either 
of beautie or of efficacie: and these last recited 
be to no purpose, for neither can ye say that it 
vrges affection, nor that it beautifieth or enfor-
ceth the sence, nor hath any other subtilitie in 
it, and therfore is a very foolish impertinency of 
speech, and not a figure.^^ 

One may use the figures with more or less skill, but he must not 

abuse the figures by using them inappropriately. 

Although it is wrong to abuse the figures, it is also wrong not 

to use the figures. But they must be used in a way that fits the 

subject matter and either persuades emotionally or intellectually or 

adds to the beauty of the expression. If one does not use the figures, 

he incurs Puttenham's harsh judgement that his writing will be "as 

45 
our ordinary talke...unsavourie and farre from all ciuilitie." 

The figures themselves are remarkably flexible. While some de

vices, such as hyperbaton, reflect in their disorder the mental dis

order of extreme emotional states and are thus somewhat limited in 

the range of emotions they may express, even these figures may be 

manipulated by context to express any extreme emotion, be it grief, 

madness or even joy. In its context, the disorder may serve a comic 

or a tragic end. Other figures are still more versatile and more sub

tle: one figure may serve light comedy or savage irony, or any of the 

points between; or it may be used to clarify an ambiguity between words 

in a serious discourse. For most figures, the range is limited only 
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by the number of contexts possible. The use of the figure must be 

determined by the emotional or intellectual moment of the work. 



CHAPTER IV 

COMEDY: THE MAINSTREAM AND THE SHAKESPEAREAN 

The question of what is funny has drawn explanations from a 

number of thinkers over the centuries. A brief examination of the 

history of comedy should help to point up some of the central issues 

of comedy and to show how Shakespeare's Romantic Comedy differs from 

the mainstream comedy of his time. 

Plato, considering the acting of comedies to be frivolous and 

demoralizing to the serious citizen's spirit, suggested that slaves 

and hired strangers do the acting in comedies. In the Philebus, 

"Examination of Pleasure," Plato discusses the laughter aroused by 

comedies and concludes that, since all emational pleasures are mixed 

with pain, there is an admixture of the mental pain of envy even in 

2 
the pleasure of one's laughter at what is ridiculous in his friends. 

Plato's observation of something other than high principles, of some 

form of personal interest (envy or even malice) in the motivation for 

laughter has been repeated down through the years as others have 

theorized about what makes people laugh. 

As a literary form intended to evoke laughter, the comedy has 

long been associated with ordinary life and peopled with ordinary, low, 

stereotypic characters. Aristotle notes that in the Greek Old Comedy 

(ca.500-ca. 390 B.C.), the old-fashioned comedy of village revels, 

the object of laughter was some relatively minor fault or shortcoming, 

either in appearance or in character, and the resulting laughter was 

37 
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not general; mixed with the laughter of some was pain for those who 

were subjected to name-calling and personal abuse because they differ

ed from the norm. The Old Comedy was uproarious, farcical, filled 

with lampoon. 

Comedy evolved quickly. By the time of Plato's death (357 B.C.), 

Greek "Middle Comedy" (ca. 390-338 B.G.) , emphasizing melodramatic 

and romantic plot and inclining to philosophy and parody of myth, was 

growing toward maturity. Aristophanes, who had been one of the fore

most writers of Old Comedy, grew with the drama; his last plays, 

especially Plutus (acted 388 B.C.) are in the new, Middle style. 

Middle Comedy prevailed for about fifty years and was gradually re

placed by "New Comedy." The farcical, satirical plots of the Old 

Comedy had evolved into romantic stories of young lovers who with the 

help of witty slaves—and unexpected discoveries of amulets, birthmarks, 

and the like—overcome the opposition of their elders. This New 

Comedy (338 B.C.ff.), a comedy of manners (represented in one play and 

several large fragments by Menander) , is not unlike that which we may 

see nearly two millennia later in Lyly's Mother Bombie. It was Greek 

New Comedy which provided the major influence on the Roman comic poets 

Plautus and Terence (254-159 B.C.), who were to influence English 

comedy very strongly. 

In comments about punishing the evil and rewarding the virtuous, 

Aristotle seems to approve as just the happy ending for the young lovers 

as it was then found in Middle Comedy and was further developed in New 

o 

Comedy. Differing from Plato, Aristotle seems to view comedy as 
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therapeutic rather than debilitating. However, he does suggest that 

youth should not be "spectators of iambi or of comedy until they are 

of an age to sit at the public tables or to drink strong wine." 

We cannot know whether his intent was to protect youth from strong 

language, from laughter or the tendency to laughter, from the comic 

distortions of reality, or from something else in the plays; but it 

is apparent that he, like Plato, was not without some misgivings, 

however slight, in relation to comedy. 

Present in Greek New Comedy and Roman comedy were various elements 

which were transmitted almost unchanged to the time of Shakespeare. 

Even the element of romance, quite important in the development of what 

we call Shakespearean comedy, was present in comic plays before the 

death of Aristophanes. The ironist's purity of motive had already been 

questioned; disputes had been waged about the social usefulness of 

comedies, whose low characters and rustic origins had rendered them 

suspect to those of high mind. 

Plato had observed that laughter is an alloy of mental pain (envy) 

and pleasure: 

When we laugh at what is ridiculous in our friends, 
we mix pleasure with envy, that is, our pleasure 
with pain; for envy has been acknowledged by us to 
be mental pain, and laughter is pleasant, and we 
envy and laugh at the same instant.•'••'• 

This conception, that laughter has a selfish basis, is at the heart 

of the mainstream Renaissance English conception of laughter as an 

exercise in elevation of self above others, their persons or ideas. 
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Of about the same time as Shakespeare, Sir Philip Sidney, com

menting at length on the comedy of his time, sees laughter in much 

the same way that Plato sees it; but Sidney sees also the potential 

for what he calls "delight" in comedy: 

having indeed no right Comedy, in that comical part 
of our Tragedy we have nothing but scurrility unworthy 
of any chaste ears, or some extreme show of doltish-
ness, indeed fit to lift up loud laughter, and nothing 
else: where the whole tract of a Comedy should be full 
of delight, as the Tragedy should be still maintained 
in a well-raised admiration. But our Comedians think 
there is no delight without laughter: which is very 
wrong, for though laughter may come with delight, yet 
Cometh it not of delight, as though delight should be 
the cause of laughter; but well may one thing breed 
both together: nay, rather in themselves they have, 
as it were a kind of contrariety: for delight we 
scarcely do but in things that have a conveniency 
to ourselves or to the general nature: laughter 
almost ever cometh of things disproportioned to our
selves and nature. Delight hath a joy in it, either 
permanent or present. Laughter hath only a scornful 
tickling. For example, we are ravished with delight 
to see a fair woman, and yet are far from being moved 
to laughter. We laugh at deformed creatures, wherein 
certainly we cannot delight. We delight in good 
chances, we laugh at mischances; —Yet deny I not but 
that they may go well together; for as in Alexander's 
picture well set out we delight without laughter, and 
in twenty mad antics we laugh without delight, so in 
Hercules, painted with his great beard and furious 
countenance, in woman's attire, spinning at Omphales' 
commandment, it breedeth both delight and laughter. 
For the representing of so strange a power in love 
procureth delight: and the scornfulness of the action 
stirreth laughter.^2 

Sidney represented the mainstream opinion of his time about laughter, 

an opinion shared in some ways by Thomas Hobbes. 
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Thomas Hobbes wrote the following about laughter: 

Sudden Glory, is the passion which maketh those 
Grimaces called LAUGHTER; and is caused either 
by some sudden act of their own, that pleaseth 
them; or by the apprehension of some deformed 
thing in another, by comparison whereof they 
suddenly applaud themselves. And it is evident 
most to them, that are conscious of the fewest 
abilities in themselves; who are forced to keep 
themselves in their own favour, by observing the 
imperfections of other men.13 

Joseph Addison confirms that "Every one laughs at some Body that is 

14 

in an inferior State of Folly to himself." But Addison also de

sires to draw a distinction between laughter and ridicule, holding 

that "the Talent of turning Men into Ridicule, and exposing to Laughter 

those one Converses with, is the Qualification of little ungenerous 

Tempers." Laughter is more than simple ridicule. Addison says that 

laughter 

slackens and unbraces the Mind, weakens the Facul
ties and causes a kind of Remissness and Dissolution 
in all the Powers of the Soul: And ...may be looked 
upon as a Weakness in the Composition of Human Nature. 
But if we consider the frequent Reliefs that we 
receive from it, and how often it breaks the Gloom 
which is apt to depress the Mind, and damp our Spirits 
with unexpected gleams of Joy, one would take care not 
to grow too wise for so great a Pleasure of Life.-"-̂  

Although Addison's distinction seems well-taken and valuable from the 

human standpoint, laughter and ridicule are closely linked in our 

thoughts. 

The connection of comedy, laughter, and ridicule persists in 

various authors' comments about what is funny. Although laughter is 
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clearly not synonymous with ridicule and the ridiculous, the connec

tion is difficult to avoid. Henry Fielding's introduction to Joseph 

Andrews (published in 1742 but representative of the dominant viewpoint 

of Shakespeare's time) clarifies the relation between ridicule and 

laughter. Some thinkers such as Plato and Hobbes had blamed the one 

who laughs; but, after excepting involuntary behavior from legitimate 

ridicule. Fielding puts the blame on the one laughed at. Like Addison, 

he abhors ridicule of simple misfortune and is careful to point out 

that such ridicule is improper. For Fielding, the only true source 

of the ridiculous is affectation: 

The only source of the true Ridiculous (as it 
appears to me) is affectation. ...Now, affecta
tion proceeds from one of these two causes, van
ity or hypocrisy: for as vanity puts us on affect
ing false characters, in order to purchase applause; 
so hypocrisy sets us on an endeavour to avoid cen
sure, by concealing our vices under an appearance 
of their opposite virtues. 

From the discovery of this affectation arises the 
Ridiculous, which always strikes the reader with 
surprise and pleasure; and that in a higher and 
stronger degree when the affectation arises from 
hypocrisy, then when from vanity; for to discover 
any one to be the exact reverse of what he affects, 
is more surprising, and consequently more ridicul
ous, than to find him a little deficient in the 
quality he desires the reputation of.^^ 

Fielding approvingly quotes Congreve's concise couplet. 

None are for being what they are in Fault, 
But for not being what they would be thought.^^ 
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Although Fielding's idea especially serves the comedy of manners, 

it also derives from and reinforces the ruling philosophy of Shake

speare's time. One's natural place is defined not only by heredity 

but also by social heritage and native intelligence. One may see 

that the one who steps out of his natural place in the cooperative 

social structure (social commonwealth), the one who tries to be what 

he is not and can not be—who affects unsuitable or indecorous be

havior—will expose his own folly. In such an instance the laughter 

of others grows not from a desire for self-elevation but—for Fielding 

and Shakespeare—from a natural, sensible reaction to the incongruity 

apparent in the actions of the one suffering from either hypocritical 

or vain affectation. Of course, Shakespeare's comedy is not limited 

to that which is ridiculous, but that which is ridiculous does possess 

the essential quality of humor, incongruity. 

Shakespeare found incongruity aplenty in some of the common affec

tations of his time, but more often than not, he used romantic love as 

basic plot material. 

One of the most nearly universal human traits is the need and 

desire for love. Love is a bit like rhetoric: in itself it is not 

funny, but it can be used to produce great comedy. Shakespeare took 

this common human predicament, love, as one of his most important ways 

of approaching comedy. The very universality of love and the high 

reputation in which it is generally held assure a sympathetic audience 

and militate against the entry of envy as a motive in the laughter 

aroused. 
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Although Shakespeare makes light of some of the conventions of 

love, and even of the state of lovers, he does not encourage his 

audiences to laugh at the true love of one for another. In those 

plays in which a love plot is a major factor, true love is shown 

as a force for good, and self-love (false love) as a force for evil. 

In The Two Gentlemen of Verona, Julia's and Silvia's faithfulness in 

enduring hardship in order to be near their loved ones may be seen as 

an expression of true love and is paralleled in some degree by Valen

tine's apparently foolish faithfulness to his undeserving friend 

Proteus. In obvious contrast is the destructiveness of Proteus's 

self-love: he easily abandons his lover Julia, is disloyal to his 

friend Valentine by courting Silvia, and finally goes beyond love and 

lawfulness in- attempting the rape of Silvia. Although he is aware of 

his own perfidy, he uses logic (appropriately, false logic) to justify 

his misdeeds. In Love's Labor's Lost the would-be truth-seekers, 

once smitten by love, try to keep up appearances for the sake of their 

vows, and simultaneously try to carry on courtship. They are made to 

look ridiculous on both fronts until they humble themselves enough to 

put aside their hypocritical affectation and be open about their loves 

In the sub-plot, Armado, that epitome of learning, makes a great show 

both of his learning and of his high principles but is humbled by his 

love for the illiterate and less-than-high-principled peasant wench 

Jaquenetta, who is unable to appreciate—let alone understand—his 

pretentious declaration of love to her. In Much Ado About Nothing, 

Claudio, whose love is only for himself, hurts his betrothed. Only 
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through a last-minute conversion to true love—thanks to evidence 

uncovered by those faithful sleuths Dogberry and Verges—is he able 

to join with Hero in the play-ending nuptials. In As You Like It 

there is little doubt of the sincerity of the lovers in the main 

(Rosalind-Orlando) plot, and Shakespeare works the formula in reverse, 

having Rosalind (as Ganymede) chide Orlando because he does not ex

hibit the exaggerated symptoms of a lover who suffers from an un

requited passion (III.2.386-403, 427-440). The contrast works well 

between Rosalind and Phebe, who has become so high in her own estima

tion by seeing her worth in the inflated currency of Silvius's esti

mation that she falls in love with a face—that of Ganymede (Rosalind), 

whom she cannot know well enough to love and who plainly tells her of 

her foolishness (III.5.35 ff). In Twelfth Night the self-love of 

Malvolio leads to his public humiliation. In contrast, the loves of 

Orsino (for Olivia) and Olivia (for Cesario/Viola), as foolish as they 

are, are for others, and neither Orsino nor Olivia suffers any punish

ment or humiliation. Although Shakespeare makes high comedy of the 

situations of lovers in all of these plays, the laughter is not at 

love or true lovers, but with them: this laughter has a shared, general 

quality which sets it apart from the motives of envy and self-eleva

tion traditionally attributed both to those who laugh and to the form 

of comedy itself. 

By elevating the essential spirit of his romantic comedy above 

the realm of the personal and into the general, the realm of the human, 

Shakespeare is able to maintain a greater comic objectivity in the play. 
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to focus more clearly on the comic incongruities of behavior. The 

general nature of his satire renders foolish behavior a cause for 

comic laughter rather than harsh personal condemnation, and contrib

utes to maintenance of an attitude genial, humane, and positive, 

quite different from the harsh, condemnatory satire of Jonson and 

others more nearly representative of mainstream theory in comedy. 

With Shakespeare, the emphasis in comedy shifts from trickery 

and satiric revelation to love—not sexual adventure but romantic 

love. The action in each of these works is directed to one end, the 

fulfillment of romantic love, and the play is concluded either happily 

with wedding festivities or at least with some indication that such 

festivities are not far away despite some problem such as, in Love's 

Labor's Lost, the temporary gloom resulting from the death of the king 

of France. Thus, Shakespeare's romantic comedies are "romantic" at 

least in that they are concerned mostly with romantic love. The focus 

on attaining love rather than on revealing misdeeds and punishing mis-

doers gives Shakespeare's romantic comedies an orientation different 

from and more positive than that prevalent in the mainstream comedy 

of Shakespeare's day, 

Shakespeare's emphasis on a romantic approach to love rather than 

on satiric exposure of the failings of love had several major conse

quences for conduct of the plot and for characterization: the plays 

would be about young people, with older characters in supporting roles, 

and the conventions of conduct related to romantic love would serve as 

a source of comedy. The play consequently would be perceived as not 
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serious, and there would be a consequent diminishing of the audience's 

tendency to render judgement in strong moral terms. This de-emphasis 

of conventional morality helped to increase comic objectivity. 

Shakespeare achieved a further increase in comic objectivity by 

presenting female characters capable of extreme passion and objectiv

ity at the same time. His comic heroines represent quite a change 

from the usual. Both Rosalind in As You Like It and Viola in Twelfth 

Night must fill very demanding roles. Each is very much in love, 

yet, in close proximity to her loved one, must never reveal who she 

is. Rosalind must maintain her disguise as a boy while pretending 

to be herself in order to help "cure" Orlando of his malady of love 

for her; and Olivia, as the boy Cesario, must maintain her disguise 

while carrying love messages to Olivia on behalf of Orsino—with whom 

she herself is in love—and being wooed by Olivia. Coping with such 

opposite demands is possible only for those possessed of extreme de

votion and objectivity. Shakespeare's combination of romantic love 

with these other, intellectual qualities in female leading figures 

is a development essential in the success of the romantic comedies and 

is one of the several consequences in plot and characterization re

sulting from Shakespeare's emphasis on a romantic rather than satiric 

approach to love and its comedy. 

In characterization Shakespeare deviated from the mainstream 

norms, conventions largely unchanged since Terence and Plautus. Re

gardless of the social level of the character, there is a progression 

evident from the imitative The Comedy of Errors and The Two Gentlemen 
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of Verona (in which characters follow closely the roles established 

for their class, age, and sex) to the later, mature romantic comedies 

in which characters are more clearly people with motives and are con

stantly, through their acts and words, demonstrating character dimen

sions that go beyond the bare, conventional necessities of stereotypic 

roles. The Dromios, the clowns of The Comedy of Errors, do little 

except jest, catalyzing and absorbing the displays of wrath of their 

frustrated masters. In The Two Gentlemen of Verona, Launce and Speed, 

the corresponding figures, are more clearly individualized rhetorically 

by their vices of language, and dramatically by their presence in scenes 

where they can act as themselves rather than as adjuncts to their 

masters; each is given some autonomy. Some years later, Feste, the 

corresponding figure of Twelfth Night, is allowed to take a significant 

part in the action through his desire for revenge on Malvolio, who 

has called him a barren rascal. Feste's character dimensions are 

commented upon by Viola: 

This fellow is wise enough to play the fool. 
And to do that well craves a kind of wit. 
He must observe their mood on whom he jests. 
The quality of persons, and the time, 
And, like the haggard, check at every feather 
That comes before his eye. This is a practice 
As full of labor as a wise man's art. (III.1.67-73) 

The clowns have grown with Shakespeare's conception of drama. They are 

more than the butts of slapstick humor; they have become not just 

fools and jesters, but also wise men capable of revealing the folly 

of others; but they are themselves not immune to folly, as Touchstone 
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confesses and as Feste more than once reminds us as he wishes, "Let 

me be in good wit." Feste and the other clowns of the mature Shake

speare's romantic comedies are in a human condition. Although they 

have license to roam where they will and say what they will, they 

have the same problems that other humans do, and their weaknesses and 

their strengths are revealed in their characterization. The text-

bo okishly-witty , dependent Dromios have been superseded by the more-

broadly-witted, more-autonomous Feste and his kin. 

The humor of the Dromios is based partly on physically abusive 

behavior, but the humor of Touchstone, Jaques and Feste is derived 

from more-subtle comic incongruities and is thus different from the 

prevailing humor of the time. After all, in Elizabethan England, a 

show of madmen and their antics was" generally considered good amuse

ment. Bethlehem Hospital served as the Sunday comic pages for some 

people of reputable families, and the gross, comic antics of the anti-

masque were much in demand at the masques staged for people of reputed 

refinement. But in the world of Shakespeare's mature romantic come

dies, people are laughed at not for physical deformity or low social 

position but for trying to be—or seem—what they are not equipped 

to be, or not seem what they are—in short, for vanity or hypocrisy. 

In these mature comedies the butts of humor are butts not by birth 

18 
but by inappropriate desires. 

In these comedies, when satire is the mode, satire is directed 

not at the person but at the abuse, as Jaques explains: 
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Why, who cries out on pride 
That can therein tax any private party? 
Doth it not flow as hugely as the sea 
Till that the weary very means do ebb? 
T^at woman in the city do I name 
When that I say the city woman bears 
The cost of princes on unworthy shoulders? 
Who can come in and say that I mean her 
When such a one as she such is her neighbor? 
Or what is he of basest function 
That says his bravery is not on my cost. 
Thinking that I mean him, but therein suits 
His folly to the mettle of my speech? 
There then, how then? What then? Let me see wherein 
My tongue hath wronged him. If it do him right. 
Then he hath wronged himself. If he be free. 
Why then my taxing like a wild goose flies. 
Unclaimed of any man. (As You Like It II.7.70-87) 

The guilty one may condemn himself; the condemnation is not in the 
ft 

satirist's words but in the self. The generality of the satire goes 

well with the comic writer's need to avoid the diminishing of comic 

objectivity which would result from too much involvement of audience 

sympathies with the characters. Shakespeare's adoption of this more-

general, more-genial satiric mode points toward a second major way in 

which Shakespeare's romantic comedy differs from the comedy which had 

predominated since classical times. 

By developing to a high level a non-threatening comic form, the 

romantic comedy, with its associated positive emphases on romantic 

love, youth, and genial satire, and its de-emphasis of harsh judge

ment and punishment, Shakespeare created a form of comedy which departed 

significantly from mainstream comedy, stimulating a laughter more 

varied, less harsh, less personally involved. 
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Running through this abbreviated history of comedy is. one major 

idea—that the comic involves recognition of some non-threatening 

incongruity between expectation and perception, between norm and con

duct. What is funny may range all the way from crude and abusive 

farce and simple slapstick (as in The Comedy of Errors) to more soph

isticated fare which depends on an audience's understanding how some 

language has been misused, or perceiving the multiple, incongruous, 

perhaps inappropriate meanings of puns, or savoring the repartee in 

a wit-combat. Exploding cigars, backfiring puns, and galloping verse 

rhythms are funny, too, in the right situations. Lovers may or may 

not get married, and the villain may go unpunished—though he probably 

will not escape entirely, but what is important in comedy is the 

revelation of incongruity which may or may not make the audience feel 

superior but will make them smile or laugh. 

The incongruity may arise in some rhetorical figures, such as 

hyperbole or litotes, or in characterization, between what a character 

is described as—or what he claims to be—and what he demonstrates 

himself to be either through speech or other conduct. Even when the 

humor results from the viewer's being amazed by the sight of something 

unusual, the basis of the comic appeal is at least partly the recog

nition of the incongruity between what is happening and what might 

reasonably be expected to happen, considering the characters and sit

uation—such a recognition as we find, for instance, in Sir Gawain 

and the Green Knight (not famous as a comedy but certainly possessing 

some comic or potentially-comic elements) when the just-beheaded 
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Green Knight picks up his head and strides away from Sir Gawain. 

Incongruity, either in language or in action, is the basis for most 

comic appeal. 

A major disagreement remains about the question of whether the 

viewer of a comic scene laughs because he has been elevated in his 

own estimation by viewing the ridicule of others or whether there may 

be other factors involved. A look at the dates of Plato (d. 357 B.C.) 

suggests that he grew up with Old Comedy, in which there was indeed 

a large amount of abuse. Aristotle (d. 322 B.C.), on the other hand, 

was more familiar with the gentler Middle and New styles of comedy, 

and he raises fewer objections to comedy. Hobbes, who was arguing 

for a philosophy based on man's selfishness, saw selfishness predom

inant even in the act of laughter; but Addison, whi-le granting the 

partial truth of Hobbe's argument, took a more balanced approach, 

deploring small-minded ridicule and praising the therapeutic value 

of laughter. One may hardly suggest that no one laughs because he 

is envious, yet it is equally difficult to believe that all or most 

laughter results from envy. 

In any determination of the proportion of selfishness present 

in laughter, an important consideration must be the extent of personal 

involvement or non-involvement in the comic reaction. It seems un

likely that one laughs because of his envy of Sir Gawain, or joy 

that the Green Knight is alive after being beheaded. In The Comedy 

of Errors the faithful Dromios deserve praise, but they are given 

punishment. Does most of the humor arise from one's joy at seeing 
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such slavish rascals beaten, or from the judgement that the Dromios 

are fools and deserve their punishment for lacking the onlookers' 

wisdom, or even from the relief and self-congratulation that one might 

feel at not having to suffer such arbitrary punishment? Probably not. 

Much of the humor undoubtedly arises from the abstract realization 

of the total inappropriateness of their reward for a job faithfully 

done—in short, a realization of the incongruity between what they 

should get and what they do get, a realization enhanced, of course, 

by dramatic irony and various factors of language. Although one 

must grant that some may find these scenes funny just because of their 

physical abuse, there seems to be no personal involvement essential in 

the perception of humor in these two sample instances. Beyond this 

point, there is no certainty in explaining the humor of incident: 

chacun a son gout. 

To accompany the personal disinterestedness involved in the per

ception of humor, we may suggest a corollary especially important in 

Shakespearean comedy, that there should be no serious personal injury 

to any character or, indirectly, to the viewer. If there were, the 

plays might not be very funny. The action should not be serious. 

Shakespeare does not go so far as Bottom in reassuring the audience 

that the lion is not a lion, but he does let the audience know that 

things are not as bad as they may seem. In The Comedy of Errors, the 

apparent threat to Aegeon is effectively counterbalanced by the pres

ence of two wealthy sons, either of whom can pay his ransom. In Much 

Ado About Nothing, we know that Hero is alive. In the other plays. 
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the setting, be it the enchanted, fairy wilderness of A Midsummer 

Night's Dream, the forest of Arden in As You Like It, or the lovesick 

court of Illyria in Twelfth Night, tells the audience that all will 
* 

be well, that the goings-on should not be taken with full seriousness. 

Balancing the need to involve the audience enough to create 

interest with the need to encourage comic objectivity by minimizing 

audience involvement, the writer encounters another problem: comedy 

has long been about ordinary, low characters or about higher-class 

characters involved in low or ordinary activities. Every writer of 

comedies must resolve the artistic problem posed by the contrast be-
19 tween essentially low material and relatively sophisticated treatment. 

Shakespeare's solution to the problem is to cut to the human center, 

to focus on the common human traits of wit and intelligence for the 

development of the action, and mix in for motive force the desire for 

love. With these two essential ingredients represented, the intellect

ual and the emotional faculties, the rational and the irrational, the 

play needs only a benign environment and a few romantic coincidences 

for a happy ending. The focus on common human traits allows Shake

speare to provide a unified action which cuts across social boundaries. 



CHAPTER V 

ITERATION IN THE ROMANTIC COMEDIES 

The figures of iteration, as a group, are the fundamental devices 

of rhetoric. Among the most easily learned and most commonly used in 

this group are anaphora and epistrophe. 

Anaphora 

Anaphora is the repetition of the beginning word or group of 

words in successive phrases or clauses; epistrophe is repetition of 

the final word in successive phrases or clauses. 

Of the figures of iteration in general, George Puttenham wrote: 

And first of all others your figure that work-eth 
by iteration or repetition of one word or clause 
doth much alter and affect the eare and also the 
mynde of the hearer, and therefore is counted a 
very braue figure both with the Poets and 
rhetoriciens...i 

The classical rhetoricians considered anaphora a forceful, empha-

3 
tic figure. Among the English rhetoricians, Thomas Wilson called it 

Repetitio a primo and defined it thus: "Repetition, is when we 

beginne diuers sentences, one after an other: with one and the same 

worde. 

George Puttenham defines anaphora as "the figure of Report accord

ing to the Greeke originall, and is when we make one word begin, and 

as they are wont to say, lead the daunce to many verses in sute." 

55 
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Henry Peacham offers a much more complex examination of this 

figure as it had come to be used in Shakespeare's time. Peacham's 

basic definition is similar to those of Wilson and Puttenham, but 

the examples he offers reflect, more than theirs, the great diversity 

of actual usage. Peacham says. 

Epanaphora, or Anaphora, is a forme of speech which 
beginneth diverse members, still with one and the 
same word...in long periods...By short periods.... 

By Comaes. .. .I-Thom they loued, whom they serued, 
whom they ran after, whom they sought and worshipped. 

By Interrogation: Where is the wise? T/There is y 
Scribe? Where is the disputer of this world? 

By a double Epanaphora in an Antithesis, thus. The 
couetous man is euer poore. The contented man is 
alwayes rich. The couetous man is an enemie to him 
selfe. The contented man is a friend to others.... 

By a certain increase in the clauses following, thus, 
I desire you for the loue I haue borne to you, for the 
loue you haue borne to me, and for the loue which our 
good God doth beare to us all.... 

Through Peacham's examples we see that anaphora was not and is 

not limited simply to the beginning of a sentence or line of poetry 

but may be used in more-complex, parallel structures within a sentence 

or line. The most important thing, according to Peacham, is that 

anaphora not be used carelessly or excessively: 

The vse hereof is chiefly to repeate a word of 
importance, and effectual signification, as to 
repeate the cause before his singular effects, or 
contrariwise the effect before his seuerall causes, 
or any other word of principall accompt.. It serveth 
also pleasantly to the eare, both in the respects of 
the repetition, and also of the varietie of the new 
clause. 
(The Caution.) 
Although this figure be an exornation of great use, 
yet it may be too often used.... Secondly y repetitions 
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ought not to be many, I meane the word ought not 
to be repeated too oft, as some do use it, in a 
most wearisome Tautalogie. Thirdly heede ought to 
be taken, that the word which is least worthie or 
most weake, be not taken to make the repetition, 
for that were very absurd.^ 

Epistrophe 

The device epistrophe is similar to anaphora, except that the 

repetition comes at the end of the group of words. Wilson, follow

ing the Latin form, calls epistrophe Conversion: "an oft repeating 

Q 

of the last word," while Puttenham calls it the "Counter-tume." 

Peacham gives the most thorough examination to this figure which he 

calls epiphora: 

Epiphora is a figure which endeth diuerse members 
or clauses still with one and the same word.... 

This figure is esteemed of many to be an ornament 
of great eloquence, yet it is very sparingly vsed in 
graue and seuere causes, it serueth to leaue a word 
of importance in the ende of a sentence, that it may 
the longer hold the sound in the mind of the hearer. 

It appeareth by experience that this figure is not 
commonly vsed by eloquent authors, but sparingly, 
and as it were thinly sprinkled, as all exornations 
are, and therefore it ought not to be too much in vse, 
if we desire to follow the examples of the most elo
quent authors.9 

Both anaphora and epistrophe serve the same general purpose— 

to emphasize by repetition. Both serve under the same injunction: 

to be used seldom, lest they lose their effectiveness through over

use. 

Both likewise should be used seldom for other reasons. Repeti

tion of the matter that is to be emphasized has consequences beyond 
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the desired effect of emphasis. One major consequence is the pro

liferation of copy. The author achieves emphasis but loses economy 

and flexibility of expression, because each repetition of a word at 

either end of a structure requires some repetition of the structure. 

Once the author has committed himself to the repetition, he has sub

stantially decreased the economy and flexibility of his language. 

Repetition and the parallel structures which they imply often 

lead to lengthy lines and lengthy speeches—both definite disadvan

tages in drama where humor may depend on witty repartee and its quick 

turns of word and phrase. Spontaneity of dialogue is further dimin

ished by the effect of studiedness which results from too many lengthy 

parallel structures. Excessive use of the devices of repetition can 

also lead to a tedious similarity of speech among the characters who 

will then be less well differentiated. Still other negative conse

quences attendant on over-use of these devices are hindered action and 

lost audience attention. Clearly, Puttenham, Peacham and other rhetori

cians had good reasons for their prohibitions against frequent use of 

these devices of repetition. 

Yet, in the earlier Romantic Comedies, Shakespeare used these 

devices freely. He allowed his characters the solo speeches which 

could accommodate the repetitions. These devices emphasize the formal 

air of the comparatively long and stiff presentations that we find 

frequently in works such as The Comedy of Errors, The Two Gentlemen 

of Verona, and The Taming of the Shrew. 
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A considerable part of the humor of The Comedy of Errors is 

based upon confusion of identity. In Act II, scene two, Adriana, 

the jealous wife of Antipholus of Ephesus, encounters Antipholus 

of Syracuse while she is searching for her husband. Her lengthy 

and passionate speech of reproach to Antipholus of Syracuse 

(11. 112-148) is rendered comical only by its inappropriate audience. 

Anaphora plays a very important part, occurring in two extended seg

ments of Adriana's speech: 

Aye, aye, Antipholus, look strange and frown. 
Some other mistress hath thy sweet aspects. 
I am not Adriana nor thy wife. 
The time was once when thou unurged wouldst vow 
That never words were music to thine ear. 
That never object pleasing in thine eye. 
That never touch well welcome to thy hand. 
That never meat sweet-savored in thy taste, 
Unless I spake, or looked, or touched, or carved 

to thee. 
How comes it now, my Husband, oh, how comes it 
That thou art then estranged from thyself? • 
Thyself I call it, being strange to me. 
That, undividable, incorporate. 
Am better than thy dear self's better part. 

Shouldst thou but hear I were licentious, ... 
Wouldst thou not spit at me and spurn at me. 
And hurl the name of husband in my face. 
And tear the stained skin off my harlot brow. 
And from my false hand cut the wedding ring 
And break it with a deep-divorcing vow? 

(11,2.112-125,133,136-140) 

Here, anaphora is used in lengthy parallel lines to emphasize the 

pathos of Adriana's vision of herself as a loving but abandoned wife, 

The obvious rhetorical qualities make her speech notable—as do the 

formality and the length. 
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Shakespeare used the devices of repetition in witty repartee 

between Antipholus of Syracuse and his Dromio, as in the following 

example as Dromio flees Nell, the prodigious kitchen wench: 

(Ant .S . 

(Dro.S. 

(Ant .S . 

(Dro.S. 

(Ant .S . 

(Dro.S. 

Why, how now, Dromio! I<7here r u n n ' s t 
thou so f a s t ? 
Do you know me, sir? Am I Dromio? Am 
I your man? Am I myself? 
Thou art Dromio, thou art my man, thou 
are thyself. 
I am an ass, I am a woman's man, and 
besides myself. 
What woman's man? And how besides 
thyself? 
14arry, sir, besides myself, I am due to 
a woman—one that claims me, one that 
haunts me, one that will have me. 

(III.2.71-83) 

The many repetitions make the lines sound rather contrived, as if de

veloped in the study. Each of Dromio's questions draws a parallel 

response, in sequence, from Antipholus. Dromio then initiates a new 

set of propositions to which Antipholus responds in similar fashion. 

The last set involves both anaphora and epistrophe. The predicta

bility of this sequence renders the wit stiff and tedious. 

The qualities of stiffness and studiedness are also present in 

a witty solo speech by Dromio of Ephesus. Both anaphora and epistrophe 

play important parts, along with parallel antithetical structure, in 

the effect of this speech: 

When I am cold, he heats me with beating. When I 
am warm, he cools me with beating. I am waked with 
it when I sleep, raised with it when I sit, driven 
out of doors with it when I go from home, welcomed 
with it when I return. 

(IV.4.33-38) 
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There is no question that this speech is witty. As Brian Vickers 

notes, "The extreme symmetry here gives to the subject-matter a witty 

dimension which it might otherwise not have had, for the exact return 

of the parallel antitheses in the style mimics the inevitable nature 

of the beating...," The similarity of the sentence beginnings re

flects the similarity of the act that recurs, while the repetition 

of the word "beating" at the end of the sentence pounds home the name 

of the act. Yet, despite the wittiness of this use of the devices of 

repetition, one is made all the more aware of the contrived nature of 

the humor achieved here and in other parts of The Comedy of Errors 

through iteration. 

Witty dialogue in The Two Gentlemen of Verona is likewise heavily 

dependent on the devices of repetition. A brief selection from the 

opening scene will demonstrate the highly rhetorical, artificial qual

ity of this dialogue in which anaphora, epistrophe, and other devices 

of iteration are prominent: 

(Pro.) Sweet Valentine, adieu! 
Think on thy Proteus when thou haply seest 
some rare noteworthy object in thy travel. 
Wish me partaker in thy happiness 
I'Jhen thou dost meet good hap,... 
Commend thy grievance to my holy prayers. 
For I will be thy beadsman, Valentine. 

(Val.) And on a love-book pray for my success? 
(Pro.) Upon some book I love I'll pray for thee. 
(Val.) That's on some shallow story of deep love. 

How young Leander crossed the Hellespont. 
(Pro.) That's a deep story of a deeper love. 

For he was more than over shoes in love. 
(Val.) 'Tis true, for you are over boots in love. 

And yet you never swum the Hellespont. 
(Pro.) Over the boots? Nay, give me not the boots. 
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(Val.) No, I will not, for it boots thee not. 
(Pro.) What? 

To be in love, where scorn is bought with 
groans, 
Coy looks with heart-sore sighs, one fading 
moment's mirth 
With twenty watchful, weary, tedious nights. 
If haply won, perhaps a hapless gain; 
If lost, why then a grievous labor won; 
However, but a folly bought with wit. 
Or else a wit by folly vanquished. 

(Pro.) So, by your circumstance, you call me fool. 
(Val.) So, by your circumstance, I fear you'll prove. 

(I.l. 11-15, 17-37) 

Here there is too much punning and playing with phrases; the humor 

becomes mechanical. Valentine and Proteus are difficult—if not 

impossible—to differentiate on the basis of style: both are educated, 

witty young men, as demonstrated by their facility with the devices 

of iteration. 

The Taming of the Shrew, likewise, provides many examples of 

Shakespeare's use of anaphora and other devices of repetition. However, 

in this play Shakespeare gives more attention to developing the story 

and the characters than to developing wit for the sake of wit. Al

though the servants are witty, their speech differs slightly from 

that of their masters. In The Taming of the Shrew wit occurs less 

often as the main purpose of a scene. Most of the witty dialogue is 

organically connected with and subordinated to legitimate action. Even 

the servant Grumio's witty solo speech, telling of Petruchio and Kate's 

honeymoon journey, serves to develop the action and is not merely a 

random piece of discourse spliced in for its wit. Because anaphora 

and the other devices of iteration seem essential, and the scenes in 
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which they occur also seem essential in the action, iteration is less 

obtrusive in The Taming of the Shrew, although it occurs rather often, 

as in the following examples. 

When Hortensio first speaks to the fortune-hunting Petruchio 

about Kate, anaphora and epistrophe emphasize his message that Kate 

is rich. Petruchio employs anaphora in his response to express in a 

cumulative fashion the defects that he will tolerate so long as his 

wife is rich: 

(Hor.) Petruchio, shall I then come roundly to thee 
And wish thee to a shrewd ill-favored wife? 
Thou'Idst thank me but a little for my counsel. 
And yet I'll promise thee she shall be rich. 
And very rich. But iihou'rt too much my friend. 
And I'll not wish thee to her. 

(Pet.) Signior Hortensio, 'twixt such friends as we 
Few words suffice. And therefore, if thou know 
One rich enough to be Petruchio's wife. 
As wealth is burden of my wooing dance. 
Be she as foul as was Florentius' love. 
As old as Sibyl, and as curst and shrewd 
As Socrates' Xanthippe, or a worse, 
She moves me not, or not removes, at least. 
Affection's edge in me, were she as rough 
As are the swelling Adriatic seas. 
I come to wive it wealthily in Padua; 
If wealthily, then happily in Padua. 

(1.2.59-76) 

The final epistrophe works in an extra-logical fashion to reinforce 

the "if"—"then" logic of the final pair of lines. 

Later in the same act, Shakespeare divides a sequence of anaphora 

among three characters and then varies the length of line to achieve 

dialogue that is witty and more colloquial: 
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(Gremio) 0 sir, such a life, with such a wife, were strange! 
...But will you woo this wild cat? 

(Petr. ) Will I live? 
(Grumio) Will he woo her? Aye, or I'll hang her. 

(1.2.194, 197-198) 

Petruchio continues, using anaphora in a speech intended to char

acterize his dedication to wiving by showing its din trivial in rela

tion to all the great, noisy events of his life: 

Think you a little din can daunt mine ears? 
Have I not in my time heard lions roar? 
Have I not heard the sea, puffed up with winds. 
Rage like an angry boar chafed with sweat? 
Have I not heard great ordnance in the field. 
And Heaven's artillery thunder in the skies? 
Have I not in a pitched battle heard 
Loud 'larums, neighing steeds, and trumpets' clang? 
And do you tell me of a woman's tongue. 
That gives not half so great a blow to hear 
As will a chestnut in a farmer's fire? 
Tush, tush! Fear boys with bugs. 

(1.2.200-211) 

This use of anaphora in explanatory passages is not uncommon in 

these earlier works. Here it is found in company with what seems to 

be an advance in Shakespeare's use of rhetoric. 

When Petruchio prevents Kate from attending the bridal dinner 

after her own wedding, he characterizes her with a series of parallel 

phrases beginning with the pronoun "my" to emphasize that she is his 

property and owes obedience to him: 

Obey the bride, you that attend on her. 
Go to the feast, revel and domineer. 
Carouse full measure to her maidenhead. 
Be mad and merry, or go hang yourselves. 
But for my bonny Kate, she must with me. 
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Nay, look not big, nor stamp, nor stare, nor fret. 
I will be master of what is mine own. 
She is my goods, my chattels; she is my house, 
My household stuff, my field, my barn. 
My horse, my ox, my ass, my anything; 
And here she stands, touch her whoever dare. 

(III.2.225-235) 

If Kate had had ideas of ruling the house, surely Petruchio's images 

for her must have discouraged her: goods, chattels, field, barn, 

house, horse...anything—all Petruchio's. 

Petruchio and Kate's honeymoon trip does not take place on stage, 

but Grumio, Petruchio's servant, tells Curtis, another servant, about 

it while pretending that he will not tell. Grumio uses anaphora in 

his telling of the story. His tale is important, for it is only 

through Grumio that we learn what discomfort Kate has had to suffer 

on the trip: 

But hadst thou not crossed me, thou shouldst 
have heard how her horse fell and she under her 
horse. Thou shouldst have heard in how miry a place, 
how she was bemoiled, how he left her with the horse 
upon her, how he beat me because her horse stumbled, 
how she waded through the dirt to pluck him off me, 
how he swore, how she prayed, that never prayed 
before, how I cried, hox̂  the horses ran away, how 
her bridle was burst, how I lost my crupper, with many 
things of worthy memory which now shall die in 
oblivion and thou return unexperienced to thy grave. 

(IV.1.74-86) 

Through this slightly varied extended anaphora, Shakespeare is able 

to heap together, in a comical and economical fashion, many of the 

events of Kate's harrowing trip to her new home. 
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Kate's capitulation to Petruchio's domination is reflected in 

a short sequence of parallel lines involving anaphora, epistrophe, 

and both used together, epanalepsis or symploce: 

(Petr.) I say it is the moon. 
(Kate) I know it is the moon. 
(Petr.) Nay, then you lie. It is the blessed sun. 

But sun it is not, when you say it is not. 
And the moon changes even as your mind. 
What you will have it named, even that it is. 
And so it shall be so for Katharine. 

(IV.5.16-22) 

The concurrence of the words is appropriate as a reflection of the 

agreement reached in this scene. 

The presence of a fair number of lengthy speeches and of some 

scenes of punning between master and servant supports the contention 

that The Taming of the Shrew is an early work. The dramaturgical and 

rhetorical evidence indicates better, surer handling of action and 

of the devices of rhetoric. If this evidence may be accepted and if 

the hypothesis of this study is true. The Taming of the Shrew is from 

the time when Shakespeare was just beginning to mature noticeably 

as a dramatist. His maturation in use of rhetoric is much more pro

nounced by the time of the later comedies. 

In As You Like It, major instances of anaphora occur almost en

tirely in witty solos by those skilled in words—Rosalind, Touchstone, 

and Jaques. There are no lengthy narrations in which anaphora is 

used. 

Touchstone uses anaphora in a parody of the device anamnesis, a 

recital, usually woeful, of things past: 
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I remember when I was in love I broke my sword 
upon a stone and bid him take that for coming 
a-night to Jane Smile. And I remember the kissing 
of her batlet and the cow's dugs that her pretty 
chopt hands had milked. And I remember the wooing 
of a peascod instead of her, from whom I took two 
cods and, giving her them again, said with weeping 
tears, "Wear these for my sake." We that are true-
lovers run into strange capers, but as all is mortal 
in nature, so is all nature in love mortal in 
folly. 

(II.4.46-56) 

Immediately after this parody, when Rosalind praises Touchstone for 

his wisdom, he mocks himself, saying that he will never be aware of 

his own wit until he breaks his own shins against it. 

Touchstone uses anaphora in another ironic, witty solo in which 

he balances the favorable and the unfavorable aspects of living as 

a shepherd: 

Truly...in respect of itself, it is a good life; 
but in respect that it is a shepherd's life, it is 
naught. In respect that it is solitary, I like it 
very well; but in respect that it is private, it is 
a very vile life. Now, in respect it is in the 
fields, it pleaseth me well; but in respect it is 
not in the Court, it is tedious. As it is a spare 
life, look you, it fits my humor well; but as there 
is no plenty in it, it goes much against my stomach. 

(III.2.12-21) 

His balanced antithetical and sterile employment of wit is immedi

ately balanced by a series of mildly ironic country commonplaces 

from Corin, who borrows the pattern, using anaphora in his own solo 

(Touch.) Hast any philosophy in thee, shepherd? 
(Corin ) No more but that I know the more one sickens, 
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the worse at ease he is; and that he that 
wants money, means, and content is without 
three good friends; that the property of rain 
is to wet and fire to bum; that good pasture 
makes fat sheep, and that a great cause of the 
night is lack of the sun; that he that hath 
learned no wit by nature nor art may complain 
of good breeding or comes of a very dull kindred. 

(III.2.21-32) 

Corin's solo serves as an antidote to Touchstone's. 

One other of Touchstone's solos using anaphora wittily is report

ed verbatim by Jaques: 

And then he drew a dial from his poke. 
And looking on it with lackluster eye. 
Says very wisely, "It is ten o'clock. 
Thus we may see," quoth he, "how the world wags. 
'Tis but an hour ago since it was nine. 
And after one hour more 'twill be eleven. 
And so, from hour to hour, we ripe and ripe. 
And then, from hour to hour, we rot and rot. 

It ' 

And thereby hangs a tale. 
(II.7.20-28) 

In this solo, the anaphora mimics the hourly progression of life that 

14 
Touchstone is commenting on. 

Jaques himself uses anaphora in a number of instances. One of 

his most effective uses may be seen in the conclusion of his Seven 

Ages of Man speech: 

Last scene of all. 
That ends this strange eventful history. 
Is second childishness and mere oblivion. 
Sans teeth, sans eyes, sans taste, sans everything. 

(II.7.163-166) 
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The repetition of sans effectively, compellingly tells of the final 

condition. 

Because Rosalind; accepts the burden of curing her beloved Orlando 

of the strange malady, love, that has disabled his wit, she is involved 

in a number of circumstances in which she, assisted only by her wit, 

is the entertainment. In these circumstances, she uses anaphora in 

several witty solos, taking up a position normally reserved for the 

clown. She uses anaphora and epistrophe in an introduction to a 

fairly conventional discourse on Time: 

Time travels in divers paces with 
divers persons. I'll tell you who Time ambles 
withal, who Time trots withal, who Time gallops 
withal, and who he stands still withal. 

(III.2.326-329) 

In this use, the iteration is predictable, as is the material that 

she supplies with Orlando acting as her prompter. Yet, Rosalind uses 

iteration in a much more varied and subtle fashion as she tells 

Orlando how she cured one sick with his disorder: 

He was to imagine me his love, 
his mistress, and I set him every day to woo me. 
At which time would I, being but a moonish youth, 
grieve, be effeminate, changeable, longing and 
liking, proud, fantastical, apish, shallow, 
inconstant, full of tears, full of smiles, for 
every passion something and for no passion truly 
anything, as boys and women are for the most 
part cattle of this color. Would now like him, 
now loathe him; then entertain him, then forswear 
him; now weep for him, then spit at him; that I 
drave ray suitor from his mad humor of love to a 
living humor of madness, which was to forswear 
the full stream of the world and to live in a 
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nook merely monastic. And thus I cured him, and 
this way will I take upon me to wash your liver 
as clean as a sound sheep's heart, that there 
shall not be one spot of love in 't. 

(III.3.427-445) 

Her varying of iteration here, typical of that elsewhere in this 

play, shows something of the skill with which Shakespeare has learned 

to use iteration, in short lines as well as long lines, and with 

differing rhythms.' 

Shakespeare supplies one major comical use of anaphora, divided 

among several characters, in what begins as a definition of what it 

means to love: 

(Silvius) 

(Phebe ) 
(Orlando) 
(Rosal. ) 
(Silvius) 

(Phebe ) 
(Rosal.) 
(Silvius) 

(Phebe 
(Orlando 
(Rosal. 
(Phebe 
(Silvius 
(Orlando 
(Rosal. 

(Orlando 
(Rosal. 

It is to be all made of sighs and tears. 
And so am I for Phebe. 
And I for Ganymede. 
And I for Rosalind. 
And I for no woman. 
It is to be all made of faith and service. 
And so am I for Phebe. 
And I for Ganymede. 
And I for no woman. 
It is to be all made of fantasy. 
All made of passion, and all made of wishes. 
All adoration, duty, and observance. 
All humbleness, all patience and impatience. 
All purity, all trial, all observance, 
And so am I for Phebe. 
And so am I for Ganymede. 
And so am I for Rosalind. 
And so am I for no woman. 
If this be so, why blame you me to love you? 
If this be so, why blame you me to love you? 
If this be so, why blame you me to love you? 
Why do you speak too, "Why blame you me to 
love you?" 
To her that is not here, nor doth not hear. 
Pray you, no more of this, 'tis like the 
howling of Irish wolves against the moon. 

(V.2.90-119) 
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Here, Rosalind, as Ganymede, wryly mocks the repetitiousness of the 

language before going on to use anaphora in a wittily ambiguous set 

of logical statements: 

/To Silvius/ I will help you if I can. 
/To Phebe/ I would love you if I could 
Tomorrow meet me all together. 
/To Phebe/ I will marry you if ever I marry woman, 

and I'll be married tomorrow. 
/To Orlando/ I will satisfy you if ever I satisfied 

man, and you shall be married tomorrow. 
/To Silvius/ I will content you if what pleases you 

contents you, and you shall be married 
tomorrow. 

/To Orlando/ As you love Rosalind, meet. 
/To Silvius/ As you love Phebe, meet. 
And as I love no woman, I'll meet. So, fare you well. 
I have left you commands. 

(V.2.122-131) 

Within the dramatic context, the very devices of iteration which make 

the sentences sound so much alike also magnify the differences between 

these characters and accentuate the humorous incongruities present 

while simultaneously arousing the audience's suspense about how Rosa

lind will manage to get everyone matched properly. Together, these 

two series of anaphora allow Shakespeare to summarize the humorous 

complications of the plot just before resolving them. 

In Twelfth Night there is still less use of anaphora and epis

trophe than in the earlier plays. The shorter lines and briefer 

speeches here work against the use of anaphora and epistrophe. One 

of the earlier uses, in narration, is absent in this play. The trend 

toward use of these devices for comic or satiric purposes continues; 

most of the relatively few occurrences of anaphora are connected with 
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comic characterization of either the foolish knight Sir Andrew Ague-

cheek or the ambitious steward Malvolio. 

In the scene in which he is introduced. Sir Andrew is bragging 

that he can cut a caper and that he has the backtrick "simply as 

strong as any man in Illyria." Sir Toby Belch, who has been alter

nately encouraging and mocking his foolishness, employs anaphora in 

an ironic praise of Sir Andrew's skills in dance: 

Wherefore are these things hid? Wherefore have these 
gifts a curtain before 'em? Are they like to take 
dust, like Mistress Mall's picture? Who dost thou 
not go to church in a galliard and come home in a 
coranto? My very walk should be a jig, I would not 
so much as make water but in a sinkapace .Is it 
a world to hide virtues in? 

(1.3.129-140) 

Toby's mocking praise works well on the undisceming Sir Andrew, who 

is moved to boast of the strength of his leg. In this instance, the 

repetition of Inherefore accentuates Sir Toby's irony, providing a 

verbal characterization of the triviality of Sir Andrew's achievement 

while stirring Andrew to show his folly through more boasting. 

Characterization of Malvolio is likewise aided through anaphora. 

Malvolio yearns to be great, to have a high social position as hus

band to Olivia. His ambition has made him enemies among the others 

of the household. Maria calls him "a timepleaser; an affectioned ass, 

that cons state without book" and determines to exploit his conceit 

in order to gain revenge, to "gull him into a nayword, and make him 

a common recreation" (II.3.160-166, 145-147). Maria's plot is to 
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plant in Malvolio's path a letter which will make him think that 

Olivia is in love with him, and will lead him to act in a number of 

foolish ways in order to express his love for her and—he is to 

think—set him on the path to the greatness that he is convinced he 

deserves. In the letter, Maria uses anaphora in a sequence also 

involving repetition of the word greatness: "Some are born great, 

some achieve greatness, and some have greatness thrust upon 'em" 

(II.5.156-158). Malvolio is to believe that he is about to have 

greatness thrust upon him—and he does believe it as, unsuspecting, 

he first reads the letter and its accompanying verse aloud in front 

of the hidden plotters of his disgrace, and then speaks his thoughts, 

revealing his conceitedness as he convinces himself to follow all the 

instructions in the letter. After his fall, Malvolio is forced to 

hear these lines on greatness recited to him by Feste (V.1.378-379). 

These lines not only characterize Malvolio ironically, but also help 

to move him to actions which cast him into disgrace—and a dark room-

as he pursues what he thinks is the promise of greatness. 

Anaphora on the pronouns Î  and She also plays a part in revealing 

the extreme self-centeredness of Malvolio as he thinks out loud: 

I will be proud, I will read politic authors, 
I will baffle Sir Toby, I will wash off gross 
acquaintance, I will be point-device the very 
man. I do not now fool myself, to let imagina
tion jade me, for every reason excites to this, 
that my lady loves me. She did commend my 
yellow stockings of late, she did praise my leg 
being cross-gartered; and in this she manifests 
herself to my love, and with a kind of injunction 
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drives me to these habits of her liking. I thank 
my stars I am happy. I will be strange, stout, in 
yellow stockings, and cross-gartered, even with the 
swiftness of putting on. Jove and my stars be praised. 

Jove, I thank thee. I will smile, I will do every
thing that thou wilt have me. 

(II.5.175-187, 194-195) 

Another trait of Malvolio's personality, his excessive formality, is 

revealed in an earlier incident as he uses anaphora and epistrophe 

in an elaborate, structured announcement to Olivia, stressing the 

determination of Cesario to see her: 

Madam, yond young fellow swears he will speak with 
you. I told him you were sick; he takes on him 
to understand so much, and therefore comes to speak 
with you. I told him you were asleep; he seems to 
have a foreknowledge of that too, and therefore comes 
to speak with you. 

he says he'll stand at your door like a sheriff's 
post, and be the supporter to a bench, but he'll 
speak with you. 

(1.5.148-153, 156-158) 

With the anaphora on I_, Malvolio is stressing that he has done his 

job, he has tried to discourage Cesario. The epistrophe on you 

stresses that Cesario is still determined to see her. 

Shakespeare uses anaphora not only negatively, in the character

ization of the gulls Sir Andrew and Malvolio, but also positively, 

to emphasize the loyalty of Viola to Orsino. I-Then Olivia—who has 

married Sebastian, Viola's brother, thinking that he is Cesario/Viola 

—reproaches Viola for leaving her to go after Duke Orsino, Viola 

responds, affirming her love for Orsino: 
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(Olivia) \^ere goes Cesario? 
(Viola ) After him I love 

More than I love these eyes, more than my life. 
More, by all mores, than e'er I shall love wife. 

(V.1.137-139) 

When Olivia exclaims that she has been beguiled, Viola's puzzlement 

is emphasized by anaphora: "Who does beguile you? \^o does you 

wrong?" (V.1.143). Only then does Olivia call Viola "husband" and 

thus bring about, with Orsino, the priest and others, the confronta

tion which resolves all the confusions of the play and reunites brother 

and sister before uniting Orsino and Viola in marriage. 

The excitement of the moment of recognition between Viola and 

Sebastian is emphasized by the anaphora on what in Sebastian's speech 

when he sees -Viola, who looks like him and is dressed like him: 

Do I stand there? I never had a brother, 
Nor can there be that deity in my nature. 
Of here and everywhere. I had a sister. 
Whom the blind waves and surges have devoured. 
Of charity, what kin are you to me? 
What countryman? What name? What parentage? 

(V.1.233-238) 

The growth of Shakespeare's rhetorical artistry may be gauged by 

his more-skillful, more-sparing use of two of the basic, most-

easily-learned and most-easily-overused devices of iteration. The 

early Romantic Comedies reveal a Shakespeare overly dependent on 

anaphora in narration, and in the development of the emphases in verbal 

comedy. Speeches consequently were long and stiff, seeming not spon

taneous but premeditated. I^en we compare Dromio's discussion of 
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himself as an ass to Rosalind's lengthy uses of anaphora, we begin 

to see something of the advance in artistry. Dromio's simple solo 

is heavy and laborious and seems to stop the action; Rosalind's, 

much more complex, moves lightly and seems to carry its own action. 

Shakespeare's growth in rhetorical prowess may be seen in his 

diminished use of iteration and his greater use of images with mul

tiple, embedded, humorous associations. In Twelfth Night, for example, 

Maria's contemptuous "Go shake your ears," spoken to Malvolio, tells 

us that she thinks Malvolio an ass (II.3.134). Had the scene been 

in The Comedy of Errors, one of the Dromios might have uttered six or 

or eight lines, some involving repetition, to fabricate laboriously 
ft 

the effect achieved momentarily here, in a shake of the head, with 

poetic compression, rhetorical effectiveness, and complete colloquial-

ity. Shakespeare never stopped using the devices of iteration; he just 

learned to save them for when he needed them. Having less craft, he 

had needed them more in the earlier plays. 



CHAPTER VI 

LOGIC IN THE ROMANTIC COMEDIES 

Closely tied to wordplay in the Romantic Comedies is logic, 

an integral part of the rhetorical training of Shakespeare's time. 

Wordplay almost invariably involves logical distinctions; and frequently 

the specious logic of comedy is based upon the use of a word in more 

than one sense. But no matter how abused logic may seem in the Roman

tic Comedies, it is essential because it assumes and expresses the 

existence of order. Logical forms imply the norm against which incon

gruity becomes apparent. Even when misused, logic carries always the 

implicit sense of that order, and thus stands in the most fundamental 

relation to comedy and its essential quality, incongruity. Showing 

his familiarity with and command of the forms and processes of logical 

argumentation, Shakespeare uses the non-comic discipline of logic in 

combination with other rhetorical tactics to create and sustain comic 

effects within the Romantic Comedies. 

Comedy was originally considered a genre for low characters, and 

in these comedies the main purveyors and corrupters of logic are those 

2 

of low social rank, the clowns, the witty slaves, the jesters. How

ever, scholars, lovers, and others also use logic to comic effect. 

Among the servants and jesters prominently featured, the Dromios of 

The Comedy of Errors, Speed and Launce of The Two Gentlemen of Verona, 

Grumio of The Taming of the Shrew, Dogberry of Much Ado About Nothing, 

Touchstone of As You Like It, and Feste of Twelfth Night all use (or 

77 
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misuse) logic. Of others major and minor who use logic we cannot over

look Berowne, Armado and Holofernes of Love's Labor's Lost, Benedick 

and Beatrice of Much Ado About Nothing, Rosalind and Jaques of As You 

Like It, and Sir Toby Belch and Viola of Twelfth Night. Some of these 

are lovers, some scholars, and some both; one, the aristocratic Sir 

Toby Belch, is just a parasite who profits from the foolishness of 

his guest Sir Andrew Aguecheek. The language of these characters 

(low and high alike) who use logic is prominently displayed. 

Logic functions in a number of different ways and at a number of 

different levels, from the most elementary to the most sophisticated, 

from the most obvious to the most subtle, in the Romantic Comedies. 

As a weapon in the wit bouts, logic provides entertainment of various 

sorts. It may be used to generate witty, analytical questions or con

fusing, scintillating, difficult-to-follow statements. Used falla

ciously, logic is the source of immediately-obvious incongruity between 

idea and form. The wit bout's aim may be limited to the immediate 

scene or, as is more likely, may extend farther, depending upon the 

participants and their importance in the action. Within the dramatic 

structure, logic may be used to connect primary and secondary plots 

via repartee between characters at different levels, or by comments by 

characters on one level about those on another. Logic may also char

acterize either directly, by revealing the speaker's state of mind or 

his capabilities, or indirectly, through the hearer's reactions. Logic 

may be used to provide topical satire, to maintain conflict or to re

solve it, or to complicate or otherwise manipulate the plot. 
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Shakespeare uses logic to achieve all of these ends in the Romantic 

Comedies. 

A major purpose of logic, in all its forms, is to move an argu

ment forward. But what is used to build may also be used to destroy. 

Through questions, logic provides a way of dealing with unclear argu

ments. One of the simplest arguments is that provided by a conjunc

tion of propositions which is true only if all of its parts are true. 

Conjunction of Propositions 

Shakespeare uses the conjunction of propositions not only to 

show situation and to characterize through bouts of wit but also to 

increase dramatic irony. Throughout the Romantic Comedies these uses 

are fairly constant but are enhanced as Shakespeare's dialogue becomes 

more flexible. The following representative examples are only a few 

of the many possible of Shakespeare's use of the conjunction of prop

ositions, a simple device of logic, to develop humor in the Romantic 

Comedies. 

In The Two Gentlemen of Verona, Proteus leaves his lover Julia 

in Verona and travels to the court at Mian. Julia wishes to go after 

him, and asks her servant Lucetta for advice on how, with honor, to 

make the journey. Lucetta responds, "the way is wearisome and long." 

Julia's reaction is to deny the conjoining of the propositions: 

A true-devoted pilgrim is not weary 
To measure kingdoms with his feeble steps; 
Much less shall she that hath Love's wings to fly. 
And when the flight is made to one so dear. 
Of such divine perfection, as Sir Proteus. 

(II.7.8-13) 
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Julia's response, perceived in an ironic context, ironically char

acterizes Proteus, because in the immediately previous scene at Milan 

the divinely-perfect Sir Proteus, in soliloquy, has renounced Julia's 
» 

love and has announced his intent to betray his friend Valentine in 

order to gain the love of Silvia. Even as Julia is denying that the 

way to Milan is wearisome and long to a true-devoted lover, her denial 

of the conjunction of the propositions wearisome and long is inten

sifying the irony with which the hearer must perceive the divine per

fection of Proteus as a lover. 

A disjoining of propositions provides some humor in the closing 

moments of the play and also leads into the final, conciliating speech 

of Valentine to Proteus. Through the treachery of Proteus, Valentine 

had been banished from the Milanese court. He fled to a forest and 

became leader of a band of outlaws. Silvia followed him and was 

captured by Proteus, who offered to force her to submit to his lust; 

but Valentine challenged Proteus, shamed him into repentance, and gave 

to him all interest in Silvia. Proteus's page, Julia in disguise, 

fainted and was revealed as Julia. The Duke, Silvia's father, having 

arrived after the revelation, has no knowledge that Proteus's page is 

not the boy she seems to be, thus his reaction in the following dia

logue: 

(Val.) I"Jhat think you of this page, my lord? 
(Duke) I think the boy hath grace in him. He blushes. 
(Val.) I warrant you, my lord, more grace than boy. 

(V.4.164-166) 
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The members of the audience are a part of this "inside" joke, knowing 

already that the boy is not a boy; thus, the witty but polite response 

of Valentine to the Duke recalls and reinforces the humor already 

achieved through revelation of Julia's disguise. 

In Love's Labor's Lost, the high-minded Spanish pedant Don Armado 

and his witty page Moth are engaged in repartee in a scene devoted 

almost entirely to exposing Armado's hopeless love for Jaquenetta, an 

illiterate peasant wench. After being termed "tender juvenal" by 

Armado, Moth applies the epithet "tough senior" to Armado, justifying 

the term "as an appertinent title to your old time, which we may name 

tough." In the following exchange, Armado's response is a conjunction 

of propositions of unclear reference. Moth very quickly sees the 

ambiguity. 

(Arm.) Pretty and apt. 
(Moth) How mean you, sir? I pretty, and 

my saying apt? Or I apt, and my saying 
pretty? 

(Arm.) Thou pretty because little. 
(Moth) Little pretty, because little. Wherefore 

apt? 
(Arm.) And therefore apt, because quick. 

(I.2.8ff) 

In this wit bout. Moth's introduction of a play on words (the shift in 

meaning of "little") enables him to maintain the initiative which he 

seized by exploiting the unassigned conjunction of propositions. 

In the same play, the encounter of Navarre and the Princess of 

France outdoors in his royal park is initiated by Navarre's use of a 
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conjunction of propositions, and is continued by the Princess's witty 

denial of the validity of that conjunction. 

(King) Fair Princess, welcome to the Court of Navarre. 
(Prin.) "Fair" I give you back again, and 

"welcome" I have not yet. The roof 
of this Court is too high to be yours, 
and welcome to the wide fields too 
base to be mine. 

(II.1.90-94) 

The Princess politely acknowledges and returns the "fair" of Navarre's 

formula of welcome, but, playing on the word "welcome," denies that 

she has been properly welcomed. Wrenching the word "welcome" out of 

context and thus partaking of the fallacy of secundum quid, she then 

sets her response in the form of an abbreviated syllogism in which the 

explanation follows the conclusion (aetiologia); each of the premises 

is an abbreviated syllogism of similar form. The heavy dependence on 

logic in this opening interview establishes the tone of this encounter 

and succeeding encounters between the two courts. After the first few 

moments, it is clear that every encounter is to be a bout of wits, and 

that the men will be the losers. Just as Moth uses questioning of a 

conjunction of propositions to seize the initiative in the previous 

scene, so does the Princess here. 

In Much Ado About Nothing, a conjunction of propositions, followed 

by a play on words, is essential to the comedy developed through the 

encounter of Beatrice and the gentlewoman Margaret in Hero's apartment 

just prior to the first, thwarted wedding of Hero and Claudio. Beatrice, 
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in love with Benedick partly through the contrivance and connivance 

of Hero, Margaret, and Ursula, is exhibiting the traditional melan

choly of the frustrated lover, and excuses her condition as the re

sult of a cold. 

(Hero) These gloves the Count sent me. They are 
an excellent perfume. 

(Beat.) I am stuffed. Cousin, I can not smell. 
(Marg.) A maid, and stuffed! There's goodly 

catching of cold. 
(III.4.62ff) 

Jlargaret's ribald play on the word stuffed is conjoined with an in

ferred proposition (that Beatrice is still a maid) to create a con-

• • • • junction of contradictory propositions through which it is pretended 

that Beatrice is revealing intimate secrets. The obvious humor of the 

incongruous propositions is broadened by humor involving character. 

Beatrice is renowned for her scorning of men, especially Benedick, 

and she has not publicly confessed her love for Benedick. In this 

situation and with these characters, such kidding of Beatrice seems 

inevitable and is most appropriate dramatically. 

As You Like It contains a rather unusual use of conjunction of 

propositions. In romantic relationships in Shakespeare, as in other 

authors, it is usually the woman who is more witty than the man. 

Thus, it is interesting to see what happens between Touchstone, a 

master of words and rhetoric, and the goatherd Audrey, rather unlearned 

and apparently no great beauty either. Touchstone puts her in a quan

dary by urging speciously that honesty is not desirable in her. He 

concludes his argument with a conjunction of propositions: 
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(Audrey) Would you not have me honest? 
(Touch.) No, truly, unless thou wert hard-favored, 

for honesty coupled to beauty is to have 
honey a sauce to sugar. 

(Audrey) Well, I am not fair, and therefore I pray 
the gods make me honest. 

(Touch.) Truly, and to cast away honesty upon a 
foul slut were to put good meat into an 
unclean dish. 

(Audrey) I am not a slut, though I thank the gods 
I am foul. 

(Touch.) Well, praised be the gods for thy foulness! 
Sluttishness may come hereafter. But be it 
as it may be, I will marry thee.... 

(III.3.28-31, 33-41) 

Although Audrey apparently does not understand all of Touchstone's 

argument, she is alert enough to deny the conjunction of propositions— 

even though in doing so she falls into the trap set by Touchstone's 

equivocation (using foul as the equivalent of not fair, as if the 

weather were the topic, and then shifting its meaning to unclean). In 

denying that she is a slut, Audrey thanks the gods that she is foul. 

Touchstone ironically repeats her incongruous thankfulness to the gods. 

In spite of Touchstone's wit, Audrey—honest and "foul" as she is— 

seems to get the victory when Touchstone concedes that he will marry 

her anyway. 

The conjunction of propositions is likewise important in the 

repartee of Maria, a gentlewoman-in-waiting, in Twelfth Night. Maria 

uses a conjunction of propositions to characterize the foolish knight 

Sir Andrew Aguecheek even as she characterizes herself as forthright 

and witty: 
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(Maria) He's a very fool and a prodigal. 
(Sir To.) Fie that you'll say so! He plays o' the 

viol de gamboys, and speaks three or four 
languages word for word without book, and 
hath all the good gifts of nature. 

(Maria) He hath indeed, almost natural, for besides 
that he's a fool, he's a great gambler, 
And but that he hath the gift of a coward 
to allay the gust he hath in quarreling, 'tis 
thought among the prudent he would quickly 
have the gift of a grave. 

(I.3.25ff) 

Sir Toby denies the fool, the first proposition of her conjunction, 

urging musical and linguistic abilities as proof that Sir Andrew is 

not a fool and has all the good gifts of nature. But Maria, through a 

play on the word nature (natural—a born fool) as she pretends to con

cede the gifts of nature, reaffirms her original proposition that Sir 

Andrew is a fool, and then explains his particular gifts of nature, 

quarrelsomeness and cowardice. 

Later in Twelfth Night, Shakespeare uses a conjunction of propo

sitions to enhance the pathos and dramatic irony implicit in the posi

tion of Viola, a girl in love with Duke Orsino but unable to express 

her love because she is thought to be a boy. Viola/Cesario is daily 

sent to court Olivia for her master. From her position as confidant 

of Orsino, she—as Cesario—tells her own story as if it were the story 

of a sister who had pined away in melancholy because of unrequited love 

(Duke) But died thy sister of her love, my boy? 
(Vio.) I am all the daughters of my father's house. 

And all the brothers too. And yet I know not. 
Sir, shall I to this lady? 

(II.5.122-125) 
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After revealing herself, Viola distracts Orsino from pursuing the 

matter further. Although the mention of the brother provides the 

comic effect of apparent contradiction, it also reminds the audience 

of Viola's double role, thereby enhancing the dramatic irony of her 

subtle expression of love and adding a touch of pathos (she thinks 

her brother drowned) to this comedy of Shakespeare's maturity. In 

Twelfth Night as in the earlier Romantic Comedies, Shakespeare uses 

a simple logical device, the conjunction of propositions, to achieve 

a variety of comic and dramatic effects. 

Syllogistic Reasoning 

Syllogistic reasoning is that which we most commonly think of 

when we think of the discipline of logic. In syllogistic reasoning, 

the conjoined propositions, premises, are related both materially and 

formally, and should lead automatically to a conclusion. If the pre

mises are true, they will yield valid conclusions so long as there 

are no violations of proper procedure—such as the use of one term 

in two different senses. But, just as anything good may be misused, 

even true premises may be twisted through fallacious procedures to 

yield false conclusions. In the Romantic Comedies, both proper and 

fallacious uses of syllogistic reasoning are turned to comic ends. 

Awareness of syllogistic reasoning and its terminology is a 

common trait of the characters of the Romantic Comedies. Specialized 

terms such as "instance," "contrary," "congruent," "prove," "answer," 

"therefore" and "conclude" are used properly by characters who might 
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be expected to know them either because of social status or dramatic 

convention. Jesters and witty servants, scholars, and lords and 

ladies, all use the lingo of logic. Some others try to use the forms 

but succeed only in revealing their own ignorance. But even the fail

ures of these pretenders to knowledge point toward the importance of 

syllogistic logic in the Romantic Comedies. 

In The Comedy of Errors, Antipholus of Syracuse and his Dromio 

make frequent references to such lingo in one bout of wit: "By what 

rule," "I durst have denied," "thou didst conclude," "For what reason," 

"you would. ..have proved," "reason was not substantial," "therefore," 

"a bald conclusion" (II.2.67-110). In Love's Labor's Lost, a discus

sion between Armado and Moth turns into an exercise in logic and rhetoric, 

The specialized terms bandied about include "part" (to distinguish), 

"familiar demonstration," "congruent," "nominate," and "the mere con

trary." Armado wishes to "example" his digression into love by "some 

mighty precedent." Finding those examples in earlier great men, such 

as Samson, who fell in love despite his physical strength, and Solomon, 

who "had a very good wit," Armado concludes: 

Cupid's butt shaft is too hard for Hercules' club, 
and therefore too much odds for a Spaniard's 
rapier. ...Adieu, valor! Rust, rapier! Be still, 
drum! For vour manager is in love—yea, he loveth. 

(1.2.7-188) 

Not all characters use so much of the language of logic—there is only 

one Armado—but references to syllogistic logic are scattered through 

the later Romantic Comedies, too. In Much Ado About Nothing, Don Pedro 
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says of Benedick: "Conclude, conclude, he is in love" (III.2.64); 

and in Twelfth Night, Feste goes so far as to use the term syllogism 

in speaking to Olivia: "If that this simple syllogism will serve, 

so; if it will not, what remedy?" (1.5.54-55). 

The Strict Syllogism 

Despite the relative frequency of references to the terms of 

syllogistic reasoning, there are very few fully-stated simple syllogisms 

in Shakespeare's plays. In regard to use of the strict syllogism, 

Shakespeare's practice was in accord with the best rhetorical teaching 

of his time. Of the fully-stated syllogism, Fraunce observes: 

Strict syllogismes bee never lightly used among 
authors, but eyther contracted or amplified, or 
els inverted, ..'.The quicknes of mans Wit is such, 
that it conceaveth the whole sometimes without 
any proposition, another while without any assump
tion, and now and then it preventeth and foretaketh 
the conclusion.3 

Still, Shakespeare does know how to use the strict syllogism, using 

it sparingly and turning it to comic ends. The best example of such 

a syllogism in the Romantic Comedies is in Viola/Cesario's proof that 

she is Olivia's servant because she is Orsino's servant: 

(Vio.) Cesario is your servant's name, fair Princess. 
(Oil.) My servant, sir! 'Twas never merry world 

Since lowly feigning was called compliment. 
You're servant to the Count Orsino, youth. 

(Vio.) And he is yours, and his must needs be yours. 
Your servant's servant is your servant, madam. 

(Twelfth Night, III.1.108-113) 
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Quickness of wit, by which the Romantic Comedies thrive, is not 

generally manifested in strict syllogistic statements, as Fraunce 

observed. With some self-restraint, people may think syllogistically, 

but they almost certainly will not talk that way. Viola/Cesario spoke 

syllogistically under the provocation of Olivia's denial of her simple 

statement. The witty reaffirmation of the original statement is de

corous because of its appeal to the authority of logic, to which 

Olivia must yield; but at the same time, the proof is humorous, employ

ing the same humor found in the bout of wit. 

Abridged Syllogisms 

The syllogism is used only sparingly in its strictest forwi; in 

other forms, it appears abundantly, generally with one of the three 

propositions left unstated. These abridged forms, termed enthymemes, 

are based on signs and probabilities expressed in common observations, 

4 

and generally received opinions often stated as maxims. The practi

cal, moral bias of the enthymeme makes it most appropriate for drama

tization of human conduct, and its brevity gives it greater adapta

bility than the full syllogism while at the same time invoking a 

wealth of connotation to strengthen its appeal. Throughout the Roman

tic Comedies, Shakespeare uses varied forms of the enthymeme to achieve 

comic effects. Among these forms, the most useful in comedy are 

aetiologia and syllogismus. 

Aetiologia 

In the early plays, the most common form of enthymeme is aetio

logia. Because it gives a reason for a statement already made. 
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Puttenham calls this figure the Reason renderer dr Tell 

7 
cause: 

In many cases we are driuen for better perswasion 
to tell the cause that mooues vs to say thus or 
thus: or els when we would fortifie our allegations 
by rendring reasons to euery one, this assignation 
of cause the Greekes called Etiologia, which if we 
might without scorne of a new inuented terme call 
/Tellcaus^ it were right according to the Greeke 
originall...The Latines hauing no fitte name to geue 
it in one single word, gaue it no name at all, but 
by circumlocution. We also call him the reason-
rendrer, and leaue the right English word /Tel causej 
much better answering the Greeke originall.^ 

Peacham explains aetiologia as "a forme of speech by which the Orator 

••9 joineth reason or cause to a proposition uttered." He goes on to 

discuss its proper use and the cautions to be observed in its use: 

This figure is usuall in all good Authors, and is 
of great strength in speech, for that the sentence 
said, hath alwaies the reason joined unto it as an 
authenticke seale to an evidence; and it serueth to 
confirmation and confutation. ...The speaker in the 
use of this figure ought to be sure that the reason 
or cause which he joineth to the proposition be 
good & sufficient, lest he weaken that which he 
should confirme, and disgrace that which he should 
bewtifie.^^ 

In The Comedy of Errors, Doctor Pinch looks on during an argument 

between Adriana, her husband Antipholus, her sister Luciana, and their 

slave Dromio. Adriana has called Pinch to cure her husband of what 

she is convinced is madness. Observing the anger of both Antipholus 

and Dromio, Pinch concludes that both are crazed. He expresses his 
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argument by aetiologia, rendering his reasons after his conclusion: 

"Mistress, both man and master is possessed. I know it by their 

pale and deadly looks" (IV.4.95-96). By setting this aetiologia in 

a proper dramatic context, Shakespeare is able to create humor of the 

immediate moment and to catalyze further comic developments. 

Pinch's pronouncement achieves both of these ends; first, because 

the audience knows what is going on and thus can see that his state

ment is wrong, based on faulty generalization from evidence, and 

second, because his statement leads to the development of further 

humor in the attempted treatment of Antipholus which culminates in 

catastrophe for Pinch himself. Thus, Pinch's diagnosis is more potent 

than he knows. As he attempts to treat Antipholus and Dromio by having 

them bound and put in a dark place, they break loose, bind him, and 

mock him with his own sermons on patience while they cut his hair to 

make him look like a fool. Then they set his beard on fire and throw 

the contents of a chamber pot in his face to put out the fire. 

This "guiler beguiled" reversal of fortunes for the stock char

acter Doctor Pinch is appropriate dramatically because his language 

shows him to be a somewhat pompous, condescending person who is not 

careful of logic. The superficial reasons that he renders for his diag

nosis confirm him as a pretender to learning—as one who is ripe for 

the ridicule and abuse he reaps. 

Aetiologia is a device well-suited to comic reversal. Using 

aetiologia, a speaker may serve as his own straight-man, providing 

verbal wit not in a relatively clumsy question-and-answer dialogue but 
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in a relatively flexible monologue. In The Two Gentlemen of Verona, 

Proteus, speaking to Valentine's servant Speed, uses the following 

aetiologia to allude humorously to the proverb that one who is 

destined to be hanged will never drown: "Go, go, be gone, to save 

your ship from wreck,/ Which cannot perish having thee aboard,/ Being 

destined to a drier death on shore" (1.1.156-158). The conclusion, 

according to Proteus, is that Speed's ship will never sink because 

Speed is destined for the gallows on land. 

In Love's Labor's Lost there are relatively few instances of 

aetiologia. In one instance, Berowne and his companions, disguised 

as Russians, are attempting to visit with the Princess and her ladies. 

The princes claim to have travelled many weary miles, but their claim 

has been deflated to "weary steps," and Berowne has furthermore been 

asked to give a specific account of the number of "weary steps" he 

and his companions have travelled. He evades the question by the fol

lowing aetiologia and then changes the subject: "TVe number nothing 

that we spend for you./ Our duty is so rich, so infinite,/ That we 

may do it still without accompt" (V.2.198-200). The evasive intent 

is quite apparent, but under the circumstances, the tactic is effec

tive both as a comic nolo contendere and as a signal that there should 

be no further discussion of the point because there is no answer to 

be had. 

In The Taming of the Shrew Petruchio uses the figure aetiologia 

to convince Kate that neither of them should eat the roasted mutton 

that his servants have served them: "And better 'twere that both of 
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us did fast,/ Since, of ourselves, ourselves are choleric,/ Than feed 

it with such over-roasted flesh" (IV.1.176-178). Starving her is part 

of his plan for taming her. As his servant Peter says, "He kills her 

in her own humor" (1. 183). Petruchio's statement is valid within a 

commonly held body of ideas about the reasons for choleric behavior, 

but its apparent appeal to logic belies rather humorously the true 

intent, of breaking her willfulness, already understood by the audience 

and later explained in soliloquy by Petruchio (11. 191-214). 

In As You Like It Touchstone uses aetiologia in an aside to render 

his reason for wanting Sir Oliver Martext to officiate at his wedding 

to Audrey: "I am not in the mind, but I were better to be married of 

him than of another. For he is not like to marry me well..." (III.3. 

91-93). The linking of "better" and "married" in the conclusion 

(opening statement) provides a basis within the enthymeme for some 

ironic reversal as Touchstone gives his main reason for preferring Sir 

Oliver. The brief sorites which follows reveals a rationale fully 

consistent with his earlier emphasis, through imagery, on the desires 

of man as a cause for marriage. 

In another love plot, that of Silvius and Phebe, Rosalind (as 

Ganymede) uses aetiologia in an effort to persuade Phebe—beautiful 

only in the eyes of Silvius—to take Silvius's love more seriously. 

Rosalind's very practical, blunt advice to Phebe is "Sell when you 

can. You are not for all markets" (III.5.60). Aetiologia is effect

ive here because it allows the conclusion to be stated first, in a 

position of emphasis reinforced by the brevity of the sentence, and 
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allows the reason, using an image (markets) consistent with the command 

(sell) in the conclusion, to be placed in a less emphatic but still 

prominent position. If other reasons were given, the impact of the 

lines would be diminished. The brevity of the enthymeme strengthens 

both statements and intensifies the comic incongruity in this dramatic 

situation. 

In Twelfth Night, aetiologia serves in the portrayal of the comic 

knight Sir Andrew Aguecheek. After Sir Andrew has been mercilessly 

put down by Maria, he tries to explain his lack of wit as a consequence 

of his diet: "Methinks sometimes I have no more wit than a Christian 

or an ordinary man has. But I am a great eater of beef and I believe 

that does harm to my wit" (1.3.88-91). T^en Sir Toby agrees. Sir 

Andrew hastens to disavow what he has just said. As shown in his con

descending comparison of himself to Christians and ordinary men, and 

his swift repudiation of his own logic. Sir Andrew is the scion of an 

old family of conceited foolishness. 

After the early Romantic Comedies, it is quite difficult to find 

distinct, isolatable examples of aetiologia. Aetiologia is present, 

but is almost always integrated with other,larger, logical structures. 

In these later plays, in instances similar to those in The Comedy of 

Errors and The Two Gentlemen of Verona in which aetiologia is used to 

explain a point, the point is either sufficiently clear within its 

dramatic context or is clarified more economically through poetic 

suggestion. Shakespeare's maturation as a dramatist is evident in an 

increasing economy of language, and that in turn grows from his 
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increasing ability to create dramatic situations dependent upon 

implicit rather than explicit, imposed logic. One form of enthymeme 

which relies upon this mating of logic and language is that called 

syllogismus. 

Syllogismus 

The figure syllogismus is still more abridged than aetiologia. 

According to Peacham, 

Syllogismns /sioJ, is a forme of speech by which 
the Orator amplifieth a matter by conjecture, that 
is, by expressing some signes or circumstances of 
a matter. 

He further points out that 

...by this figure the Orator speaketh to his hearer 
a far off, gluing some signe or token to the reason 
of the hearer, whereby his whole meaning may easily 
be gathered. 

He warns, however, that 

it is requisite and necessary to signifie our 
meaning by such circumstances as may best amplifie 
the matter, and most clearly signifie our meaning: 
otherwise we shall speake in the clowdes without 
profit.11 

Peacham gives several examples, but the following, with its analysis, 

should make clear the method of this device: "Virgill speaking of 

Poliphemus, saith he held a pine tree in his hand to stay himselfe, 

and walked through the sea: by this we coniecture what a great bodie 

he had."^^ 
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Hoskyns names this figure intimation because it suggests the 

meaning, making it "more palpable by a touch, then by a direct hand-

1. ,.13 ling. 

Sister Miriam Joseph says that syllogismus "presents a single 

vivid suggestion, from which the mind leaps to the desired inference 

14 
without adverting to the process of reasoning which underlies it." 

Evaluating the poetic function of this figure. Sister Joseph says, 

This figure of intimation by vivid detail is essential 
to poetic composition in the Aristotelian sense as 
contrasted with exposition. A man who is frightened 
trembles; he who repents weeps. Given the situation, 
only the action need be stated. The reader or listener 
supplies the rest.15 

One immediately sees that an image appropriate for a situation will 

tell more, and more feelingly, than the most-patiently constructed 

and fully stated syllogism, and will at the same time lead to great 

economy of language by eliminating the need for many of the linguistic 

signs through which we transmit meaning. 

Shakespeare uses syllogismus in the earliest of the Romantic 

Comedies, but he uses it more, and more skillfully, in the later, 

more-mature plays. 

In The Comedy of Errors, as Doctor Pinch is being enlisted to re

store Antipholus of Ephesus, who is not mad, to his senses, both 

Luciana and the Courtesan comment on his extreme anger. Luciana says, 

"Alas, how fiery and how sharp he looks!" The Courtesan adds, "Mark 

how he trembles in his ecstasy!" (IV.4.53-54). In these two exclamations 
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Shakespeare is employing syllogismus. He could have put this 

impression in a simple, three-proposition syllogism: Antipholus is 

trembling and seems on fire. Madmen exhibit the same symptoms. 

Therefore, Antipholus is mad. But, through these vivid suggestions 

of Antipholus's behavior and appearance, Shakespeare intimates to us 

not only the same objective information but also something of the 

emotional temperature of Antipholus, Luciana, and the Courtesan. The 

language is appropriate to the scene in a way that no formal syllo

gistic language could have been. By showing how thoroughly convinced 

these women are of the madness of Antipholus, Shakespeare heightens 

the incongruity and thus the comic effect for the audience who know 

that Antipholus is not mad, and can understand why he is angry. 

In The Two Gentlemen of Verona Shakespeare generates a good bit 

of humor through the deeds and words of Proteus's servant Launce and 

the deeds of his dog Crab, whose social blunders are as notable as 

his master's verbal blunders. As Proteus is preparing to embark for 

the Court at Milan, Launce tries to prove how unfeeling Crab is. His 

speech employs syllogismus, along with hypallage and various devices 

of parallel structure, to prove Crab's hard-heartedness for refusing 

to weep at a highly emotional leavetaking: 

My mother weeping, my father wailing, 
my sister crying, our maid howling, our cat wringing 
her hands, and all our house in a great perplexity, 
yet did not this cruel-hearted cur shed one tear. 

(II.3.6-11) 
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The vivid images intimate forcefully the confusion of this sorrowful 

scene—and provide convincing, if comical, proof of the hard-

heartedness of Crab, who clearly—as Launce says later—"has no more 

pity in him than a dog." 

In Love's Labor's Lost various lovers use syllogismus in their 

attempts to prove their devotion to their ladies. Armado concludes 

his highly condescending letter to the illiterate Jaquenetta with this 

clear proof that he is in love with her: "I profane my lips on thy 

foot, my eyes on thy picture, and my heart on thy every part" (IV.1. 

84-95). The vividness of the implied posture of Armado renders this 

proof memorable, but the intended recipient of the letter might (had 

she been able to read) have questioned the extent of Armado's sacri

fice. In the main plot, the king unsuccessfully employs syllogismus 

as he speaks to the Princess for Berowne and his other companions: 

"Say to her we have measured many miles to tread a measure with her 

on this grass" (V.2.184-185). The Princess, as previously noted, 

quickly reduces the extravagance of their "many miles" to the more-

manageable number of inches in one mile. Later, as Berowne is attempt

ing to prove his sincerity to Rosalind, he, too, employs syllogismus: 

Oh, never will I trust to speeches penned, 
Nor to the motion of a schoolboy's tongue. 

Nor never come in vizard to my friend, 
Nor woo in rhyme, like a blind harper's song! 

(V.2.402-405) 

Here he suggests that the trueness of his affection may be seen in 

his abandoning all affectation and pretence, all falseness. That even 
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at this moment he is wooing in rhyme, which he has abandoned, only 

adds to the comic effect. Although it is not successful for any of 

these lovers, syllogismus does help to sustain the comedy of these 

scenes. 

In the final scene of The Taming of the Shrew, Petruchio and 

Kate, Hortensio and the widow, the Baptista, Kate's father, are sitting 

around the table after a feast when Hortensio hints that Petruchio's 

Kate is not kind. Petruchio suggests that Hortensio fears his widow. 

The widow's response, "He that is giddy thinks the world turns round" 

(V.2.20), is a proverbial syllogismus. The statement is clear enough 

for most people to understand, but Shakespeare develops more repartee 

from it and demonstrates Kate's protectiveness toward Petruchio by 

having her twice ask the widow for an explanation. The widow obliges: 

"Your husband, being troubled with a shrew,/ measures my husband's 

sorrow by his woe" (V.2.28-29). The rivalry shown through the original 

syllogismus quickly gives way to another expression of comic rivalry 

as the three newlywed grooms make bets on which wife is most obedient, 

Bianca, the widow, or Kate (the reputed shrew). 

In A Midsummer Night's Dream, after his eyes have been charmed 

by Puck's application of love juice, Lysander rationalizes his sudden 

love for Helena. He uses syllogismus twice in the following logical 

structure: 

Who will not change a raven for a dove? 
The will of man is by his reason swayed. 
And reason says you are the worthier maid. 
Things growing are not ripe until their season. 
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So I, being young, till now ripe not to reason; 
And touching now the point of human skill. 
Reason becomes the marshal to my will. 
And leads me to your eyes.... 

(II.2.114-121) 

In context, Lysander's maxims would lead us to the point that he is 

arguing—that he has matured sufficiently to accept the dictates of 

reason and thus to reject Hermia and love Helena—were it not that 

the plangent irony of the word reason, in this context, leads us either 

to Puck's opinion—"Lord, what fools these mortals be" (III.2.115) — 

or to Bottom's, "to say the truth, reason and love keep little company 

together nowadays" (III.1.146-147). Helena's outrage grows from his 

speech, and his reasons are recalled later as Demetrius, aided by love 

juice, falls newly into love with Helena. The deluded Lysander's quite 

serious use of syllogismus has comical consequences which extend far 

beyond his lines. 

Syllogismus abounds in Much Ado About Nothing, especially in the 

words of Beatrice and Benedick, but also in the words about them. In 

characterizing Beatrice, who is hidden nearby. Hero gives many instances 

of Beatrice's perversity; most are stated in the form of syllogismus. 

Hero also describes Benedick—again, for the hidden Beatrice's benefit— 

by using syllogismus. When Hero describes Benedick as "like covered 

fire," consuming away in sighs, wasting inwardly (III.1.48-78), 

Beatrice is to understand that he is in love and is wasting away because 

she has not returned his love. The comic element enters here because 

the audience knows that both Benedick and Beatrice are being tricked. 
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In another instance, when Margaret tells Beatrice "methinks you look 

with your eyes as other women do" (III.4.90-91), she is saying that 

other women have fallen in love and Beatrice will, too. At the time, 

Benedick is the one man who has been mentioned, but Beatrice has 

still not admitted that she is in love with him, and Margaret's 

syllogismus reinforces the humor of the situation. 

In As You Like It as in Much Ado, there are many instances of 

syllogismus. A pair of examples will show some of the diversity of 

comic use. Rosalind, disguised as the boy Ganymede, says, "I could 

find in my heart to disgrace my man's apparel and to cry like a woman" 

(II.4.4-5). The audience is given to understand that she is physically 

weary and emotionally downcast, and is furthermore reminded that she 

is a woman dressed as a boy. For her to "cry like a woman" would be 

most appropriate, if disgraceful to her clothing. The immediately 

following lines provide a humorous contrast between her true state of 

mind and the strength expected of her in her role as a man: 

But I must comfort the weaker vessel, as doublet 
and hose ought to show itself courageous to 
petticoat, therefore, courage, good Aliena. 

The ironic use of "comfort the weaker vessel," and the wry humor of 

the metonymy (doublet and hose, petticoat), and the courageous admoni

tion of her conclusion all build from the initial syllogismus and re

inforce the pathos and humor of Rosalind's position. Later, Jaques's 

rhapsodic announcement, "I am ambitious for a motley coat" (II.7.43), 

intimates his state of mind and leads into a discussion of the satiric 
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function of the licensed figure symbolized by the motley coat. Ex

ploration of the syllogismus, in this instance, leads to a considerable 

development in dialogue and in the matter of the play. 

In Twelfth Night, syllogismus occurs quite frequently, especially 

in the speech of Sir Toby and the other members of the secondary plot. 

When Sir Andrew has been incited to challenge Cesario (Viola) and it 

seems to each of the contestants that a fight is inevitable, Fabian 

says that Sir Andrew "pants and looks pale, as if a bear were at his 

heels" (III.4.323-324). From Fabian's description we easily infer the 

extent of Sir Andrew's cowardice. We need no further explanation. 

Here the logic and the words are one. 

Shakespeare's increased use of syllogismus in the later Romantic 

Comedies, especially from Much Ado onward, leads to greater concrete-

ness and economy, and thus effectiveness, of the language. The en

hanced imagery level increases Shakespeare's options for wordplay and 

other devices of humor. 

Sorites 

The simple abridged syllogism or enthymeme may be combined in a 

series to produce a sorites, a chain of reasoning. The last word or 

one clause is usually repeated at the beginning of the next: this use 

of anadiplosis produces an effect of climbing, called climax or 

gradation, as one thought is built on the preceding one, with the 

repetition marking the steps of the argument. Wilson calls this 

figure Gradation and defines it as "when we rehearse the word that 
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goeth next before, and bring an other word thereupon that encreaseth 

the matter, as though one should goe vp a paire of stayres and not 

leaue till he come at the top." George Puttenham calls this figure 

Clymax, or the Marching figure. He says. 

Ye haue a figure which as well by his Greeke and 
Latine originals, & also by allusion to the maner 
of a mans gate or going may be called the marching 
figure, for after the first steppe all the rest 
proceede by double the space, and so in our speach 
one word proceedes double to the first that was spoken, 
and goeth as it were by strides or paces: it may aswell 
be called the clyming figure, for Clymax is as much to 
say as a ladder....1* 

Henry Peacham, the other major rhetorician of the period, provides 
ft 

this discussion of the figure, which he also calls climax: 

Climax...distinguisheth the oration by degrees... 
this exornation hath much pleasantnesse, and is, 
chiefly applied for the augmentation of matters, 
it consisteth often times of fower degrees, but 
commonly of three....In using this figure we 
ought to obserue a meane, that there be not too 
many degrees and also to foresee that the degrees 
following, may rather increase than diminish in 
signification and lastly, that they so ascend that 
they may end with a clause of importance.1" 

Peacham's classification of climax as "exornation" finds agreement 

in Blundeville, who notes that when the subject of the first clause 

is not repeated in the conclusion the figure is used as an ornament 

of speech rather than a proof. 

Shakespeare uses this device several times in the Romantic Come

dies, once referring to it almost by name. For the most part, the uses 
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are comical, often involving comic, fallacious logic. With only one 

exception, sorites is uttered by someone with a reputation for wit: 

a witty servant, a jester, or a witty member of the educated court 

class. The exception is also uttered by a member of this last group, 

Orlando, in As You Like It; he could be witty, but he has lost his 

wits in love, and his usage of gradatio is intended simply to move the 

action along. This device is, to some extent, a virtuoso use of logic. 

It is thus appropriate that those considered wits should use it. Be

cause it is a noticeable, premediated figure, it should not be used 

often. Nor, in a comedy, should it be used with full seriousness. 

In The Comedy of Errors, each of the Dromios has a sorites. The 

first instance is made comical by the circumstance: Dromio of Ephesus 

is scolding Antipholus of Syracuse for being late to dinner at a house 

he does not know and with a wife he does not have: 

The meat is cold because you come not home; 
You come not home, because you have no stomach; 
You have no stomach, having broke your fast.... 

(1.2.48-50) 

The logic in this sorites-without-climax is fairly straightforward. 

The scene serves a secondary, narrative function. 

The second occurrence of sorites in The Comedy of Errors comes in 

the words of Dromio of Syracuse, also to Antipholus of Syracuse. In 

this instance there is no mistaken identity, so the logic must provide 

the humor: 
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It is written they appear to men like angels of 
light. Light is an effect of fire, and fire will 
bum; ergo, light wenches will bum. Come not near 
her. 

(IV.3.55-57) 

Both Antipholus of Syracuse and his Dromio have been encountering things 

that seem strange: Antipholus is invited to dinner, thanked for kind

nesses, shown merchandise that he has bought, given a gold chain, and 

then asked for the chain by a woman he has never met; Dromio is claimed 

by an enormously fat kitchen wench he does not know; and both are called 

by name by people they do not know. Because of these strange events, 

they are convinced that the city is filled with sorcerers and other ser

vants of the Devil. Thus, although Dromio's sorites of warning to 

Antipholus provides the humor of faulty logic (fallacy of the conse-

quent), it serves another dramatic purpose, to develop the humor of 

their mistaken notion that sorcery is all about them. Aided by the later 

equivocation on "light," the implied description of the courtesan, angel 

of light, supplies its own ironic humor. 

In The Taming of the Shrew, Kate's brief sorites involves a hypo

thetical syllogism: 

(Petr.) Good Kate, I am a gentleman. 
(Kate) That I'll try. (She strikes him) 
(Petr.) I swear I'll cuff you if you strike again. 
(Kate) So you may lose your arms. 

If you strike me, you are no gentleman. 
And if no gentleman, why then no arms. 

(II.1.219-224) 

Kate's shrewish behavior, within the context of the play, is humorous, 

and there may also be present some humor of the "battle of the sexes," 
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a perennial favorite in comedy; however, there is also the humor pro

vided by Kate's wit in devising the test of Petruchio's gentility and 

then explaining it to him. 

In Love's Labor's Lost, Berowne's brief and not-very-logical 

sorites seems intended primarily as comic characterization revealing 

his state of mind through the witty word associations involved in the 

gradation: "They have pitched a toil, I am toiling in a pitch—pitch 

that defiles. Defile! A foul word" (IV.3.2-3). 

In Much Ado, the witty lady Beatrice is given a sorites. She has 

given Benedick, her newly-declared lover, the task of challenging 

Claudio to a duel for his mistreatment of her cousin Hero. When he 

says that only foul words have passed between him and Claudio, she is 

angered and uses his phrase "foul words" as a take-off point for her 

comic sorites denying him a kiss: "Foul words is but foul wind, and 

foul wind is but foul breath, and foul breath is noisome. Therefore I 

will depart unkissed" (V.2.53-54). Her chain of reasoning begins with 

an equivocation on the word foul and proceeds by the fallacy secundum 

quid, the taking of meanings in arbitrary, absolute senses. 

In As You Like It, there occur four instances of the climbing 

figure. Two are Touchstone's. In one. Touchstone attempts to prove 

to the shepherd Corin that he is damned for not being at court. His 

specious argument involves the fallacy of the consequent: 

(Touch.) Truly, thou art damned, like an ill-roasted 
egg all on one side. 

(Corin) For not being at Court? Your reason. 
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(Touch.) I^y, if thou never wast at Court, thou never 
sawest good manners. If thou never sawest 
good manners, then thy manners must be wicked, 
and wickedness is sin, and sin is damnation. 
Thou art in a parlous state, shepherd. 

(111.2.38-45) 

Corin may be damned, but he is not fooled. He responds by showing that 

what are good manners in the Court are not good in the country. Touch

stone's other sorites has already been mentioned briefly in relation 

to the discussion of aetiologia: 

I were better to be married of him than of another. 
For he is not like to marry me well, and not being 
well married, it will be a good excuse for me here
after to leave my wife. 

(III.3.91-95) 

Touchstone's aside serves to characterize him, to satirize conventions 

of romantic love, and to create some dramatic irony. 

The final two examples of the figure climax are similar and are 

on the same subject but arise in the speech of two different characters, 

Orlando and Rosalind. Orlando uses this figure to inquire—perhaps 

incredulously—at the suddenness with which Aliena (Celia) and his 

brother Oliver have become betrothed. Through its progression, the 

figure also serves to summarize for the audience the steps of this 

amazing thing that has happened entirely off-scene. Orlando speaks to 

Oliver: 

Is 't possible that on so little acquaintance you 
should like her? That but seeing you should love her? 
And, loving, woo? And wooing, she should grant? 
And will you persever to enjoy her? 

(V.2.1-5) 
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Rosalind, still posing as Ganymede, uses essentially the same sorites 

to tell Orlando about the betrothal. In its summary condensation of 

actions, it conveys well the suddenness of their falling in love. 

Falling in love is generally treated as a subject of humor in these 

comedies, so there is some humor intended here in the depiction of the 

urgency of the lovers' symptoms, symptoms of the very disease from 

which Orlando is not yet cured by the physic of Rosalind: 

There was never anything so sudden but the fight of 
two rams, and Caesar's thrasonical brag of "I came, 
saw, and overcame." For your brother and my sister 
no sooner met but they looked, no sooner looked but 
they sighed, no sooner sighed but they asked one 
another the reason, no sooner knew the reason but 
they sought the remedy. And in these degrees have 
they made a pair of stairs to marriage which they will 
climb incontinent, or else be incontinent before mar
riage. They are in the very wrath of love and they will 
together, clubs cannot part them. 

(V.2.32-45) 

Sister Miriam Joseph suggests that, through Rosalind's reference to 

a "pair of stairs," a reference to the degrees or steps of this 

"climbing" figure, Shakespeare manifests his conscious use of gradation 

21 
without naming it. Brian Vickers is more emphatic in his praise of 

Shakespeare's artistry. He calls Rosalind's version "a brilliant re

finement" on the already competent version by Orlando, and adds the 

following analysis of the rhetorical artistry involved: 

There Shakespeare demonstrates that he is the 
greatest of rhetoricians, as he first finds a 
rhetorical figure which sums up the dramatic 
situation and the speed of their love (and by its 
clever development focusses our attention more on 
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the figure and less on the possible improbability 
of the speed)...then finds an image which describes 
the figure ('these degrees'), and finally translates 
it back into the experience of the lovers by making 
them 'climb' the intangible 'pair of stairs' which 
the step-like motion of his figure has created, 
before returning to earth and a bawdy release on the 
final antimetabole. I do not know of a more skil
ful use of a rhetorical figure anywhere, certainly none 
with the added overtones of describing a dramatic 
situation and also expressing the wit of an individual 
character.22 

In these later plays, Shakespeare makes this figure serve the 

needs not only of comedy, plot and immediate dramatic situation but 

also of individual characterization, and in the final example, of ima

gery as well. He demonstrates here an increased integration of logic 

with language and dramatic purpose. 

Compound Syllogisms — Hypothetical and Disjunctive 

The simple syllogism in its varied forms, including those previously 

discussed, is not the limit of Shakespeare's use of logic for comic 

purposes. Two major forms of compound syllogisms, the hypothetical 

and the disjunctive, also see use in the Romantic Comedies. 

The hypothetical syllogism has as its major premise a hypothetical 

proposition which is commonly signalled by ij_, unless, or some indica

tion of time (such as when, until, as long as, or while). The basic 

formula for such a syllogism is IF (CONDITION) THEN, with IF (CONDITION) 

as the major premise, an affirmation or denial of the condition as the 

minor premise, and THEN as the conclusion. The minor premise must either 

affirm or deny the condition if the hypothetical syllogism is to be 

valid. 
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Throughout the Romantic Comedies, the hypothetical syllogism 

serves as an invitation to the world of the jest, the world of comic 

suppose and comic or romantic hyperbole; and within that world, it 

functions frequently as a mark of wit. Very frequently the speaker 

of the hypothietical syllogism is the witty servant, as in most of the 

examples from The Comedy of Errors and The Two Gentlemen of Verona. 

Since a hypothetical statement is not an outright declaration, the 

hypothetical syllogism may characterize a speaker as insincere or 

devious. However, such a quality need not be bad under the proper 

dramatic circumstances: Rosalind/Ganymede in As You Like It, for 

example, has reason not to reveal her true thoughts in a forthright 

manner, since to do so would ruin her disguise. There are, of course, 

many other functions for the hypothetical syllogism in these plays 

where only the hypothetical is the limit, but one of the major uses is 

in the creation of witty jests. 

In The Comedy of Errors, the Dromios serve as the generators of 

wit. It is Dromio of Syracuse who amply describes the obesity of 

Nell, the kitchen wench, in this hypothetical syllogism: "If she 

lives till doomsday, she'll bum a week longer than the whole world" 

(III.2.100-102). And it is likewise he who uses the hypothetical 

syllogism to explain why Time might turn back: 

(Adriana) The hours come back! That did I never hear. 
(Dro. S.) Oh, yes. If any hour meet a sergeant, a' 

turns back for very fear. 
(Adriana) As if Time were in debt! How fondly dost 

thou reason! 
(Dro. S.) Time is a very bankrupt, and owes more 

than he's worth to season. 
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Nay, he's a thief too. Have you not heard 
men say 
That Time comes stealing on by night and day? 
If Time be in debt and theft, and a sergeant 
in the way, 
Hath he not reason to turn back an hour in a 
day? 

(IV.2.55-62) 

In The Two Gentlemen of Verona, Speed and Launce, both servants, 

use the hypothetical syllogism to introduce ordered humor of different 

sorts. Speed proves that Valentine cannot see his beloved: 

(Speed) You never saw her since she was deformed. 
(Val.) How long hath she been deformed? 
(Speed) Ever since you loved her. 
(Val.) I have loved her ever since I saw her, and 

still I see her beautiful. 
(Speed) If you love her, you cannot see her. 
(Val.) Why? 
(Speed) Because Love is blind. 

(II.1.68-76) 

Launce, his counterpart, uses his dog and the hypothetical syllogism 

to tell a tale about Proteus and Julia his beloved: 

(Speed) But tell me true, will 't be a match? 
(Launce) Ask my dog. If he say aye, it will. If he 

say, no, it will. If he shake his tail and 
say nothing, it will. 

(Speed) The conclusion is, then, that it will. 
(Launce) Thou shalt never get such a secret from 

me but by a parable. 
(II.5.35-41) 

In the following narration from Launce, the hypothetical syllogism 

serves to create suspense about the exact nature of the deed committed 

by his dog Crab. The syllogism introduces the complaint, which delays 
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the narration and creates comic suspense, hinting at the deed which 

is then not specified until the very end of this narration-with-complaint 

Oh, 'tis a foul thing when a cur cannot keep himself 
in all companies! I would have, as one should say, 
one that takes upon him to be a dog indeed, to be, as 
it were, a dog at all things. If I had not had more 
wit than he to take a fault upon me that he did, I 
think verily he had been hanged for 't. Sure as I 
live, he had suffered for 't. You shall judge. He 
thrusts me himself into the company of three or four 
gentlemanlike dogs under the Duke's table. He had 
not been there—bless the mark!—a pissing while, but 
all the chamber smelt him. "Out with the dog!" says 
one. "What cur is that?" says another. "Whip him 
out," says the third. "Hang him up," says the Duke. 
I, having been acquainted with the smell before, knew 
it was Crab, and goes me to the fellow that whips the 
dogs. "Friend," quoth I, "you mean to whip the dog?" 
"Aye, marry, do I," quoth he. "You do him the more 
wrong," quoth I. "'Twas I did the thing you wot of." 
He makes me no more ado, but whips me out of the 
chamber. How many masters would do this for his 
servant? Nay, I'll be sworn, I have sat in the stocks 
for puddings he hath stolen, otherwise he had been 
executed. I have stood on the pillory for geese he 
hath killed, otherwise he had suffered for 't.—Thou 
thinkest not of this now. Nay, I remember the trick 
you served me when I took my leave of Madam Silvia. 
Did not I bid thee still mark me and do as I do? 
When didst thou see me heave up my leg and make water 
against a gentlewoman's farthingale? Didst thou ever 
see me do such a trick? 

(IV.4.11-43) 

Silvia will not openly declare her love to her suitor Valentine, but 

she commissions him to write a letter to a "secret nameless friend." 

The transmittal of the letter is accomplished through the hypothetical 

syllogism: 
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(Sil.) The lines are very quaintly writ. 
But since unwillingly, take them again. 
Nay, take them. 

(Val.) Madam, they are for you. 
(Sil.) Aye, aye. You writ them, sir, at my request. 

But I will none of them. They are for you. 
I x̂ ould have had them writ more movingly. 

(Val.) Please you, I'll write your ladyship another. 
(Sil.) And when it's writ, for my sake read it over. 

And if it please you, so; if not, why, so. 
(Val.) If it please me, madam, what then? 
(Sil.) VThy, if it please you, take it for your labor. 

And so, good morrow, servant. 
(II.1.128-140) 

Because he is in love, Valentine does not have enough wit to understand 

that he has written the letter to himself, the "secret nameless friend." 

In The Taming of the Shrew, when Kate is being fitted with a cap, 

Petruchio complains about the size of the cap: 

(Petr.) A knack, a toy, a trick, a baby's cap. 
Away with it! Come, let me have a bigger. 

(Kate) I'll have no bigger. This doth fit the time. 
And gentlewomen wear such caps as these. 

(Petr.) I'Then you are gentle, you shall have one too. 
And not till then. 

(IV.3.67-72) 

Petruchio's response emphasizes her still-shrewish nature. Later, 

however, the hypothetical syllogism is important in demonstrating 

Kate's capitulation to Petruchio: 

(Petr.) Good Lord, how bright and goodly shines the 
moon! 

(Kate) The moon! The sun. It is not moonlight now. 
(Petr.) I say it is the moon that shines so bright. 
(Kate) I know it is the sun that shines so bright. 
(Pert.) Now, by my mother's son, and that's myself. 

It shall be moon, or star, or what I list. 
Or ere I journey to your father's house. 
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(Kate) ...And be it moon, or sun, or what you please. 
An if you please to call it a rush candle. 
Henceforth I vow it shall be so for me. 

(IV.5.2-15) 

If the hypothetical syllogism is an indicator of wit, one might 

expect to find it frequently in Love's Labor's Lost because of the many 

witty characters there. The expectation is justified. Among these, 

perhaps the wittiest is Berowne. Told that his oath to study in the 

king's Court has obligated him to eschew women for the duration of the 

oath, he seeks, and finds, an escape through a sophistical definition 

of terms. His elaboration of the forbidden studies that he plans to 

undertake is unified and summarized in a hypothetical syllogism: 

(Ber.) What is the end of study? Let me know. 
(King) Why, that to know which else we should not 

know. 
(Ber.) Things hid and barred, you mean, from common 

sense? 
(King) Aye, that is study's godlike recompense. 
(Ber.) Come on, then, I will swear to study so. 

To know the thing I am forbid to know. 
As thus—to study where I well may dine 

I«7hen I to feast expressly am forbid; 
Or study where to meet some mistress fine 

IThen mistresses from common sense are hid; 
Or, having sworn too hard a keeping oath. 
Study to break it and not break my troth. 
If study's gain be thus, and this be so. 
Study knows that which yet it doth not know. 

(1.1.55-68) 

As a demonstration of the usefulness of the hypothetical syllogism in 

romantic, comic hyperbole, we may take Berowne's verses to Rosalind: 

If love make me forsworn, how shall I swear to love? 
Ah, never faith could hold, if not to beauty vowed! 
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Though to myself forsworn, to thee I'll faithful prove 

If knowledge by the mark, to know thee shall suffice; 
Well learned is that tongue that well can thee 

commend, 
All ignorant that soul that sees thee without wonder.... 

(IV.2.108-117) 

The verses are developed in two groups, each growing from a hypothetical 

syllogism. 

Much of the humor in A Midsummer Night's Dream derives from the 

sub-plot of the rude mechanicals who are attempting to earn a small 

pension by putting on a play for the wedding of Duke Theseus. The most 

versatile of these would-be actors is Bottom. Partly by accident, and 

partly through the playfulness of Puck, Bottom is equipped with an 

ass's-head during rehearsal for a play in which he is Pyramus. With 

his newly acquired head, he re-enters the scene to utter this hypothet

ical syllogism: "If I were fair, Thisby, I were only thine" (III.1.106). 

Under the circumstances, this syllogism provides comedy not only through 

dramatic irony but also through the immediate response of his fellow 

players as in amazed flight they supply the evident minor premise which 

we may hypothesize as "you are not fair." 

. Through the words of Theseus, Shakespeare provides us with some 

commentary on the potential of the hypothetical as the instrument of 

the imagination, the faculty that makes comedy possible. Appropriately, 

Theseus speaks in hypothetical syllogisms as he responds to the complaints 

of Hippolyta: 
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(Hip.) This is the silliest stuff that ever I heard. 
(The.) The best in this kind are but shadows, and 

the worst are no worse if imagination amend 
them. 

(Hip.) It must be your imagination, then, and not 
theirs. 

(The.) If we imagine no worse of them than they 
of themselves, they may pass for excellent 
men. 

(V.1.213-220) 

The comic sub-plot of Much Ado is, in large part, developed from 

Benedick's challenge to Cupid. After Benedick has stated his intention 

to live as a bachelor, Don Pedro predicts that love will conquer him. 

Benedick's response is cast in hypothetical syllogisms: 

(Bene.) Prove that ever I love more blood with 
love than I will get again with drinking, 
pick out mine eyes with a ballad-maker's 
pen, and hang me up at the door of a 
brothel house for the sign of blind Cupid. 

(D.Ped.) Well, if ever thou dost fall from this 
faith, thou wilt prove a notable argument. 

(Bene.) If I do, hang me in a bottle like a cat 
and shoot at me, and he that hits me, let 
him be clapped on the shoulder and called 
Adam. 

(D.Ped.) Well, as time shall try. 
"In time the savage bull doth bear the yoke." 

(Bene.) The savage bull may, but if ever the 
sensible Benedick bear it, pluck off the 
bull's horns and set them in my forehead. 

(1.1.252-266) 

Some of Benedick's images are later recalled by Claudio and others to 

poke fun at him when, by falling in love, he supplies the minor pre

mise to his own conditional statements. The final contract between the 

proud Beatrice and proud Benedick is rendered ever-so-tentatively in 

Beatrice's hypothetical syllogism: 
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(Bene.) I do suffer love indeed, for I love thee 
against my will. 

(Beat.) In spite of your heart, I think—alas, poor 
heart! If you spite it for my sake, I will 
spite it for yours, for I will never love 
that which my friend hates. 

(V.2.67-72) 

Because of the increased importance of brief dialogue between 

witty members of various courts and major houses in As You Like It 

and Twelfth Night, the hypothetical syllogism is more important than 

ever as an indicator of wit. But in Twelfth Night Shakespeare expands 

something explored in Dogberry and Verges's charge to the guard (Much 

Ado, III.3.1-88), use of the hypothetical syllogism in comic character

ization. Sir Andrew sometimes fits an irrelevant consequence (such as 

a catch phrase) to a hypothetical proposition, as in the following: 

(Sir A.) If I cannot recover your niece, I am a 
foul way out. 

(Sir T.) Send for money, knight. If thou hast her 
not i' the end, call me cut. 

(Sir A.) If I do not, never trust me, take it how 
you will. 

(II.3.200-205) 

Many of Andrew's oaths are stated in hypothetical bluster. His misuse 

of the hypothetical is most notable in his challenge to Cesario (Viola) 

"...I will waylay thee going home, where if it be thy chance to kill 

me...thou killest me like a rogue and a villain" (III.4.176-180). 

Another of the major comic events in Twelfth Night is the letter that 

Maria prepares to trick Malvolio. The clinching argument in the body 

of that letter is presented as successive hypothetical syllogisms: 
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Go to, thou art made, if thou desirest to be so. 
If not, let me see thee a steward still, the fellow 
of servants, and not worthy to touch Fortune's 
fingers. 

(II.5.167-170) 

A typical instance showing the importance of the hypothetical syllogism 

in the repartee of Twelfth Night is this encounter between Olivia and 

Cesario (Viola): Viola asks to see Olivia's face, and Olivia allows 

her to look, saying "we will draw the curtain and show you the picture. 

Look you, sir, such a one I was this present—is 't not well done?" 

Viola's response hints that Olivia may depend on cosmetics: "Excellently 

done, if God did all." Assured that cosmetics are not part of the face, 

Viola says, "Lady, you are the cruel'st she alive/ If you will lead these 

graces to the grave/ And leave the world no copy." The hypothetical 

element allows Olivia to dispraise herself or to praise herself, accord

ing to the answer she supplies (1.5.251-261). 

As You Like It provides many examples of hypothetical syllogisms. 

One lengthy instance will show an important use of this device of logic 

in the plot. Near the end of the play, there are several strings not 

yet tied. Rosalind (dressed as Ganymede) is in love with Orlando, and 

he with her, but he does not realize that Ganymede is his Rosalind. 

Silvius is in love with Phebe, but Phebe is in love with Ganymede, who 

refuses her. Rosalind's desire is to get Phebe to promise to accept 

Silvius. It is through the hypothetical syllogism that all the strings 

are tied properly: 
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(Ros.) You say if I bring your Rosalind, 
You will bestow her on Orlando here? 

(Duke S.) That would I had I kingdoms to give with her. 
(Ros.) And you say you will have her when I bring her? 
(Orl.) That would I were I of all kingdoms king. 
(Ros.) You say you'll marry me if.1 be willing? 
(Phe.) That will I, should I die the hour after. 
(Ros.) But if you do refuse to marry me. 

You'll give yourself to this most faithful 
shepherd? 

(Phe.) So is the bargain. 
(Ros.) You say that you'll have Phebe if she will? 
(Silv.) Though to have her and death were both one 

thing. 
(V.4.6-17) 

Once Rosalind reveals her identity, Phebe supplies the missing premise 

by refusing to marry Rosalind. The rest falls into place. In this 

instance, the hypothetical serves both the plot and comedy. Surely 

there is much to be said for the hypothetical syllogism in the world of 

comedy. Perhaps Touchstone has the most succinct comment on the hypo

thetical syllogism: 

I knew when seven justices could not take up a quarrel, 
but when the parties were met themselves, one of them 
thought but of an "If," as, "If you said so, then I 
said so," and they shook hands and swore brothers. 
Your "If" is the only peacemaker, much virtue in "If." 

(V.4.103-108) 

In the world of the Romantic Comedies, peace does finally prevail, 

and marriage rites end in true delights. 

The Disjunctive Syllogism 

The disjunctive syllogism consists of a major premise proposing 

alternatives, one of which a minor premise either affirms or denies. 
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leaving the conclusion to deny or affirm the other. Puttenham con

siders the disjunctive syllogism under the figure Expeditio, or the 

"speedie dispatcher": 

Occasion offers many times that our maker as an 
oratour, or perswader, or pleader should go roundly 
to worke, and by a quick and swift argument dispatch 
his perswasion.... This is done by a manner of speech, 
both figuratiue and argumentatiue, when we do briefly 
set downe all our best reasons seruing the purpose, 
and reject all of them sauing one, which we accept to 
satisfie the cause....24 

Peacham, too, discusses the disjunctive syllogism as the figure expeditio 

when many reasons being reckoned by which som thing 
may be done or not done, one reason is left which the 
Orator standeth vnto & concludeth vpon, and the other 
are taken away, thus: Seeing this ground was mine, 
thou must needes shew, that either thou diddest possesse 
it being void, or made it thine by vse, or bought it, 
or else that it came to thee by heritage: Thou couldest 
not possesse it voide when I was in possession: also 
thou canst not make it thine by vse: Thou hast not to 
shew that thou diddest buy it, it could not come to thee 
by inheritance, and I aliue: it followeth then that thou 
wouldest put me from mine owne ground, before I be dead.25 

Blundeville exemplifies the simplest form of the disjunctive syllogism 

in the following: 

He is eyther good or evill: 
but he is good: 

Ergo not evill.26 

Because the disjunctive syllogism would normally require several 

successive statements, it is limited somewhat in its applicability. Its 

functions generally could be fulfilled by consecutive hypothetical 
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syllogisms, or by suggestion in some form of enthymeme. Thus, it does 

not occur often. However, Shakespeare does use it with particular 

effectiveness in two instances in the Romantic Comedies. 

In the Induction to The Taming of the Shrew, the tinker Christo

pher Sly, who had fallen into a drunken sleep in front of an alehouse, 

awakens to find himself in a luxuriously furnished bedchamber. He has 

been bathed, perfumed, and richly dressed, and the air in the room has 

been perfumed. Servants wait upon him, calling him a lord and telling 

him of his beautiful lady. Little knowing that he is the object of a 

practical joke created by the lord who waits upon him, Sly uses a dis

junctive syllogism to test the truth of what he is being told: 

Am I a lord? And have I such a lady? 
Or do I dream? Or have I dreamed till now? 
I do not sleep. I see, I hear, I speak. 
I smell sweet savors, and I feel soft things. 
Upon my life, I am a lord indeed. 
And not a tinker nor Christophero Sly. 
Well, bring our lady hither to our sight 

(Ind., 11.70-76) 

Either he is a lord, or he is dreaming or has been dreaming. Because 

he hears, sees, and speaks, he is sure that he is not sleeping; thus, 

the perceptions of his other senses (smell and touch) are to be taken 

as true. Because these other conditions are not those hitherto experi

enced by him in his life as a tinker, he concludes that the first prop

osition is true, that he is a lord and has such a lady. His exercise 

in logic is comical to some extent because of his character but to a 

greater extent because of the dramatic situation. The audience knows 

that he is exactly what he has convinced himself that he is not. Further 
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humor develops, first, as he unselfconsciously assumes the role of a 

lord, and then as he invites his wife to bed—something perhaps not 

anticipated by the planner of the illusion: 

(Sly) Servants, leave me and her alone. 
Madam, undress you, and come now to bed. 

(Page) Thrice-noble lord, let me entreat of you 
To pardon me yet for a night or two: 
Or, if not so, until the sun be set. 
For your physicians have expressly charged, 
in peril to incur your former malady. 
That I should yet absent me from your bed. 
I hope this reason stands for my excuse. 

(Sly) Aye, it stands so that I may hardly tarry 
so long. But I would be loath to fall into 
my dreams again. I will therefore tarry 
in spite of the flesh and the blood. 

(Ind., 11.118-130) 

In As You Like It, the disjunctive syllogism is an essential part of a 

virtuoso display of comic logic by Touchstone. When he and Audrey 

encounter William, a simple country fellow in love with Audrey, Touch

stone sets about to befuddle him, and—by all indications—succeeds. 

Touchstone begins by questioning William and commenting wittily upon 

his answers, and then moves into a discussion of William's relationship 

with Audrey: 

(Touch.) You do love this maid? 
(Will.) I do, sir. 
(Touch.) Give me your hand. Art thou learned? 
(Will.) No, sir. 
(Touch.) Then learn this of me: To have is to have; 

for it is a figure in rhetoric that drink, 
being poured out of a cup into a glass, by 
filling the one doth empty the other, for 
all your writers do consent that ipse is he, 
Now you are not ipse, for I am he. 

(Will.) Which he, sir? 
(Touch.) He, sir, that must marry this woman. 

(V.1.40-51) 
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The disjunctive syllogism employed may be stated simply—either you 

or I will be the he to marry this girl. I am that he; therefore, you 

are not that he, and you must leave. 

These uses of the disjunctive syllogism clearly demonstrate 

Shakespeare's skill in adapting to comic purposes a relatively un

wieldy form of logic. 

Throughout the Romantic Comedies are evidences of Shakespeare's 

knowledge of the forms and processes of formal logic, not only in the 

characters' references to particular terms but also in the pervasive 

use of logic to generate and sustain humor in a number of ways and at 

a number of levels. Shakespeare's increasing skill in use of the logi-
ft 

cal schemes is reflected in his decreasing use of explicit devices such 

as aetiologia, which spells out—often more than is needed—the reasons 

for statements. Shakespeare increasingly used the more-subtle logical 

devices, such as syllogismus, to suggest reasons concretely, poetically, 

rather than to elaborate them verbally, and the hypothetical syllogism, 

to enhance dramatic irony. The Romantic Comedies provide convincing 

demonstration of Shakespeare's maturation in use of the devices of 

logic to create and sustain humor. 



CHAPTER VII 

THE VICES OF LANGUAGE IN THE 

ROMANTIC COMEDIES 

The term "vices of language" seems to suggest that there might 

be something wrong in using such devices. Yet, it is through the 

vices of language that Shakespeare adds variety and a dimension of 

realism to his characters, making them speak as they might in the real 

world. Through the vices of language, Shakespeare fits the speech to 

the character as he is, or as he may be acting in that dramatic situa

tion. Through their speech his low characters reveal their lack of 

education, or perhaps their confusion, and his pretentious characters 

their pretense, through abuse of figures which, used properly, might 

enrich the speech of a gentleman. There is no fault in such use of 

the vices of language; for, it is by this means that Shakespeare aug

ments the dramatic realism of his works. As George Puttenham explains. 

by ignorance of the maker a good figure may become 
a vice, and by his good discretion, a vicious speach 
go for a vertue in the Poeticall science. This saying 
is to be explaned and qualified, for some maner of 
speaches are alwayes intollerable and such as cannot 
be vsed with any decencie, but are euer vndecent namely 
barbarousnesse, incongruitie, ill disposition, fond 
affectation, rusticitie, and all extreme darknesse, 
such as it is not possible for a man to vnderstand the 
matter without an interpretour, all which partes are 
generally to be banished out of euery language, vnlesse 
it may appear that the maker or Poet do it for the 
nonce...otherwise I see not but the rest of the common 
faultes may be born with sometimes, or passe without 
any great reproofe, not being vsed ouermuch or out of 

1 
season.... 

124 
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Through the vices of language, Shakespeare not only authenticates 

his dramatic characterizations but also creates a variety of comic 

effects. The kind of abuse of language varies with the character 

involved. With a high character such as Rosalind in As You Like It 

or Beatrice in Much Ado About Nothing, tapinosis (which creates a 

lightly satiric effect) is appropriate: it reflects intelligence and 

subtlety of mind. However, cacozelia, which may be present as affected 

speech in those who have the capacity to understand what they do, or 

as misapplication of words—malapropism—in those who do not have the 

capacity, would not be appropriate for either of these women or anyone 

of similar character. But affected speech would be appropriate for the 

pedants Armado and Holofemes in Love's Labor's Lost and for the foolish 

knight Sir Andrew Aguecheek in Twelfth Night; and, the ignorant mis

application of words reveals the vain affectation of the ignorant con

stable Dogberry in Much Ado. These forms of cacozelia provide ironic 

characterization of these characters who reveal what they are by trying 

to appear greater than they are. Such speech, of course, leads to witty 

commentary by other characters and is thus a catalyst for further comedy. 

The vices of language, exercised within the bounds of decorum, aire not 

defects but essential parts of Shakespeare's dramatic achievement in the 

Romantic Comedies. 

Heterogenium 

The vice called heterogenium consists in providing answers which are 

not to the purpose. In two of the earlier comedies. The Comedy of Errors 
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and The Taming of the Shrew, Shakespeare uses heterogenium to accen

tuate the differences of thought between two characters. In The Comedy 

of Errors, Drotnio of Ephesus tells to his mistress Adriana an exaggerated 

version of his baffling encounter with Antipholus of Syracuse, the man 

he supposes to be his master, Antipholus of Ephesus. Heterogenium 

comically emphasizes the different concerns of the two and strengthens 

Dromio's suggestion of madness as the problem: 

When I desired him to come home to dinner, 
he asked me for a thousand marks in gold. 

Tis dinnertime," quoth I. "My gold!" quoth he. 
"Your meat doth bum," quoth I. "My gold!" quoth he. 
"Where is the thousand marks I gave thee, villain?" 
"The pig," quoth I, "is burned." "My gold!" quoth he. 
"My mistress, sir," quoth I. "Hang up thy mistress! 
I know not thy mistress; out on thy mistress!" 

(II.1.59-66) 

t1 t m j 

The apparent irrelevance of Antipholus's responses is heightened by 

the repeated balanced constructions (emphasized here by spacing). 

In The Taming of the Shrew, Petruchio uses heterogenium as part 

of his policy in taming Kate. In one instance, he ignores her taunt 

"fool" and continues to praise her for her gentleness when nearly all 

evidence points in the other direction: 

(Petr.) Why does the world report that Kate doth limp? 
0 slanderous world! Kate like the hazel twig 
Is straight and slender, and as brown in hue 
As hazel nuts, and sweeter than the kernels, 
Oh, let me see thee walk. Thou dost not halt. 

(Kate) Go, fool, and whom thou keep'st command. 
(Petr.) Did ever Dian so become a grove 

As Kate this chamber with her princely gait? 
Oh, be thou Dian, and let her be Kate 
And then let Kate be chaste and Dian sportful! 

(II.1.254-263) 
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Having married Kate, Petruchio continues to bend her to his will by 

being more willful than she. Heterogenium is essential in Petruchio's 

frustrating of Kate's desires for the cap and gown that he has promised 

her: 

(Kate ) Why sir, I trust I may have leave to speak. 
And speak I will. I am no child, no babe. 
Your betters have endured me say my mind. 
And if you cannot, best you stop your ears. 
My tongue will tell the anger of my heart. 
Or else my heart concealing it will break; 
Or rather than it shall, I will be free 
Even to the uttermost, as I please, in words. 

(Petr.) I'Hiy, thou say'st true. It is a paltry cap, 
A custard coffin, a bauble, a silken pie. 
I love thee well in that thou likest it not. 

(Kate ) Love me or love me not, I like the cap. 
And it I will have, or I will have none. 

(Petr.) Thy gown? Why, aye. Come, tailor, let us 
see 't. 

(IV.3.73-86) 

The comic effect of Petruchio's irrelevant response is heightened be-

2 
cause the audience already knows of his plan for taming Kate. 

Solecismus 

Another of the vices of language, solecismus, involves violation 

of grammatical rules for case, gender, and tense. Of this vice, Putten

ham says: 

Your next intollerable vice is solecismus, or 
incongruitie, as whe we speake false English, that 
is by misusing the Grammaticall rules to be obserued 
in cases, genders, tenses and such like, euery poore 
scholler knowes the fault, & cals it the breaking of 
Priscians head, for he was among the Latines a princi
pall Grammarian.3 
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In Love's Labor's Lost, the pedant Holofemes checks the curate Sir 

Nathaniel for such an error and, in so doing, refers likewise to 

Priscian: 

(Nath.) Laus Deo, bene intelligo. 
(Holo.) Bon, bon, fort bon! Priscian a little 

scratched, 'twill serve. 
(V.1.30-32) 

Holofemes has a sharp ear for the obvious error in usage, and when he 

picks on Costard, he reinforces his self-characterization as a pedant 

whose affectation is that of leamedness: 

(Cost.) Go to, thou hast it ad 
dunghill, at the finger's ends, as they say. 

(Holo.) Oh, I smell false Latin—dunghill for unguem. 
(Arma.) Artsman, preambulate, we will be singuled 

from the barbarous. 
(V.1.80-85) 

Holofemes's close conference with Armado maintains the characteriza

tion; his response to Armado demonstrates yet another form of vice, 

soraismus, the affected mixing of various languages: 

(Arma.) Oo you not educate 
youth at the charge house on the top of 
the mountain? 

(Holo.) Or mons, the hill. 
(Arma.) At your sweet pleasure, for the mountain. 
(Holo.) I do, sans question. 

(V.1.85-90) 

Soraismus 

Peacham includes Latin in his definition of what he calls Soraesmus: 

"A mingling togeather of divers Languages, as when there is in one 
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4 
sentence English, Lattine & French." Labeling it an "intollerable" 

vice, Puttenham identifies it as 

that which the Greekes call Soraismus, & we 
may call the r̂ningle mangle/ as whe we make our 
speach or writinges of sundry languages vsing 
some Italian word, or French, or Spanish, or 
Dutch, or Scottish, not for the nonce or for any 
purpose (which were in part excusable) but 
ignorantly and affectedly....^ 

Shakespeare makes considerable comedy of Puttenham's "mingle-

mangle," but, among the plays being considered, mostly in this extremely 

language-oriented play Love's Labor's Lost. In particular, soraismus 

characterizes Holofemes, who conducts himself, in general, as though 

ft 

all of life were a Latin lesson. All of his speeches, whether he is 

himself, or Judas announcing Hercules, are interspersed with Latin— 

occasionally French— words and phrases, and from his first appearance 

to his last he is the target of mockery, perhaps a just recompence for 

his gratuitous jeers at those who are not as educated as he wishes to 

be thought. The following specimens of Holofemes's speech demonstrate 

his particular addiction to soraismus: 

(Holo.) The deer was, as you know, sanguis, in 
blood; ripe as the pomewater, who now hangeth 
like a jewel in the ear of caelo, the sky, 
the welkin, the heaven, and anon 
falleth like a crab on the face of terra, 
the soil, the land, the earth. 

(Nath.) Truly, Master Holofemes, the epithets are 
sweetly varied, like a scholar at the least. 
But, sir, I assure ye it was a buck of the 
first head. 

(Holo.) Sir Nathaniel, baud credo. 
(Dull ) 'Twas not a baud credo, 'twas a pricket. 
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(Holo.) Most barbarous intimation! Yet a kind of 
insinuation, as it were, in via, in way, 
of explication; facere, as it were, replication, 
or, rather, ostentare, to show, as it were, 
his inclination, after his undressed, unpolished, 
uneducated, unpruned, untrained, or rather 
unlettered, or ratherest unconfirmed fashion, 
to insert again my baud credo for a deer 

(IV.2.3-20) 

(Holo.) I abhor such fanatical phantasimes, such 
insociable and point-device companions; 
such rackers of orthography as to speak 
dout, fine, when he should say doubt; det, 
when he should pronounce deb̂ t, —d,e,b,t, 
not d,e,t,: he clepeth a calf, cauf; half, 
hauf; neighbor vocatur nebour; neigh 
abbreviated ne. This is abhominable — 
which he would call abbominable. It 
insinuateth me of insanie — anne 
intelligis, domine? To make frantic, lunatic. 

(V.1.20-29) 

(Holo.) Via, goodman Dull! Thou hast spoken no 
word all this while. 

(Dull ) Nor understood none neither, sir. 
(Holo.) Aliens! We will employ thee. 

(V.1.156-158) 

(Holo.) (as Judas) "Great Hercules is presented by this 
imp. 

Whose club killed Cerberus, that three-headed 
canis. 

And when he was a babe, a child, a shrimp. 
Thus did he strangle serpents in his manus. 

Quoniam he seemeth in minority. 
Ergo I come with this apology." 

(V.2.592-597) 

In the preceding scene. Moth, listening, refers to this vice as he says 

in an aside to Costard, "They have been at a great feast of languages 

and stolen the scraps" (V.1.39-40). Both he and Costard use soraismus 

in mocking the learned ones. 
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Berowne likewise indulges in soraismus—and in one instance 

Rosalind gently mocks him, since he has just sworn to avoid affec

tations: 

(Ber.) Taffeta phrases, silken terms precise. 
Three-piled hyperboles, spruce affectation. 

Figures pedantical — these summer flies 
Have blown me full of maggot ostentation. 

I do forswear them, and I here protest. 
By this white glove—how white the hand, 

God knows!— 
Henceforth my wooing mind shall be expressed 
In russet yeas and honest kersey noes. 

And to begin, wench — so God help me, la!— 
My love to thee is sound, sans crack or flaw. 

(Ros.) Sans sans, I pray you. 
(Ber.) Yet I have a trick 

Of the old rage. 
(V.2.406-417) 

In Twelfth Night, Sir Toby makes several uses of soraismus. In 

one instance, Toby unintentionally confuses Sir Andrew, showing Andrew's 

ignorance: 

(Sir A.) I'll ride home tomorrow. Sir Toby. 
(Sir T.) Pourquoi, my dear knight? 
(Sir A.) What is "pourquoi"? Do or not do? I would 

I had bestowed that time in the tongues 
that I have in fencing, dancing and bearbaiting. 

(1.3.94-99) 

By association with characters and through specific commentary by other 

characters, especially in Love's Labor's Lost, soraismus is labeled as 

an affectation, and its user as insincere. 
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Tapinosis 

Tapinosis, an abuse of meiosis, involves an infringement of 

decorum in relation to a high person, great object or great achieve

ment. Puttenham discusses tapinosis, which he also calls "the 

abbaser": 

It is no small fault in a maker to vse such wordes 
and termes as do diminish and abbase the matter he 
would seeme to set forth, by imparing the dignitie, 
height vigour or maiestie of the cause he takes in 
hand, as one that would say...that king Henry the 
eight made spoiles in Turwin, when as in deede he 
did more then spoile it, for he caused it to be 
defaced and razed flat to the earth.... 

...Seriant Bendlowes, when in a progresse time comming 
to salute the Queene in Huntingtonshire...said 
to her Cochman, stay thy cart good fellow, stay 
thy cart, that I may speake to the Queene, whereat 
her Maiestie laughed as she had bene tickled, and 
all the rest of the company although very graciously 
(as her manner is) she gave him great thankes and 
her hand to kisse. These and such other base wordes , 
do greatly disgrace the thing & the speaker or writer.... 

Peacham considers tapinosis an extreme form of meiosis, the figure of 

decrease in which "a lesse word is put for a greater." He gives the 

following discussion of tapinosis: 

...regard ought to be had, that in coueting too 
great a decrease, the speaker fall not into that 
fault of speech, which is usually called Tapinosis, 
that is when the dignitie or maiestie of a high matter 
is much defaced by the basenesse of a word, as to 
call the Ocean a streame, or the Thames a brooke, a 
foughten field a fray, great wisedome prettie witte, an 
Oration a tale, or as if one should say to a King: 
may it please your mastership: To this is opposed 
Bomphiologia, which giueth high titles to base 
persons, and great praises to small deserts. There 
is another faultie tearme of speech, called Paradiastole, 
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which in this place may well be mentioned, for that 
it also opposeth the truth by false tearmes, and 
wrong names, as in calling dronkennesse good 
felloship, insatiable auarice good husbandrie, 
craft and deceit wisedome and pollicie.^ 

In The Taming of the Shrew, Petruchio demeans the tailor, who 

has corrected Petruchio's mistranslation of one of Kate's comments, 

by calling him "thou thread, thou thimble,/ Thou yard, three-quarters, 

half-yard, quarter, nail!/ Thou flea, thou nit,/ thou winter cricket 

thou! ...skein of thread/ ...thou rag, thou quantity, thou remnant...." 

(IV.3.107-112). Some of the humor developed here depends on the hearer's 

recognition that most of the epithets being applied to the tailor are 

from his own trade, but some of the humor grows from audience recogni

tion that this whole scene is being staged by Petruchio to frustrate 

Kate by denying her the gown that he has promised. 

In Love's Labor's Lost, Holofemes demeans Moth in typically 

pedantic fashion by referring to him as "thou consonant" (V.1.55). 

Tapinosis becomes increasingly important in the repartee of the 

comedies beginning with Much Ado About Nothing as Shakespeare begins 

to use language that is more subtle. Gone is the knockabout humor of 

the earliest plays. In.Much Ado, both Beatrice and Benedick employ 

tapinosis as a weapon in repartee. Not coincidentally, both are reputed 

for their fierceness of wit. As Benedick, a renowned warrior, returns 

from battle, Beatrice belittles his bravery and competence by suggesting 

that his challenge to Cupid at archery was accepted, but only at some

thing harmless enough for Benedick to handle, the bird bolt (1.1.39-43). 
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To the disguised Benedick, she speaks of Benedick as one who will be 

struck into melancholy if his wit is not noted. She then adds, "and 

then there's a partridge wing saved, for the fool will eat no supper 

that night" (II. 1.154-154) . -̂Then Margaret, who has been teasing her 

for being in love with Benedick, asks her "Doth not my wit become me 

rarely?" Beatrice plays on the word rare, taking it as "seldom", and 

says, "It is not seen enough, you should wear it in your cap," dimin

ishing Margaret by implying that she is a fool and that her wit is some

thing small and pretty enough to wear in her fool's cap. Benedick is 

likewise capable of using tapinosis to demean his sparring partners. 

After Claudio, Don Pedro, and Leonato have been jesting with him for 
ft 

being in love, he asks to speak with Leonato: "Old signior, walk aside 

with me. I have studied eight or nine wise words to speak to you. which 

these hobby-horses must not hear" (III.2.72-75). 

In As You Like It, Rosalind is the reigning wit. Speaking as 

Ganymede, she slights the strength of the love-sick Orlando's passion, 

telling Orlando that she knows the marks of "a man in love, in which 

cage of rushes I am sure you are not prisoner" (III.2.389-390). Later, 

attempting to convince Phebe to love Silvius, Rosalind (as Ganymede) 

tells her, in order to shake her pride, "I see no more in you than in 

the ordinary of nature's salework" (III.5.42-43). Rosalind's companion 

Celia is likewise adept with a belittling image; knowing how anxious 

Rosalind is to hear about Orlando and his looks, she says, "I found 

him under a tree, like a dropped acorn" (III.2.248). 
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In Twelfth Night, Sir Andrew Aguecheek is the object of the con

tempt of Sir Toby Belch and his acquaintances. VThen Sir Andrew plans 

to go home because Olivia has been giving no attention to him and quite 

a bit of attention to Viola (as Cesario), Fabian tells Andrew that her 

doing so makes it clear that he is being favored: 

She did show favor to the youth in your sight only 
to exasperate you, to awake your dormouse valor.... 
The double gilt of this opportunity you let time wash 
off, and you are now sailed into the north of my lady's 
opinion, where you will hang like an icicle on a 
Dutchman's beard unless you do redeem it by some laud
able attempt of valor or policy. 

(III.2.19-31) 

Toby and Fabian both know that Andrew is incapable of either valor 

or policy. Toby says belittlingly of Andrew, "if he were opened and 

you find so much blood in his liver as will clog the foot of a flea, 

I'll eat the rest of the anatomy" (III.2.65-67). Duke Orsino also uses 

tapinosis. When his anger is aroused by what he thinks is his betrayal 

by Cesario (Viola), he bitterly exclaims, "0 thou dissembling cub! 

What wilt thou be/ VThen time hath sowed a grizzle on thy case?" 

(V.1.167-168). 

Here and elsewhere in the Romantic Comedies, Shakespeare employs 

the vice tapinosis as it is appropriate for the moment and the charac

ters involved. The incongruous comparisons involved are themselves 

a source of some humor, a humor which expands into a greater understand

ing of the emotions and thoughts of the characters within the dramatic 

situation. The humor and characterization that Shakespeare achieves 
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in a concentrated, economical form through tapinosis he also achieves 

through the vices of verbosity, two of which will be considered here. 

The Vices of Verbosity 

Periergia 

Periergia, according to Puttenham, comes from "not so much... 

superfluitie of...words, as of...trauaile to describe in your businesse, 

g 
we call it ouerlabor...or rather ^the curious/...." Peacham 

says that periergia exists "when in a small matter, there is to much 

laboure bestowed, and to many words and figures used, which they use 

9 
most commonly, that doe fondly court coppy...." Sister Miriam Joseph 

more concisely states, "periergia...is superfluity resulting from 

overlabor to seem fine and eloquent by exercising oneself curiously." 

Such vain affectation of speech is characteristic of Armado in 

Love's Labor's Lost. I'Then he wishes to report to the kind that he has 

caught Costard and Jaquenetta together, he sends a letter which concludes 

as follows: 

For Jaquenetta—so is the weaker vessel called 
which I apprehended with the aforesaid swain—I 
keep her as a vessel of thy law's fury; and shall, 
at the least of thy sweet notice, bring her to trial. 
Thine, in all compliments of devoted and heartburning 
heat of duty. 

DON ADRIANO DE ARMADO 
(1.1.276-280) 

The overlaboredness of this letter is humorous to those present at the 

reading (Berowne and the king comment on the style) and to the theater 

audience to whom the letter's style seems especially exaggerated because 
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of the dramatic context. Speeches immediately before—by Dull— 

and after—by Berowne, the king, and Costard—are in a very plain 

style. 

Later, Armado, wishing to speak with the king, makes his desire 

known in this fashion: "Anointed, I implore so much expense of thy 

royal sweet breath as will utter a brace of words" (V.2.524-525). 

Again, Shakespeare calls attention to the affectedness: the princess 

comments to Berowne, "Doth this man serve God? ...He speaks not like 

a man of God's making" (V.2.527-529). 

Armado's desire to appear eloquent is at least met by his ability; 

Constable Dogberry in Much Ado is not quite so fortunate. When speak

ing with Leonato, Governor of Messina, Dogberry fills his speech with 

proverbs and philosophical generalizations—that which to him passes 

for eloquence. The resulting incoherence is humorous in itself be

cause of its incongruity and irrelevance: 

(Dogb.) A good old man, sir—he will be talking. 
As they say, "when the age is in, the wit 
is out." God help us! It is a world to see. 
Well said, i' faith, neighbor Verges. Well, 
God's a good man. An two men ride of a horse, 
one must ride behind. An honest soul, i' faith, 
sir, by my troth he is, as ever broke bread. 
But God is to be worshiped, all men are not 
alike, alas, good neighbor! 

(III.4.36-44) 

Yet, as Dogberry speaks, imploying that his companion Verges is honest 

but old and stupid, the audience must sense the peculiar appropriate

ness of the comments of Dogberry to himself: "T'Then the age is in, 

the wit is out." 
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In Twelfth Night, Viola (whose wit is in) encounters the extra

vagant, courtly speech of Sir Toby and forces him to explain it: 

(Sir To.) Will you encounter the house?... 
Taste your legs, sir, put them to motion. 

(Viola ) My legs do better understand me, sir, 
than I understand what you mean by bidding 
me taste my legs. 

(Sir To.) I mean to go, sir, to enter. 
(III.1.82-92) 

In this instance, as in the previous examples, Shakespeare creates 

humor by using periergia in such a way that its obvious excess pro

vides humor through incongruity and through revelation of vain affec

tation in the character who is speaking. In each instance, Shakespeare 

calls attention to the vice through the comments of other characters; 

and, in some instances, through a contrasting simplicity in other 

characters' speech. 

Synonymia 

Synonymia (interpretatio) is a figure of ornament and exposition 

that Shakespeare turns to humor, making of it a vice through its ex

cessive, affected use in the words of Armado and Holofemes in Love' s 

Labor's Lost. Peacham defines the figure "Synonimia": "When by a 

variation and change of words that be of like signification, we iterat 

one thing diverse times." But Peacham also supplies the caution that 

Armado and Holofemes transgress: 

In the use of Synonimies it is not good to make too 
great a heape of words considering the encrease no 
matter, for by too great a multitude, long time is 
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spent, litle matter exprest, and although the eares 
of simple hearers be satisfied, yet their minds are 
smally instructed.12 

Holofemes criticizes Armado as "too picked, too spruce, too affected, 

too odd, as it were, too peregrinate, as I may call it" (V.1.15-16); 

yet, he praises Armado's "posteriors of this day" as "liable, congru

ent, and measurable for the afternoon. The word is well culled, chose, 

sweet and apt..." (V.1.94-98). Armado is not to be excelled in this 

vice. He tells Holofemes that the king has asked for "some delight

ful ostentation, or show, or pageant, or antique, or firework" for the 

princess (V.1.117-119). The extent to which these learned gentlemen 

feed upon each other's affectations may be gauged by the response of 

Holofemes, who repeats Armada's choicest phrase as he adds a synonym 

and suggests that the Nine Worthies would make "some entertainment of 

time, some show in the posterior of this day" (V.1.125-126). 

Excessive Alliteration 

Holofemes is also skilled in other unprofitable literary inven

tion, as we see in the virtuoso display of alliteration in his "exterap-

oral epitaph" on the death of the deer shot by the princess. His sole 

intent is to demonstrate his skill: "I will something affect the letter, 

for it argues facility." He goes on: 

"The preyful Princess pierced and pricked a pretty 
pleasing pricket. 

Some say a sore, but not a sore till now made 
sore with shooting. 

The dogs did yell. But L to sore, then sorel 
jumps from thicket. 
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Or pricket sore,, or else sorel; the people fall 
a-hooting. 

If sore be sore, then L to sore makes fifty sores one 
sorel. 

Of one sore I a hundred make by adding but one more L." 
(IV.2.57-64) 

Shakespeare does not allow Holofemes to escape without some praise, 

from others and from himself, for his feat: 

(Nath.) A rare talent! 
(Dull ) (Aside) If a talent be a claw, look how he 

claws him with a talent. 
(Holo.) This is a gift that I have, simple, simple; a 

foolish, extravagant spirit.... But the gift 
is good in those in whom it is acute, and I 
am thankful for it. 

(IV.2.65-75) 

The facility, the rare talent, the gift for which Holofemes is thank

ful is his ability in excessive alliteration, a form of the vice 

cacemphaton, defined by Peacham as "like a contynuall iarring uppon 

one string, thus neyther honour nor no nobillity, could moue a naughty 

13 niggardly noddy...." Puttenham characterizes this practice as 

14 
"nothing commendable, specially if it to too much vsed...." 

Fond Affectation 

Affectation is important in two other vices of speech going under 

the general heading of Cacozelia. Cacozelia may vary in degree, 

according to the education of the speaker, from affected diction to 

malapropism. Peacham discussed both kinds of cacozelia, but Puttenham 

discusses only the first: fond affectation of speech. Peacham says of 

this vice: 
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an ill imitation or affection, that is, when words 
be used ouerthwartly, or contrarily for want of 
iudgement, used of foolish folk, who coueting to 
tell an eloquent tale, doe deface that which they 
would fainest beautie, me not being content to 
speake plaine english, doe desire to use wordes 
borrowed of the latine tongue....1^ 

Puttenham defines cacozelia as an 

intollerable ill maner of speach, which by the 
Greekes originall we may call fonde affectation, 
and is when we affect new words and phrases other 
then the good speakers and writers in any language, 
or then custome hath allowed, & is the common fault 
of young schollers not halfe well studied before 
they come from the Vniuersitie or schooles, and... 
will...coigne fine words out of the Latin, and... 
vse new fangled speaches, thereby to shew themselues 
among the ignorant the better learned.1^ 

More recently. Sister Miriam Joseph has suggested that Shakespeare 

uses this vice to satirize inkhomism. This form of cacozelia does 

appear prominently in plays where there are characters who wish to 

appear learned. 

In Love's Labor's Lost, Armado and others are guilty of fond 

affectation. Armado asks his page. Moth, to release Costard so that 

he may carry a love letter to Jaquenetta: 

Go, tenderness of years. Take this key, give enlarge
ment to the swain, bring him festinately hither. I 
must employ him in a letter to my love. 

(III.1.4-7) 

To Costard, Armado says. 
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I give thee thy liberty, set thee from durance; and, 
in lieu thereof, impose on thee nothing but this: 
Bear this significant giving a letter/ to the country 
maid Jaquenetta. There is remuneration.... 

Costard's response calls attention to Armado's fine words, satirizing 

his affected diction and his generosity: 

My sweet ounce of man's flesh! My incony Jew! 
Now will I look to his remuneration. Remuneration! 
Oh, that's the Latin word for three farthings— 
remuneration.—"What's the price of this inkle?" 
—"One penny." — "No, I'll give you a remuneration." 
I^y, it carries it. Remuneration! Why, it is a fairer 
name than French crown. I will never buy and sell out 
of this word. 

(III.1.128-131, 135-142) 

When Berowne gives Costard a letter to carry to Rosalind, and rewards 

him with a schilling, saying, "There's thy guerdon," Costard's reaction 

calls attention to Berowne's affected diction and recalls Armado's: 

Garden, 0 sweet gardon! Better than remuneration, 
a 'levenpence farthing better. Most sweet gardon! 
...Gardon! Remuneration! 

(III.1.170-174) 

Shakespeare satirizes the language even as he complicates the action 

by giving Costard both letters so that he may deliver them to the wrong 

persons. 

Holofemes, too, is guilty of fond affectation when he terms 

Armado "too peregrinate." Sir Nathaniel praises the description as a 

"most singular and choice epithet" and immediately draws out his note

book to write it down (V.1.16-18). 
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In As You Like It, Touchstone rather self-consciously calls 

attention to such fine language by parodying it in a burlesque 

construe-with-translation as he tells William to leave Audrey alone 

Therefore, you clown, abandon—which is in the 
vulgar leave,—the society—which in the boorish 
is company—rof this female—which in the common 
is woman. Which together is, abandon the society 
of this female, or, clown, thou perishest.... 

(V.1.52-56) 

In Twelfth Night, Sir Andrew Aguecheek lacks the learning that 

a knight should have, but he does not lack the ambition to seem courtly 

When Viola (Cesario) speaks extravagant words of compliment to Olivia, 

Sir Andrew is impressed, but perhaps not in the way others are: 

(Viola) Most excellent accomplished lady, the 
heavens rain odors on you! 

(Sir A.) That youth's a rare courtier. "Rain odors," 
well. 

(Viola) My matter hath no voice, lady, but to your 
own most pregnant and vouchsafed ear. 

(Sir A.) "Odors," "pregnant," and "vouchsafed." I'll 
get 'em all three all ready. 

(III.1.94-102) 

Like Nathaniel, Sir Andrew is eager to learn fancy language for future 

use. And the chances are that he will use the words inappropriately 

when he finds a chance to use them. 

Malapropism 

Fond affectation may degenerate to malapropism if the speaker 

does not understand the words he wishes to use. Peacham says that 

those who are not content to use plain English imitate learned men by 

borrowing Latin words: 
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when they knowe no more their signification, then 
a Goose, and therfore many tymes they apply them 
so contrarily, that wyse men are enforced to laugh 
at their folly, and absurditie....18 

As an example of "when good wordes be ill applyed," Peacham offers: 

"There is (quoth one) small adversity betweene your Mare and mine, 

19 
for deuersity." 

All too often, those who are not content to use plain English 

are those who are least able- to use any other English. Generally 

malapropisms are the stock-in-trade of lower characters such as Launce 

in The Two Gentlemen of Verona, who tells Valentine, "Sir, there is 

a proclamation that you are vanished," only to be corrected immediately 

by his master Proteus, "That thou art banished..." (III.1.216-217). 

In Love's Labor's Lost, it is also a low character. Dull, who gets 

tangled up in words beyond his reach when he argues with Holofemes: 

(Holo.) The allusion holds in the exchange. 
(Dull ) 'Tis true indeed, the collusion holds in 

the exchange. 
(Holo.) God comfort thy capacity! I say, the 

allusion holds in the exchange. 
(Dull ) And I say, the pollusion holds in the 

exchange.... 
(IV.2.42-47) 

As Dull gives his reasons, it is clear that he knows what he is talking 

about, but it is also clear that his use of words that are beyond him 

makes his speech absurd. But Dull learns, as we have seen: later, 

when Holofemes says, "Thou hast spoken no word all this while," Dull 

confesses "Nor understood none neither, sir" (V.1.156-157). 
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In A Midsummer Night's Dream, the rude mechanicals Bottom and 

Quince are never bothered by doubts about the appropriateness of the 

words they speak. Their malapropisms sometimes are ironically appro

priate, if one construes their performance in a satiric fashion. As 

the players prepare to rehearse. Bottom says, "And he himself must speak 

...saying thus, or to the same defect..." (for effect). In their 

literalism, the players decide that they must have real moonlight or 

at least a person to represent moonshine since the action is set to 

take place on a moonlit night. Quince eloquently states the second 

plan: "one must come in with a bush of thorns and a lantern, and say 

he comes to disfigure, or to present, the person of moonshine" 

(III.1.38-40, 60-62). 

Bottom is frequently guilty of malapropism and is undeterred even 

by the presence of the fairy queen Titania, to whom he says, "I pray 

you let none of your people stir me. I have an exposition of sleep 

come upon me" (IV.1.40-41). Quince says that Bottom ''is a very paramour 

for a sweet voice," but is corrected by Flute: "You must say 'paragon.' 

A paramour is, God bless us, a thing of naught" (IV.1.40-41). 

Constable Dogberry of Much Ado About Nothing is the very paragon 

of the malapropist. He charges the watch, "you shall comprehend all 

vagrom men" (III.3.25), and tells one watchman, "You...are to present 

(for represent) the Prince's own person" (III.3.79-80). He is willing 

to bet that "any man that knows the statues" will be stayed by the watch's 

command (11. 83-84). He leaves the two watchmen with the command, "Be 

vigitant, I beseech you" (1. 100). The watch quickly learn from him; 
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when they accidentally overhear Borachio telling Conrade of the plot 

against Hero, the second watch says, "We have here recovered the 

most dangerous piece of lechery...in the commonwealth" (11. 179-181). 

In attempting to tell Leonato of the plot, Dogberry misuses 

confidence for conference, decerns for concerns, odorous for odious, 

comprehended for apprehended, and aspicious for suspicious (IV.5.3-52). 

His final blunder in the scene, the use of excommunication for examina

tion, prepares us for what comes in the examination scene itself: Dog

berry sets the tone for the examination with "Is our whole dissembly 

appeared?" (IV.2.1). He goes on to accuse the defendants of perjury 

("Flat burglary as ever was committed," 1. 52), to demand that they be 

pinioned ("Come, let them be opinioned," 1.69) and to demand respect 

("Dost thou not suspect my place? Dost thou not suspect my years?" 

11. 76-77). 

Surely Dogberry is a very paramour for a malapropism, but he is 

intended as a low character, and his misuse of words—uproarious as it 

is—does not reflect so severely on him as Sir Andrew Aguecheek's does 

on him. Sir Andrew in Twelfth Night is posing as a knight. He is a 

man of some property (what he has not yet wasted with Sir Toby); Dog

berry has neither elevated title nor significant property. When 

Sebastian (whom Andrew takes for Cesario) beats him in a fight, Andrew 

says, "We took him for a coward, but he's the very Devil incardinate" 

(V.1.183-185). His use of incardinate for incarnate is consistent with 

his earlier characterization and with the succinct final evaluation given 

by Toby: "An asshead and a coxcomb and a knave, a thin-faced knave, 

a gull!" 
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Undoubtedly Shakespeare agreed with a statement attributed by 

Puttenham to Henry, Earl of Arundel: "I loue to speake in that 

language, in which I can best vtter my mind and not mistake." 

Shakespeare makes telling use of two forms of cacozelia, fond affec

tation and malapropism, to develop humor and to reveal true social 

standing, intellectual level, and character traits of a number of 

characters in the Romantic Comedies. 

Acyron 

Acyron is another vice of speech that Shakespeare uses in the 

Romantic Comedies to provide incongruous, amusing speech that also 

characterizes its speakers to some extent. Of acyron, Puttenham says 

Ye haue another vicious speech which the Greeks 
call Acyron, we call it the vncouthe, and is when 
we vse an obscure and darke word, and vtterly repugnant 
to that we would expresse, if it be not by vertue of... 
laudable figure.... 

Such...vncouth speech did the Tanner of Taraworth vse 
to king Edward the fourth, ...Taner...at length 
perceiuing...that it was the king, was afraide he 
should be punished for it, said thus with a certaine 
rude repentance. 

1^ hope _I shall be hanged to morrow. 
For (I feare me) I shall be hanged....21 

Peacham deals with acyron (acyrologia) as an abuse of the figure 

taxis, the proper distribution of adjuncts to their subjects. Peacham 

categorizes this vice as "an unproper speaking in forme and sense," and 

offers this as an example: "To say that rich men are enuied for their 

22 
wisedome, and holie men for their wealth...." 
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Within the Romantic Comedies, Shakespeare allots this vice en

tirely to low characters, to reveal their ignorance and their inatten

tion to words. 

In Love's Labor's Lost, Constable Dull is guilty of acyron as he 

instructs Armado regarding the punishment of Costard: "You must suffer 

him to take no delight nor no penance; but a' must fast three days a 

week" (1.2.133-135). From the context, it is clear that Costard is to 

undergo penance, and that penance is the opposite of what Dull means. 

The vice is apparently contagious: Costard also uses words contrary to 

his intention as he speaks to Moth: 

It is not for prisoners to be too silent in their 
words, and therefore I will say nothing. I thank 
God I have as little patience as another man, and 
therefore I can be quiet. 

(1.2.168-171) 

In A Midsummer Night's Dream, Bottom means to say that he will 

moderate his voice, but he says, "I will aggravate my voice so that I 

will roar you as gently as any sucking dove, I will roar you an 'twere 

any nightingale" (1.2.83-85). 

In Much Ado About Nothing, again the constables are those who use 

words opposite to their intent. Constable Verges participates in the 

swearing-in of the watch, answering for them, when Dogberry asks whether 

they are good men and true, "Yea, or else it were pity but they should 

suffer salvation, body and soul" (III.3.2-3). The first Watchman 

apprehends Conrade and Borachio, commanding, "We charge you let us 

obey you to go with us" (III.3.188-189). 
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Constable Dogberry excels in acyron as in malapropism. Through 

his mastery of language is projected a view, probably unequalled in 

English literature, of the majesty of the law. I-Then Verges suggests 

that salvation, body and soul, would be the only right punishment for 

men not good and true, Dogberry protests, "Nay, that were a punishment 

too good for them, if they should have any allegiance in them, being 

chosen for the Prince's watch" (III.3.4-6). His confusion of allegi

ance and treachery is entirely in keeping with his charge to the watch: 

he asks, "First, who think you to be the most desartless man to be con

stable?" (III.3.9-10). Told that George Seacole (the second watchman) 

is "the most desartless" because he can write and read, Dogberry tells 

Seacole, 

And for your writing and reading, let that appear 
when there is no need of such vanity. You are 
thought here to be the most senseless and fit man 
for the constable of the watch, therefore bear you 
the lantern. 

(III.3.20-24) 

At the examination, the sexton asks, "Which be the malefactors?"; 

Dogberry responds, "Marry, that am I and my partner" (IV.2.3-4). When 

at last the sexton manages to extract the story behind the lady Hero's 

disgrace, Dogberry explodes at Borachio, who was one of the actors in 

the plot against Hero, "0 villain, thou wilt be condemned into ever

lasting redempjtion for this" (IV.2.58-59). Later, when Borachio's 

companion Conrade calls Dogberry an ass, Dogberry chastises him 

vehemently: "thou villain, thou art full of piety..." (IV.2.80-81). 
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It seems that Dogberry never is able to master the verbal distinction 

between plaintiff and defendant. Shortly before he is relieved of his 

responsibility for the prisoners, he addresses Leonato: "Moreover, 

sir, which indeed is not under white and black, this plaintiff here, 

the offender, did call me ass" (V.1.314-316). Because of Dogberry's 

propensity for acyron, his gracious taking of leave from Leonato is as 

ludicrous as one might wish: he says, "God restore you to health! I 

humbly give you leave to depart, and if a merry meeting may be wished, 

God prohibit it!" (V.1.334-336). Partly through acyron, Shakespeare 

turns what would otherwise be an unimportant and unmemorable action into 

several satiric, comical and highly memorable scenes. 

Hypallage 

The vice hypallage involves the exchange of words within a sentence 

so that the sentence is made absurd. Puttenham calls this figure 

Hipallage or the Changeling, and says of it that by exchange "the sence 

is quite peruerted and made very absurd: as, he that should say, for 

tell me troth and lie not, lie me troth and tell not. For come dine 

23 
with me and stay not, come stay with me and dine not." Since this 

device works against clear communication, Peacham regards it as a vice, 

listing it, under abuses of catacosmesis, along with hysteron proteron 

and other devices he regards as repugnant to "naturall and seemely 

order" and thus as "faultes of speech consisting in disorder and con-

24 
fusion." Shakespeare uses hypallage as a vice, limiting it, in the 

Romantic Comedies, to low characters who thus betray their mental con

fusion. Through hypallage, Shakespeare achieves comic characterization 
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and provides verbal comedy through incongruity of sense, as in Love's 

Labor's Lost and Much Ado About Nothing. 

In Love's Labor's Lost, when he is to be punished. Costard greets 

his fate with these philosophical reflections: 

I suffer for the truth, sir; for true it is I was 
taken with Jaquenetta, and Jaquenetta is a true 
girl, and therefore welcome the sour cup of prosperity! 
Affliction may one day smile again, and till then, 
sit thee down, sorrow! 

(1.1.313-317) 

Costard's exchange of prosperity and affliction makes the hearer pause 

for a moment to laugh and then to consider an apparently incongruous 

proposition which may occasionally be truer than Costard intended. 

In Much Ado, Dogberry, that master of verbal malpractice, tells 

watchman Seacole that "to be a well-favored man is the gift of fortune, 

but to write and read comes by nature" (III.3.14-16). Dogberry's 

muddled handling of such conventional knowledge betrays his extreme 

mental confusion. 

In A Midsummer Night's Dream, Shakespeare makes similar use of 

hypallage for the character Quince and Bottom. Quince confuses the 

senses when he says to Flute, "you must understand he goes but to see 

a noise that he heard" (III.1.92-92). When Bottom plays the part of 

Pyramus, he reverses hearing and seeing: "I see a voice. Now will I 

to the chink,/ To spy an I can hear my Thisby's face" (V.1.194-195). 

He expresses a similar confusion as he, speaking as himself, offers 

after-play entertainment to the nuptial party: "Will it please you 
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to see the epilogue, or to hear a Bergomask dance between two of our 

company?" (V.1.359-361). 

Hypallage is a device that, because of the predictability of 

exchange and the unlikelihood of its occurring frequently, can easily 

be overused. It is a mark of Shakespeare's good sense that he did 

not use this device often as a simple laugh-raiser, even with char

acters such as Dogberry as possible outlets. There is one other 

instance of its use in A Midsummer Night's Dream, and the results are 

rather different, governed by the scene and by the seriousness of the 

text spoken by Bottom, \7hen Bottom awakens after his experience with 

Titania and after his ass's-head has been removed by Puck, he is in a 

state of amazement, perhaps even awe, and Shakespeare uses hypallage 

to communicate, in a slightly humorous way,' Bottom's state of mind: 

I have had a most rare vision. I have had a dream 
past the wit of man to say what dream it was. Man is 
but an ass if he go about to expound this dream. 
Methought I was — there is no man can tell what. 
Methought I was — and methought I had — but man 
is but a patched fool if he will offer to say 
what methought I had. The eye of man hath not 
heard, the ear of man hath not seen, man's hand is 
not able to taste, his tongue to conceive, nor his 
heart to report, what my dream was. 

(IV.1.209-219) 

In Shakespeare's use of hypallage here is more than simple characteri

zation and verbal humor. Sister Miriam Joseph says, "By the use of 

hypallage in this instance Shakespeare achieves the tone of grotesque 

wonder suited to the situation without incurring the risk of mockery 

25 
of the Scripture (I Cor. 2:9) which might otherwise have resulted." 
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Amphibology 

The vice amphibology, ambiguity of grammatical structure, results 

from poor composition of a sentence. One symptom of this vice in a 

26 
sentence is inappropriate or missing punctuation. Because of its 

ambiguous structure, such a sentence may be construed in more than one 

way. Puttenham describes amphibologia as follows: 

I-Then we speake or write doubtfully and that the 
sence may be taken two wayes...we call it the 
ambiguous, or figure of sence incertaine, as if 
one should say Thomas Tayler saw William Tyler 
dronke, it is indifferent to thinke either th' 
one or th'other dronke.27 

According to Peacham, amphibologia exists: 

when through vice of ill composition, there is a 
' doubte whether some worde oughte to be referred. 

Thus...I will shew you the citie standing on a hygh hill, 
twentie myles before you come to it, here ... 
whether the citie doeth stand on an high hyll, 
or whether he would stand on an high hyll and 
shewe the citie, it is uncertaine, for that there 
is ambignitie Ĉ lc] and a doubt whether standing doeth 
belong to the Cittie, or to the manne.28 

Shakespeare uses amphibology in the creation of humor in Much Ado. 

When the prisoners, Conrade and Borachio, are to be examined, the sexton 

says, "But which are the offenders that are to be examined? Let them 

come before Master Constable." Dogberry misunderstands the latter 

sentence and responds, "Yea, marry, let them come before me" (IV.2.7-10). 

The sexton does well to stipulate "the offenders that are to be examined" 

because Dogberry and Verges have just claimed to be the malefactors. 
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but he errs in the composition of the second sentence. Later* when 

Conrade calls Dogberry a coxcomb, Dogberry creates his own amphibology: 

"God's my life, where*s the sexton? Let him write down the Prince's 

officer, coxcomb" (IV.2.72-73). Here Dogberry intends to make coxcomb 

the complement for officer, but makes it instead into a noun of address. 

His error is the reverse of that committed by the sexton. 

Shakespeare also uses ambiguity to sustain the irony created by 

the audience's knowledge of what Claudio does not know, that Hero is 

not dead. In the following passage, ambiguity is essential in maintain

ing comic suspense by keeping Claudio ignorant: 

(Claud.) Impose me to what penance your invention 
Can lay upon my sin. 

(Leon. ) I cannot bid you bid my daughter live, 
That were impossible. But I pray you both 
Possess the people in Messina here 
How innocent she died.... 

(V.1.283-292) 

Leonato's statement is true, but not for the reason that Claudio 

supposes. Here the ambiguity of the sentence helps to keep Claudio 

ignorant and thus to maintain rather than to create comedy. 

The most outstanding example of Shakespeare's use of amphibology 

for comic purposes may be seen in A Midsummer Night's Dream when Peter 

Quince gives the Prologue for the mechanicals' merry and tragical, 

29 
tedious and brief play "Pyramus and Thisbe": 

If we offend, it is with our goodwill. 
That you should think, we come not to offend. 

But with goodwill. To show our simple skill. 
That is the true beginning of our end. 
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Consider, then, we come but in despite. 
We do not come, as minding to content you. 

Our true intent is. All for your delight. 
We are not here. That you should here repent you. 

The actors are at hand, and, by their show. 
You shall know all, that you are like to know. 

(V.1.108-117) 

Because Quince has paid no attention to punctuation, the prologue sounds 

arrogant, quite the opposite of its intent. More careful punctuation 

would have made the prologue acceptable. Theseus and his company all 

comment on the presentation: 

(The.) This fellow doth not stand upon points. 
(Lys.) He hath rid his prologue like a rough colt, 

he knows not the stop. A good moral, my lord. 
It is not enough to speak, but to speak true. 

(Hip.) Indeed he hath played on his prologue like 
a child on a recorder — a sound, but not in 
government. 

(The.) His speech was like a tangled chain— 
nothing impaired, but all disordered. 

(V.1.118-126) 

Their diagnoses all point to Quince's lack of rhetorical training—a 

lack entirely in keeping with his position in society. Through employ

ment of amphibology, a vice of language, Shakespeare turns what might 

indeed have been "tedious and brief" into mirthful and brief. 

Especially in the middle and later Romantic Comedies, Shakespeare 

effectively employs the vices of language in the creation and main

tenance of comedy. Scenes that in his earliest plays would have been 

wasted on tediously explained wit are in the later plays peopled with 

characters whom we remember for their individual vices of speech. Dog

berry, whose part is relatively unimportant, fills the stage, becoming 
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unforgettable through the sheer inappropriateness of his speech. 

Others, such as Sir Andrew Aguecheek, demonstrate their own pretence 

through their language. Throughout the Romantic Comedies, we may 

demonstrate the extensiveness of Shakespeare's application of rhetoric 

to the problems of invention and characterization in comedy. His in

creasing freedom and flexibility with rhetoric are witnessed by his 

growing inventiveness in the use of the vices of language for comic 

purposes. 



CHAPTER VIII 

THE DEVICES OF WORDPLAY IN THE ROMANTIC COlffiDIES 

The word "pun" was used in English at least as early as 1643 
* 

(John Taylor's "Mercurius Aquaticus"), but the devices commonly called 

puns have a much longer history going back beyond the writings of the 

classical rhetoricians Aristotle and Cicero. Although the pun's use 

may sometimes seem to go against logic, most puns are developed through 

the logical process of division, and each pun embodies some logical 

distinction. Thus, the pun, although it is quite suitable for humor, 

is capable of dignity because it can incorporate serious thought. 

Curiously, the pun has been despised by Addison and by other men of 

letters in the eighteenth-century and since — in spite of its long 

and honorable history, its commendations from Plato, Aristotle, and 

Cicero, and its use by Shakespeare and other great renaissance and 

Elizabethan writers in English. But whatever the importance or the 

unimportance of the pun to these critics, the pun was thought of differ

ently in Shakespeare's time. Frank P. Wilson notes that 

To an Elizabethan the play upon words was not merely 
an elegance of style and a display of wit; it was 
also a means of emphasis and an instrument of persua
sion. An argument might be conducted from step to 
step—and in the pamphleteers it often is—by a series 
of puns. The genius of the language encouraged them.2 

Although the lowly pun has at various times caused great professed 

mental suffering, and has itself suffered greatly at the hands of 

critics who deplore it as low and lacking wit, it has long been one 

157 
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3 
of the mainstays of verbal humor. As William G. Crane says, "Any 

attempt to deny the name of wit to merry jests, or even to effective 

puns, must deal with evidence to the contrary extending over at least 

two thousand years." There have been various times (such as, in 

the sixteenth-century, until about 1591) when the pun was not as 

highly esteemed as at other times, but over the long term, the pun has 

flourished in verbal humor—and for good reason: the pun is highly 

adaptable to circumstance and character. 

In drama, the pun has both liabilities and assets. Because it 

demands conscious recognition—even participation—from the readers 

and viewers of a play, the pun dominates the attention at the moment 

of recognition. Such potential for dominance makes the pun a device 

to be used very carefully. Used improperly, the pun can bog the action 

in riddling obscurities of language that come to exist only in and for 

themselves and thus cause the main dramatic thrust to be forgotten, 

to founder, or to be attenuated in verbiage. But used properly, the 

pun can sustain action, add substance through amplification, analysis, 

and definition, and reveal levels of meaning which would otherwise go 

unnoticed in the rush of dialogue. These capabilities may serve in 

both serious and not-so-serious drama to facilitate comprehension of 

the play. 

In Shakespearean comedy, the pun in its various forms is largely 

the province of the comic figures—servants, clowns, and other privi

leged figures—but any reputedly-wity character may make puns, and any 

character may respond in kind if he has been subjected to a pun. 
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Regardless of the speaker, the different rhetorical forms of the pun 

are, taken together, probably the single greatest contributor to humor 

in Shakespeare's comedies. The pun works individually on a recogni

tion level, and as part of a larger comic structure. Because of its 

close association with humor, the pun is useful as a cue, to alert the 

audience that there is to be humor. The pun appears as one of the 

prime indicators of wit (and thus of spirit and other associated 

qualities) in a character, and thereby serves as a foundation for 

interpretation of a good part of the action that he generates. Puns 

serve as springboards not only for the various forms of comic logic 

that are important in the plays—the faulty syllogisms and other 

sophistical crackbrainery—but also for the serious logic that provides 

the foil to show-off the foolery. Through the interdependence of the 

various parts of the drama, the pun is a participant on the most- and 

the least-obvious levels. 

The brevity and compactness of the pun give it almost unmatched 

versatility. In a comic context the pun is almost always appropriate, 

and thus may be used almost at will. Because the pun implicitly em

bodies a form of logical distinction, it is the perfect weapon for a 

quick wit. For argumentation, the pun is both less definite and more 

tantalizing than the proverb. The pun is, moreover, an equilibrium, 

a balance point from which the discussion may travel in either direc

tion or, by further punning, in any direction. A punning response to 

a question may show friendliness or light-heartedness, or under differ

ent circumstances, anger or hostility; by his pun, the person responding 
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may be characterized as witty, carefree, hostile, devious or just 

indecisive. Regardless of where it leads, the pun always begins 

with at least two levels of meaning, and, in its brevity and implicit 

irony, is a powerful device for revealing the incongruity which is 

fundamental to comedy. Many have criticized the pun, but if the 

pun is not caught, what harm? It flies away. As Rosaline says, 

A jest's prosperity lies in the ear 
Of him that hears it, never in the tongue 
Of him that makes it. 

(Love's Labor's Lost, V.2.871-873) 

Shakespeare made quite a few puns in the comedies—at least 200 

in the comparatively^shortftLove's Labor's Lost, with an average of 

seventy-eight in all plays. There seems to be a linkage between love, 

vitality, and puns; and generally the women out-pun their lovers— 

Q 

but are matched by the Fool. Sometimes the puns serve purposes of 

thematic revelation in the early part of the play, and sometimes they 

serve to reveal more than criticism: they reveal character. Regardless 

of their use, they do fulfill a dramatic purpose and thus do serve 

comic purposes in the comedy. 

Shakespeare used all the rhetorical figures of punning: parono-
9 

masia, antanaclasis, asteismus, syllepsis, distinction. 

Paronomasia 

Paronomasia (repeating words similar in sound but different in 

meaning; also called agnomination, allusio, prosonomasia, and a host 

of other names) is the most general—though not necessarily the most 
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common—form of wordplay. The simple correspondence of sounds pro

vides an extra-literal linkage which may result in humorous associa

tion of otherwise non-related ideas. Especially useful for creation 

or reinforcement of comic comparisons, paronomasia in comedy and 

satire usually involves one word which in normal usage should be seri

ous, and another, similar word perhaps (but not necessarily) comical, 

which by association either renders the first ambiguous or taints 

it by some association less-serious or otherwise diminishing in the 

immediate context. The second word is frequently arrived at either 

by addition or subtraction of one or two letters, or by the changing 

of one or two letters of the original. Paronomasia is at its best 

when one achieves an entirely opposite meaning by changing a single 

letter, but such instances rarely occur. More commonly, the parono

masia is less-strict: rather than an equivalence or near-equivalence of 

sounds, a suggestive similarity of sounds. Too much use of such a 

device makes speech seem labored, unspontaneous. Peacham warns, 

This figure ought to be sparingly used, and 
especially in grave and weightie causes, both in 
the respect of the light and illuding forme, and 
also forasmuch as it seemeth not to be found with
out meditation and affected labor. ...Also heede 
ought to be taken of whom it is used, and against 
whom it is applied.H 

Shakespeare did not always heed these cautions. Although as a 

rule he does not use excessive paronomasia, he does occasionally use 

it in such a way that it seems an end in itself, not a means to humor 
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Examples of such misuse may be found in the early comedies, especially 

in The Comedy of Errors and Two Gentlemen of Verona. 

A rather witty but patently contrived paronomasia is present in 

an implied form in The Comedy of Errors, IV.4.46, in the advice of 

Dromio of Ephesus to his mistress Adriana as she brings Doctor Pinch 

to restore her husband to his senses. Dromio says, "Mistress, respice 

finem, respect your end; or rather, the prophecy like the parrot, 

"Beware the rope's end." The Latin phrase (here followed by its gloss 

and normally referring to one's eternal end or salvation) was often 

12 
taught to parrots in houses of the righteous. The "prophecy like 

the parrot," translated here as "Beware the rope's end," must have been 

the paronomasia respice funem in which rope refers to the penality for 

13 
crime. The play on finem is further complicated because a rope may 

be used not only for hanging but also for beating. Since Antipholus 

of Ephesus is angry at Adriana because he has been locked out, Dromio's 

punning advice to her, "Respect your end," is not inappropriate, but 

its complexity does seem to be the result of "meditation and affected 

labor." 

Yielding much less humor is the flagrant paronomasia concluding 

the summary by Antipholus of Syracuse of some of the confusing events 

of the day: "And thereupon these ERRORS are arose" (V.1.388). 

In The Two Gentlemen of Verona, repartee between Proteus and 

Speed, servant to Sir Valentine, spawns a paronomasia tediously elabo

rated by Speed. Having begun the punning with the lines "he is shipped 

already,/ And I have played the sheep in losing him" (1.1.72-73), 
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Speed is asked whether he has given Proteus's letter to Julia, and 

his response incorporates the paronomasia lost/laced: "I, a lost 

mutton, gave your letter to her, a laced mutton, and she, a laced 

mutton, gave me, a lost mutton, nothing for my labor" (1.1.101-103). 

Such determined, laborious subservience to a pun is an abuse of 

rhetoric. 

But Shakespeare also used paronomasia effectively in these early 

comedies. In The Comedy of Errors, the comic description of the 

kitchen wench Nell, elicited from Dromio of Syracuse by his master, 

contains both explicit and implicit uses of paronomasia: 

(Ant. S.) What's her name? 
(Dro. S.) Nell sir; but her name and three quarters, 

that's an ell and three quarters, will not 
measure 

her from hip to hip. 
(Ant. S.) In what part of her body stands Ireland? 
(Dro. S.) Marry, sir, in her buttocks. I found it out 

by the bogs. 
(Ant. S.) Where Scotland? 
(Dro. S.) I found it by the barrenness—hard in the 

palm of the hand. 
(III.2.110-113, 119-124) 

The paronomasias in the first two responses by Dromio of Syracuse are 

explicit, while the third (barrenness) is implicit (barrens/barrenness), 

demanding some knowledge of one of the more famous features of the 

Scottish landscape and of the reputed Scottish trait of stinginess. 

These uses of paronomasia, although betraying some studiedness, are 

nonetheless effective; despite the question-and-answer format, the puns 

make their impact quickly and are gone without being belabored. 
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In The Two Gentlemen of Vernona, Speed tells Launce, newly arrived 

at the Duke of Milan's court with his master Proteus, that his own 

master Valentine has become "a notable lover." Launce responds with 

this comic use of paronomasia which very effectively expands the 

original epithet to encompass at least some of the conventional evalua

tions of lovers as, variously, blind, mad, or fond: 

(Speed) ...my master is become a notable lover. 
(Launce) I never knew him otherwise. 
(Speed) Than how? 
(Launce) A notable lubber, as thou reportest him to be. 

(II.5.43-48) 

It would be possible to interpret this apparent paronomasia as a mala

propism (cacozelia), an ignorant misapplication of a similar-sounding 

word, as Sister Miriam Joseph does; but it seems that Launce is consci-

14 
ously (rather than ignorantly) substituting lubber for lover. Speed 

terms Launce's punning habit "your old vice...mistake the word." Since 

ignorance seems not to be the reason for substitution—in this scene, 

at least—this substitution of "lubber" should be considered paro

nomasia rather than cacozelia. 

The Taming of the Shrew contains a good many effective uses of 

paronomasia for comic effect. Despite some vocabulary (such as the 

knockabout word "pate") and the lengthy set speeches which are remi

niscent of Shakespeare's earliest work. The Taming of the Shrew exhibits 

some passages of dialogue which are likely a result of later revision— 

if their shorter lines and greater freedom may be taken as proof of 

such a point. In these lines the use of paronomasia seems less affected 
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than that in the earliest plays, and more like that in the later 

comedies. One suitor of Bianca, Gremio, is partially characterized 

by his sarcastic puns involving paronomasia. T-Hien Baptista, the 

father, says, "If either of you both love Katharina...leave shall you 

have to court her at your pleasure" (1.1.52,54), Gremio responds with 

the aside, "To cart her rather. She's too rough for me" (1.1.55). 

Later in the same scene, he says that the best horse in Padua should 

go to the one who "would thoroughly woo her, wed her, and bed her, 

and rid the house of her" (11. 149-150). After Petruchio has married 

Katharina, Bianca—that model of sweetness and duty—suggests of 

Katharina that "being mad herself, she's madly mated" (III.2.246), 

and Gremio responds, "I warrant him, Petruchio is Kated." The pun 

takes on more significance later as it turns out that'Kate is more of a 

cate than Bianca, but Gremio's intent was not to praise. Most of the 

other characters in The Taming of the Shrew, especially Katharina and 

Petruchio, make puns involving paronomasia, but it is Gremio who has 

some of the most effective ones, comically linking various incongruous 

ideas through the repetition of similar sounds. 

In the rude mechanicals' "Pyramus and Thisbe" play within A Mid

summer Night's Dream, after Pyramus has subdued his hopping heart and 

has died after uttering the memorable line "Now die, die, die, die, die" 

(V.1.311), Demetrius and Lysander pun upon the word "die,"; and Theseus 

follows with a pun which involves paronomasia and has additional comic 

effect upon the audience because they remember that it was Bottom—here, 

playing Pyramus—who had been transformed to an ass in the forest. 
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(Dem.) No die, but an ace, for him, for he is but 
one. 

(Lys.) Less than an ace, man, for he is dead, he is 
nothing. 

(The.) With the help of a surgeon he might yet 
recover, and prove an ass. 

(V.1.312-317) 

The sequence of puns following the ludicrous performance allows Shake

speare to capitalize on the humor of the moment and to recall the 

earlier comedy associated with Bottom. 

In Much Ado About Nothing, Beatrice, who is both a wit and a lover, 

has several good puns involving paronomasia. Her character is well 

established in the opening scene through her verbal wit. She is able 

to turn the messenger's sincere praise of Benedick into a backhanded 

slap by a dextrously-wielded paronomasia amplified by a larger parallel 

structure: 

(Messenger) And a good soldier too, lady. 
(Beatrice) And a good soldier to a lady, but what is 

he to a lord? 
(1.1.53-55) 

Somewhat like Beatrice in Much Ado About Nothing, Touchstone in As You 

Like It is a lover, but he is also one of Shakespeare's clownish 

masters of language. Among his memorable comic uses of paronomasia 

are the following two passages spoken to his lover Audrey: "I am here 

with thee and thy goats, as the most capricious poet, honest Ovid was 

among the Goths" (III.3.7-9); "Come, sweet Audrey. We must be married 

or we must live in bawdry" (III.3.98-99). The goat (caper) was consid

ered a very lascivious animal; and Ovid, who had a similar reputation. 
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was forced to flee Rome and live among the Goths because of one of 

his affairs. Audrey can not comprehend what Touchstone is saying, 

and her uncomprehending silence simultaneously reminds him of the 

futility of attempting witty conversation with her, and draws him out, 

moving him to a further discourse on the incongruities of life. 

Audrey is characterized by the incomprehension evident in her comic 

misuse of some of the words uttered by Touchstone in this first 

passage. In the next passage, the paronomasia (Audrey/bawdry) func

tions primarily to associate bawdry with Touchstone's chosen bride 

and, secondarily, to provide thereby an ironic contrast with wedding 

traditions of bridal purity. Touchstone's frankly-appetitive approach 

to courtship, implicit in this pun and revealed also in an earlier 

aside, provides a comically corrective, down-to-earth contrast to the 

high-flown sentimentality of Orlando in the upper plot. 

In Twelfth Night, likewise, paronomasia has a dramatic function 

beyond the simple expression of wit. In a simple pun, Feste broadly 

characterizes Malvolio, and reveals and intensifies their mutual 

antagonism: "Sir Toby will be sworn that I am no fox, but he will not 

pass his word for twopence that you are no fool" (1.5.85-86). Malvolio's 

over-reaction, terming Feste a barren rascal, leads to many comic 

complications. Malvolio's foolish ambitions are more vividly revealed 

by the presence of paronomasia in the following passages as Malvolio 

tries to fit his name into the M, 0, A, I that he has read in the letter 

designed by Maria to cause him to disgrace himself: 
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(Malvol.) ...M, £, A, I_ 
(Sir. To.) Oh, aye, make up that.... 

(Fabian) And 0̂  shall end, _I hope. 
(Sir. To.) Aye, or ̂ 'H cudgel him and make him cry 

^ ! 

(Malvol.) And then _Î  comes behind. 
(Fabian) Aye, an you had any eye behind you, you 

might see more detraction at your 
heels than fortunes before you. 

(II.5.131-150) 

Malvolio's devious and strenuous effort to wrench "M, 0, A, I" to his 

advantage is reduced to a game in the jests of the onlooking Sir Toby 

and Fabian. In these later plays we may see use of paronomasia in

creasingly for purposes clearly dramatic as well as comic. The use for 

simple comic effect still exists, but the comic effect generally is 

less isolated; it has a greater dramatic relevance in these later 

comedies. 

Antanaclasis 

A type of pun more clearly definable than paronomasia and much 

more commonly used is antanaclasis, which involves one word repeated 

at least once and used in a different sense at each repetition. 

A comparison of the typical use of antanaclasis in The Comedy of 

Errors, that in Love's Labor's Lost, and that in the later plays 

demonstrates Shakespeare's increasing skill in handling of this 

rhetorical device for comic purposes. 

Although antanaclasis is always important in the Shakespearean 

comedies, even in the later ones, it is the primary device for the 

witty servants in the earliest works. Much of the humor of the Dromios 
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in The Comedy of Errors consists of sequences that follow this pat

tern: the Dromio seizes upon a second meaning in a word spoken to 

him. Using asteismus, frequently with antanaclasis, he returns an 

unexpected answer and, even if he is not quizzed about his answer, he 

obligingly explains all, as in the following instance of antanaclasis 

from The Comedy of Errors. 

(Adriana) T̂ niat, is he arrested? Tell me at whose suit. 
(Dro. S.) I know not at whose suit he is arrested well. 

But he's in a suit of buff which 'rested him, 
that can I tell. 

(IV.2.43-45) 

Frequently several such sequences involving antanaclasis are worked 

together to make up an encounter between a Dromio and any of his masters 

Putting together such relatively self-contained sequences in The Comedy 

of Errors results in an awkward, patched-together scene in which the 

humor sometimes defeats its purpose by becoming tedious, as in the 

several lengthy sequences on Time, a favorite subject. 

In Love's Labor's Lost Armado, baited by Costard, reacts with an 

oath and a challenge: "By the North Pole, I do challenge thee." 

Costard's ignorantly-literal, punning response is appropriate to his 

role as a clown: "I will not fight with a pole, like a Northern man, 

I'll slash, I'll do it by the sword" (V.2.698-700). Such wit, here 

offered without explanation—or need for explanation—is not so self-

conscious as that in The Comedy of Errors. In addition. Costard does 

not seem to possess knowledge inappropriate to his station in life; 

whereas the Dromios in The Comedy of Errors often seem to be more 

learned than their masters. 
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In Much Ado About Nothing, Claudio and Don Pedro good-naturedly 

mock the lovestruck Benedick, hidden nearby, by debating his plight 

in his hearing. Claudio argues the affirmative, while, punning on 

fancy, meaning "fashion" or "affectation," and "liking," and "love," 

Don Pedro pretends disagreement: 

(Claudio) Yet say I he is in love. 
(D. Ped.) There is no appearance of fancy in him, 

unless it be a fancy that he hath to strange 
disguises—as to be a Dutchman today, a 
Frenchman tomorrow; or in the shape of tv7o 
countries at once—as a German from the waist 
downward, all slops, and a Spaniard from the 
hip upward, no doublet. Unless he have a 
fancy to this foolery, as it appears he hath, 
he is no fool for fancy, as you would have 
it appear he is. 

(III.2.30-39) 

Aided by alliteration and by the images of incongruous dress, antana

clasis greatly enhances the comic effect of the mock debate. 

In As You Like It, Jacques and Touchstone are the reigning licensed 

wits. After inviting two pages to sing as Audrey and he sit together. 

Touchstone rewards them with criticism: 

(Touch.) Truly, young gentlemen, though there 
was no great matter in the ditty, yet 
the note was very untunable. 

(I.Page) You are deceived, sir. We kept time, we 
lost not our time. 

(Touch.) By my troth, yes. I count it but time 
lost to hear such a foolish song. ...God 
mend your voices! Come, Audrey. 

(V.3.37-42) 

The antanaclasis in Touchstone's comment is based on the distinction 

between time (meaning hours and minutes) and time, as used by the page. 
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meaning rhythm. Antanaclasis makes up less of the humor in As You 

Like It because there is more humor emphasizing logic. 

Although such humor based on logic is also quite important in 

Twelfth Night, antanaclasis finds great use. In the earlier plays 

such as The Comedy of Errors, the punning, comic interview seemingly 

had little purpose other than to display a series of witty puns, fre

quently on a conventional, abstract topic such as Time. The humor 

thus provided seemingly had little connection with the action. Here 

in Twelfth Night the pun is not prominently featured in such displays 

of wit-for-wit's sake, but is subordinated to appropriate dramatic 

ends. The punning interview found in The Comedy of Errors has under

gone a significant metamorphosis. In the following example, the 

interview has to do with what are probably topical rather than conven

tional matters. The antanaclasis functions primarily to provide 

generalized satiric humor while establishing the wittiness of the many-

faceted Viola (disguised as Cesario at this point): 

(Viola) Save thee, friend, and thy music. Dost 
thou live by thy tabor? 

(Clown) No, sir, I live by the church. 
(Viola) Art thou a churchman? 
(Clown) No such matter, sir. I do live by the church, 

for I do live at my house, and my house doth 
stand by the church. 

(Viola) So thou mayst say the King lies by a beggar, 
if a beggar dwell near him, or the church 
stands by thy tabor, if thy tabor stand by 
the church. 

(Clown) You have said, sir. To see this age! A 
sentence is but a cheveril glove to a good 
wit. How quickly the wrong side may be 
turned outward! 

(III.1.1-15) 
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The probably-topical antanaclasis on "live by," with its subsequent 

explanation by Feste, couples with the analysis and elaboration (and 

additional antanaclasis upon "stand by") by Viola/Cesario to lead into 

the satirical topical allusion "But indeed words are very rascals since 

bonds disgraced them" in lines 24-25 of the scene. Thus, in this first 

segment of the interview, as in later segments, the pun and the expo

sition of its logic are fully subordinated to the dramatic purpose of 

the scene, characterizing Viola while providing repartee which functions 

both as comedy and as satire. Nowhere is the scene subordinated to dis

play of the pun. 

Antanaclasis is used also in some conventional jests briefly 

elaborated and augmented for comic purposes but not explained lengthily 

or tediously. The following are some examples of these uses of antana

clasis in Twelfth Night: 

(Viola) Art thou not the Lady Olivia's fool? 
(Clown) No indeed, sir. The Lady Olivia has no 

folly. She will keep no fool, sir, till 
she be married, and fools are as like hus
bands as pilchards are to herrings — the 
husband's the bigger. I am indeed not her 
fool, but her corrupter of words. 

(III.1.36-41) 

(Sir To.) And as many lies as will lie in thy 
sheet of paper, although the sheet were 
big enough for the bed of Ware in England, 
set 'em down. 

(III.2.49-51) 

(Fabian) This is a dear manikin to you. Sir Toby. 
(Sir To.) I have been dear to him, lad, some two 

thousand strong, or so. 
(III.2.57-59) 
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Syllepsis of the Sense 

Somewhat less used and much more subtle than antanaclasis is the 

punning device called syllepsis of the sense, or more briefly, 

syllepsis: the use of an unrepeated word having two different meanings 

at the same time. Generally the word will be taken in one sense at 

first, and then there will be some other indication of the second 

intended meaning, as in the following from The Comedy of Errors: 

(Dro. E.) Am I so round with you, as you with me, 
that like a football you do spurn me thus? 
...If I last in this service, you must case 
me in leather. 

(II.1.82-85) 

ft 

In context, the first-understood meaning of round is "outspoken," 

but the following two lines make it clear that round is also intended 

to mean "spherical." The comic effect here arises partly in the sudden 

turn of the idea and partly in the incongruous association established 

through elaboration of the second meaning. 

In the following sequence between Valentine and Speed in The Two 

Gentlemen of Verona, the syllepsis makes use of the ambiguity of the 

word "earnest," which may mean "truth" or "sincerity," or "money given 

on account." Silvia has employed Valentine as a scribe, to write a 

love letter for her to someone, and has then told him to keep the 

letter for himself CTthe lines/ are for you"). Speed is trying to 

explain Silvia's act to Valentine: 

(Val.) Why, she hath not writ to me? 
(Spd.) What need she, when she hath made you 

write to yourself? Why, do you not 
perceive the jest? 
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(Val.) No, believe me. 
(Spd.) No believing you, indeed, sir. But did 

you perceive her earnest? 
(Val.) She gave me none, except an angry word. 
(Spd.) Why, she hath given you a letter, 

(II.2.157-165) 

The comic effect of this syllepsis is greatly enhanced by dramatic 

irony because the audience understands what Silvia has said and what 

Speed is saying, but Valentine, a scoff-love struck by one of the 

revenges of Cupid, understands nothing of what either Silvia or Speed 

has said. 

Because of its implicit irony, syllepsis is especially appropri

ate for Beatrice in Much Ado About Nothing. When her cousin Hero has 

been instructed how to respond to Prince Don Pedro if he asks for her 

in marriage, Beatrice turns to her and says, "The fault will be in the 

music. Cousin, if you be not wooed in good time. If the Prince be 

too important, tell him there is measure in everything, and so dance 

out the answer" (II.1.72-75). Clues to the various meanings are within 

these lines by Beatrice: measure means moderation, time or rhythm, 

and a stately formal dance, and the clues to these meanings may be 

found in the words "important" (for "importunate"), "music," "in good 

time," and "dance." The word important is itself an example of the 

use of syllepsis, as is the phrase "in good time." 

In As You Like It, after his first encounter with Touchstone, 

the melancholy and ironic lord Jaques is eager to have a fool's license 

in speech: 
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(Jaques) Oh, that I were a fool! 
I am ambitious for a motley coat. 

(Duke Sr.) Thou shalt have one. 
(Jaques) It is my only suit.... 

(II.7.42-44) 

In this syllepsis, suit means both "clothing" and "petition." But 

Jaques is not the only wit in the woods. Rosalind, maintaining a 

disguise as Ganymede, has far more reason than he to be aware of the 

multiple meanings of words as she "plays the knave" with her beloved 

Orlando. Her syllepsis here is a teaser and serves to remind the 

audience of her gender and thus to reinforce the dramatic irony as 

she tells Orlando that she dwells "here in the skirts of the forest, 

like fringe upon a petticoat" (III.2.353-354). Skirts means both "out

skirts" and, appropriately for her gender, "an article of woman's 

clothing." 

In Twelfth Night Sir Andrew Aguecheek, the gull, draws more than 

one pun involving syllepsis, a device especially well suited to de

tracting under the guise of appearing to praise. Syllepsis is also 

especially appropriate for use in relation to Sir Andrew, who has the 

accoutrements of his social rank but, incongruously, lacks the essential 

qualities of learning and character. In one scene Sir Toby says of 

him, "He...hath all the good gifts of nature." Maria, who has pre

viously called him "a very fool and a prodigal," responds with "He 

hath indeed, almost natural, for besides that he's a fool, he's a great 

quarreler" (1.3.25-31). The syllepsis natural means both "good gifts 

of nature" and "the qualities of a natural (a born fool)." 
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Asteismus 

Among the rhetorical devices involving puns, Asteismus (also 

called urbanitas, and facetia) is unmistakably the result of conscious 

effort. Sister Miriam Joseph says that it is "a figure of reply in 

which the ansx̂ êrer catches a certain word and throws it back to the 

first speaker with an unexpected twist, an unlocked for meaning. It 

usually has a mocking or scoffing character...." Because of the 

suddenness with which it turns a word, it is most appropriate in the 

18 speech of one who is quick-witted. Shakespeare uses this device in 

the words of such quick-witted characters throughout the romantic 

comedies. 

In The Comedy of Errors, examples of asteismus may be found in 

the words of the witty servants Dromio. In these instances the effec

tiveness of the device seems somewhat diminished both by its repeated 

use and by its use in connection with the excessive elaboration best 

exemplified in the last instance below. 

After Luciana has termed him a drone, a snail, a slug, and a sot, 

Dromio of Syracuse says to his Antipholus, "I am transformed, master, 

am not I?" In the ensuing discussion of changes, Luciana says, "If 

thou art changed to aught, 'tis to an ass." Dromio uses asteismus 

to turn her words back upon her: 

(Dro. S.) 'Tis true. She rides me, and I long for 
grass. 
'Tis so, I am an ass, else it could never be 
But I should know her as well as she knows me. 

(II.2.196-204) 
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Dromio of Ephesus is termed an ass by his Antipholus, and in a similar 

fashion turns the word upon his master: 

(Ant.E,) I think thou art an ass. 
(Dro.E.) Marry, so it doth appear 

By the wrongs I suffer and the blows I bear. 
1 should kick, being kicked, and, being at 

that pass. 
You would keep from my heels, and beware of 

an ass. 
(III.1.14-18) 

Enraged by being brought a rope when he has been awaiting a purse of 

500 ducats to free him from arrest, Antipholus of Ephesus beats Dromio 

of Ephesus and calls him an ass. Again using asteismus, Dromio responds 

with this labored, copious eiaboration in which the additional pun 

upon "ears" and "years"—pronounced alike—is pivotal: 

(Dro.E.) I am an ass, indeed. You may prove it by 
my long ears. I have served him from the 
hour of my nativity to this instant, and 
have nothing at his hands for my service but 
blows. When I am cold, he heats me with 
beating. When I am warm, he cools me with 
beating. I am waked with it when I sleep, 
raised with it when I sit, driven out of 
doors with it when I go from home, welcomed 
home with it when I return. Nay, I bear 
it on my shoulders, as a beggar wont her 
brat; and, I think, when he hath lamed me, 
I shall beg with it from door to door. 

(IV.4.30-41) 

Shakespeare soon learned that "ass" and asteismus need not always 

be companions. The stiff, laborious use of asteismus by the Dromios 

in the earliest work is replaced in later works by a more-flexible, 

colloquial use which conveys spontaneity rather than studiedness. 
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An interesting use of asteismus is to be found in Love's Labor's 

Lost where Costard, who has been caught "in the manner" with Jaquenetta, 

is being turned over to Navarre for judgement and punishment. Along with 

the prisoner Costard, Constable Dull brings a letter from Armado. 

The King's public reading of Armado's fancy letter provides Costard an 

opportunity to interrupt the reading and demonstrate his wit: 

(King) ZkeadsJ "Great deputy, the welkin's vice-gerent, 
and sole dominator of Navarre, my soul's 
earth's god, and body's fostering patron." 

(Cost.) Not a word of Costard yet. 
(King) /ReadsJ "So it is" 
(Cost.) It may be so. But if he say it is so, he 

is, in telling true, but so. 
(King) Peace! 
(Cost.) Be to me, and every man that dares not fight! 
(King) No words! 
(Cost.) Of other men's secrets, I beseech you. 
(King) £Reads7 "So it is, besieged with sable-colored 

melancholy, I did.... 
(1.1.221-233) 

Using the King's short exclamations of annoyance as if they were intend

ed as the beginnings of sentences. Costard obligingly supplies the re

mainder of each such sentence, in each instance turning the word aside 

19 
from its intended meaning. 

Among the many other possible examples, a few from As You Like It 

and Twelfth Night should serve to show Shakespeare's more skillful use 

in the later romantic comedies. 

In As You Like It, the presence of a number of court-educated 

characters increases the opportunities for witty by-play. Rosalind, 

Orlando, Celia, Touchstone, and Jaques all are capable of turning words 
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to advantage in repartee. In one encoimter with the melancholy 

Jaques, Orlando turns Jaques's epithet "fool" back upon him: 

(Jaq.) By my troth, I was seeking for a fool when I 
found you. 

(Orl.) He is drowned in the brook. Look but in and 
you shall see him. 

(III.2.303-306) 

The elaboration is handled not in a tedious explanation but in two 

brief lines of dialogue which insure that all understand what has 

been said: 

(Jaq.) There I shall see mine own figure. 
(Orl.) Which I take to be either a fool or a cipher. 

(III.2.307-308) 

The ambiguous "which" refers to "figure"; Orlando'-s interpretation 

of "figure" as both "face" (equal to "person") and "number" provides 

further wit. Orlando is involved in other witty wordplay, but with 

Rosalind he is destined to be the victim rather than the perpetrator, 

Rosalind, as Ganymede, is pretending to be Orlando's Rosalind. The 

asteismus in the following irony-laden conversation turns on use of 

the expression "in...person" in two senses, the everyday-literal and 

the legal: 

(Ros.) Am not I your Rosalind? 
(Orl.) I take some joy to say you are, because I 

would be talking of her. 
(Ros.) Well, in her person I say I will not have you. 
(Orl.) Then in mine own person I die. 
(Ros.) No, faith, die by attorney. The poor world 

is almost six thousand years old, and in all 
this time there was not any man died in his 
own person...in a love cause. 

(IV.1.89-97) 
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Rosalind in her elaboration calls upon the examples of two famous 

lovers, Troilus and Leander, to prove her point. Although a straight

forward proof such as Dromio's would have been tedious here, Rosalind's 

"proof" is not tedious because the facetious, mocking tone is appro

priate to the subject and the circumstances. Rosalind's ironic demon

stration is reinforced in her irreverent, ambiguous conclusion: "But 

these are all lies. Men have died from time to time and worms have 

eaten them, but not for love" (IV.1.106-108). 

In Twelfth Night, likewise, the mature Shakespeare uses asteismus 

in such a fashion that it provides humor without impeding colloquial 

movement of the speech. Both Feste, Olivia's corrupter of words, and 

Maria are well equipped with the wit necessary for use of asteismus. 

Feste, in Olivia's bad graces for his long absence, is discussing with 

Maria the possibility of his being expelled from the house: 

(Mar.) You are resolute, then? 
(Clo.) Not so, neither, but I am resolved on two 

points. 
(Mar.) That if one break, the other will hold, or 

if both break, your gaskins fall. 
(1.5.23-27) 

The asteismus involves two meanings of points: "issues" or "questions," 

and "laces to hold up stockings." Maria's point, based on a proverb, 

is far from that intended by Feste, and the effect of diversion and 

gentle mockery is not inappropriate to the circumstances. Feste gives 

Maria a good mark for her effort: "Apt, in good faith, very apt. ...If 

Sir Toby would leave drinking, thou wert as witty a piece of Eve's 

flesh as any in Illyria" (1.5.29 ff). 
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That Feste is hardly ready to be retired as a jester is clear in 

his use of asteismus with Olivia: 

(Oil.) Go to, you're a dry fool, I'll no more of you, 
Besides, you grow dishonest. 

(Clo.) Two faults, madonna, that drink and good 
counsel will amend. For give the dry fool 
drink, then is the fool not dry 

(1.5.45-49) 

In a series of sophistical arguments based on deliberate misinterpre

tation of terms, Feste proceeds to smother the second of her charges 

(dishonesty), thus providing humor while serving his own interest in 

this dramatic situation by diverting Olivia's attack and demonstrating 

that he is not "dry," not the "barren rascal" that Malvolio has the 

misfortune to term him later (1.5.89). In this incident, the desired 

effects of dramatic movement and verbal comedy concur as they did not 

in the early plays. 

Shakespeare's increasingly effective use of the individual rhetor

ical devices of verbal humor—paronomasia, antanaclasis, syllepsis and 

asteismus—is only a part of his maturation in the use of rhetoric for 

verbal comedy. Effectiveness can be diminished by excess. In the 

early comedies, especially The Comedy of Errors, Shakespeare had 

followed a rather predictable pattern, working one topic to death with 

puns before moving on to another subject. But by the time he wrote 

Twelfth Night, Shakespeare had learned some artistic moderation. He 

had learned to use the formal devices of punning in conjunction with 

related devices of sound and sense, such as alliteration and rhythm, 

and with varied topics, so as to assure a smooth, continuous flow of 
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verbal humor rather than a static and labored display of verbal wit. 

As may be seen in the previous selections, the wordplay in Twelfth 

Night does not impede the dramatic flow as does that in The Comedy of 

Errors. Analysis of a sample passage from The Comedy of Errors should 

give sufficient demonstration of the tediousness of the apprentice 

Shakespeare's relatively anti-dramatic use of the devices of wordplay. 

In The Comedy of Errors there are several possible examples of 

this tedious punning on a single topic. Probably the most frequently 

occurring subject is the conventional topic Time, and in one instance 

the discussion of this subject takes up nearly half of the scene of 

just over 200 lines. In this extended exchange between Antipholus of 

Syracuse and his Dromio, Shakespeare uses "time" in a number of senses— 

as in dinnertime, in good time (twice), a time for all things. Father 

Time, no time for a man to.... Time, and so on. The following lines 

from this conversation should show some of the dramatic weakness of such 

wittiness: 

(Ant.S.) Well, sir, learn to jest in good time. There's 
a time for all things. 

(Dro.S.) I durst have denied that, before you were 
so choleric. 

(Ant.S.) By what rule, sir? 
(Dro.S.) Marry, sir, by a rule as plain as the plain 

bald pate of Father Time himself. 
(Ant.S.) Let's hear it. 
(Dro.S.) There's no time for a man to recover his 

hair that grows bald by nature. 
(Ant.S.) May he not do it by fine and recovery? 
(Dro.S.) Yes, to pay a fine for a periwig, and 

recover the lost hair of another man. 
(Ant.S.) Why is Time such a niggard of hair, being, 

as it is, so plentiful an excrement? 
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(Dro.S.) Because it is a blessing that he bestows 
on beasts; and what he hath scanted men in 
hair, he hath given them in wit. 

(Ant.S.) Why, but there's many a man hath more hair 
than wit. 

(Dro.S.) Not a man of those but he hath the wit 
to lose his hair. 

(Ant.S.) Why, thou didst conclude hairy men plain 
dealers without wit. 

(Dro.S.) The plainer dealer, the sooner lost: yet 
he loseth it in a kind of jollity. 

(Ant.S.) For what reason? 
(Dro.S.) For two, and sound ones, too. 
(Ant.S.) Nay, not sound, I pray you. 
(Dro.S.) Sure ones, then. 
(Ant.S.) Nay, not sure, in a thing falsing. 
(Dro.S.) Certain ones, then. 
(Ant.S.) Name them. 
(Dro.S.) The one, to save the money that he spends 

in tiring; the other, that at dinner they 
should not drop in his porridge. 

(Ant.S.) You would all this time have proved there 
is no time for all things. 

(Dro.S.) Marry, and I did sir — namely, no time 
to recover hair lost by nature. 

(Ant.S.) But your reason was not substantial, why 
there is no time to recover. 

(Dro.S.) Thus I mend it. Time himself is bald, 
and therefore to the world's end will 
have bald followers. 

(Ant.S.) I knew 'twould be a bald conclusion. 
(II.2.65-110) 

Such dialogue serves neither action nor characterization. The abstract 

topic provides humor—bookish at best—which draws attention away from 

what action there is. The conversation's question-and-answer format is 

stiff and wearisome. The quibbles on "sound" and "sure" and the in

troduction of a term related to formal rhetorical study ("substantial") 

provide humor of only the driest sort, humor which might be successful 

with an academic audience but is much less likely to be so with a general 
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audience. Such a lengthy exhibition of "wit" on a single topic must 

be considered a distraction from the action. 

In the later Romantic Comedies, Shakespeare used puns in a manner 

which provided him with a way of amplifying comic matter while keeping 

the viewer's attention on the action instead of leading his thoughts 

away from the plot by intruding an abstract topic. An essential 

in keeping the viewer's attention is dialogue which is colloquial, 

comical, and appropriate for the characters and plot, rather than, as 

in the above example from The Comedy of Errors, formal, bookish, and 

unrelated to the characters and the dramatic action. Because of the 

organic relation of character, action, and puns in the later Romantic 

Comedies, one does not perceive these puns as part of a self-conscious 

exhibition of "wit"—even when most of a scene is made of witty repartee 

based on puns. 

As Shakespeare matured as a dramatist, he became more aware of 

the drama he was creating, and thus of the dramatic appropriateness 

and inappropriateness of subjects, techniques, and proportions of 

development. Accordingly, instead of allowing two characters to ex

change witticisms over a topic until it and the audience had been 

exhausted, he devised a method which preserves the illusion of the 

flow of real conversation. In most repartee he involved more char

acters, thereby creating more appropriate possibilities for wordplay. 

Further, he shortened individual speeches and used more short or in

complete sentences in dialogue. The effect of these changes was to 

increase flexibility of discourse by creating more places where its 
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direction might be changed, and thus to increase the usefulness of 

the pun, which because of its doubleness is well-suited for making 

such changes. In the earlier comedies, Shakespeare had frequently 

used the pun as an end; in the later comedies, he frequently used 

the pun as an in-between point, not an end only but a stepping-stone. 

The result of Shakespeare's subordination of the pun, a rhetorical 

device, to continuity, a dramatic end, may be seen in what we may 

call the serial or evolving pun. 

From one word or idea, Shakespeare moves by one of the devices 

of punning or allusion to another word which he then, or soon, uses 

either as word or as idea for still another of these oblique movements. 

Usually the last word in the sequence of quibbles—or, occasionally, 

the next-to-last— serves as the base for the next quibble or pun. 

With its two or more meanings, syllepsis provides the most economical 

linkage, but asteismus, paronomasia, and antanaclasis may also serve 

effectively in various combinations with each other and with syllepsis 

to produce the desired progression from point to point through puns. 

The complex, evolving logical structure thus created carries the 

viewer's mind along with it. Each new pun brings additional associa

tions and opportunities for associations. The variety thus created 

militates against the overworking of a single topic. The idea-base 

is always enlarging or changing direction, providing a broad base 

for new humor rather than a set of decreasing possibilities which must 

lead to a halt and then a new start. The tendency of the serial pun 

is centrifugal rather than centripetal, toward movement and expansion 
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rather than stagnation and exhaustion. Shakespeare's perception that 

verbal wit should not be forced but should develop naturally from a 

wide, evolving base was important in the development of his mature 

style. The use of the pun as an organic, dynamic force in drama, 

especially in romantic comedies, is apparently a development pecu

liarly Shakespeare's and has been noted and commented on by several 

students of his work. 

As pointed out by F. P. Wilson, Shakespeare's use of verbal 

quibbles to advance parts of the dramatic argument was noted by Walter 

Whiter in his Specimen of a Commentary on Shakespeare (1794). Whiter's 

work is based on the doctrine of association of ideas in Locke's Essay 

20 
Concerning Human Understanding. Locke and Whiter both seem to 

assume as involuntary this process from which the poet derives words 

and ideas. 

Yet, in this as in other matters of artistry, we must argue that 

Shakespeare knew what he was doing, that the serial, evolving pun is 

the intentional creation of an accomplished dramatic craftsman more 

aware than others of the resources of sound and sense in each word. 

Coleridge himself, very alert to these values of words, especially 

appreciated Shakespeare's subtle artistry in creating from words: 

Shakespeare's intellectual action is wholly unlike 
that of Ben Jonson or Beaumont and Fletcher. The 
latter see the totality of a sentence or passage, 
and then project it entire. Shakespeare goes on 
creating, and evolving B out of A, and C out of B, 
and so on, just as a serpent moves, which makes a 
fulcrum of its own body, and seems forever twisting 
and untwisting its own strength....21 
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A more-recent critic, E. E. Kellett, also has marvelled at Shake

speare's skill in creating drama from the ravelling and unravelling 

of words. Emphasizing the conscious thought involved in the crea

tion, Kellett says. 

We can...almost watch him at the task of thinking, 
and see, as he would have expressed it, into "the 
quick forge and working-house of thought." ...Some
times... it is a single word on which his mind dwells 
for an instant, passing in a flash from one association 
of the word to another. ...He lights upon it in one 
of its senses, and before we have time to turn round 
we behold him leaving it in another.22 

Even more recently, Caroline F. E. Spurgeon has suggested that the 

evolving pun is almost a distinctive Shakespearean feature: 

This method of swift evolution by way of association 
and suggestion is a marked feature of Shakespeare's 
style...especially of his middle and later style, 
from about 1594 onwards, and it is one in which he 
differs from most, if not all of his contemporaries.23 

In emphasizing Shakespeare's skill in developing and using the 

pun, Coleridge, Kellett, and Spurgeon all give recognition to the 

consciousness of Shakespeare's artistry. Indeed, one who has com

pared Shakespeare's use of the pun in the early comedies with that 

in the mature comedies can hardly escape a similar conclusion. That 

Shakespeare could and did use the "serial pun" in his more-serious 

drama should not obscure the truth that this method is especially 

well adapted to the comedies; after all, it was in the comedies that 

it received its earliest development and was used most freely. 
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Shakespeare used all of the rhetorical devices of wordplay to 

create comedy. As exemplified in The Comedy of Errors, the early 

results were often tedious and self-consciously rhetorical rather 

than dramatic. But Shakespeare learned to emphasize drama rather than 

rhetoric and, at the same time gaining skill in the use of these 

figures, mastered the rhetorical forms of wordplay and learned to 

combine them artistically to produce unparalleled comedy in which the 

puns serve not only on an individual level but also on a higher level 

as versatile parts of a larger comic structure. 



CHAPTER IX 

CONCLUSION 

This study was undertaken with the purpose of demonstrating, 

through a close examination of the language of the Romantic Come

dies, the importance of formal rhetoric in Shakespearean comedy. 

In common usage, "rhetoric" conjures up images of tediously-studied 

figures used with intent to deceive, and suggests rolling, bombastic 

oratory. The word "rhetorical" is frequently considered as almost 

the antithesis of comical. It seems that there is something wrong 

with suggesting that Shakespeare relied heavily on rhetoric in the 

creation of his works. Although in the time since the major works 

af T. W. Baldwin and Sister Miriam Joseph it has been generally, if 

sometimes grudgingly, conceded that Shakespeare both knew and used 

rhetoric, the most important language discipline of his day, there 

has been no study attempting to assess the relation between his use 

of rhetoric and his achievement of comic effects in the Romantic 

Comedies. 

The Romantic Comedies are important in relation to such an 

assessment because as a group they cover the earliest, apprentice plays 

and those of his maturity. The presence of formal rhetoric is not 

immediately apparent in his later comedies, but is quite obvious in 

his earliest comedies. These comedies allow us to examine the subtle 

growth of Shakespeare's artistry in rhetoric, a maturation which 

accompanies and reinforces his maturation in the other skills essential 

189 
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to a dramatist. Shakespeare's maturation in the use of rhetoric, 

that most important verbal discipline of his day, is probably the 

most important factor in the evolution of Shakespearean drama. 

A survey of Shakespeare's use of some of the fundamental rhe

torical devices of iteration, logic, and wordplay* together with his 

use of the vices of language, such as malapropism, soraismus and 

hypallage, shows clearly that rhetoric is a basic part of Shakes-

speare's artistry at all points from early to late. Throughout this 

group of plays, Shakespeare uses rhetorical techniques not only for 

decoration, variation of language and creation of effective emphases, 

but also, increasingly, for invention, for creating and expanding the 
ft 

matter of the play. Although from the earlier to the later plays the 

use of rhetoric remains a constant factor, the techniques change, in 

kind and in frequency of appearance, as Shakespeare matures in his 

understanding of rhetoric. 

The devices of iteration, of repetition for emotional intensifi

cation or for emphasis of an idea, as exemplified by anaphora and epi

strophe , are easily over-used and easily perceived. Iteration may be 

very effective as a device of occasional emphasis, but too-frequent 

recourse to iteration, in narrations and in other places where there 

is little need to arouse the passions or to emphasize a particular 

point, diminishes the effectiveness of these devices where they would 

otherwise serve well. The most thorough rhetorical analysis of Shake

speare's time suggests that the devices of iteration are essential, 

but that they may be used so often, and their principal words repeated 

1 
so often, that they become wearisome. 
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I"7hen excessive iteration is combined, as it often is, with 

lengthy lines and repeated parallel structures, one additional unwanted 

result is language rhythms that are deliberate and formal—the wrong 

patterns of language for comedy, Shakespeare was guilty of this abuse 

of rhetoric in his earliest comedies, but as he passed beyond his 

apprentice stage, he learned to use iteration within the rhythms of 

colloquial speech. Particularly in the lengthy set speeches of the 

servants Dromio and the leading female figures, Adriana and Luciana, 

in The Comedy of Errors, and in some of the exchanges between the witty 

young lords Valentine and Proteus in The Two Gentlemen of Verona, we 

see the predictability and inflexibility of language too heavily laden 

with iteration. The lengthy lines and parallel structures make a simple 

call to dinner into a formal speech, and a witty conceit into a delib

erate, unspontaneous lecture. Through division of sequences of itera

tion among characters, combined with deliberate variation of line 

lengths, two practices which may be seen in The Taming of the Shrew, 

Shakespeare learned to adapt iteration to more-colloquial speech 

rhythms. Excesses of iteration disappear almost entirely from the later 

works, such as Twelfth Night, as Shakespeare masters these rhythms and 

combines them with diction appropriate to differing social levels of 

characters. 

Throughout these works, Shakespeare calls upon the resources of 

the formal rhetorical discipline of logic. Logical forms imply the 

norm that makes incongruity stand out. The influence of logic is 

present, from the earliest plays, in characters' use not only of logical 
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terminology but also of various logical forms and processes. Logic, 

in both valid and fallacious forms, is used as a weapon in wit bouts 

and ordinary comic repartee. Simple logical distinctions, such as 

those involved in the questioning of conjoined propositions, lead to 

immediate humor and to ironic intensification which aids in creation 

of further humor. Comic characterization may result from the presence 

or absence of properly used logical processes in a person's speech. 

Both the full syllogism and various forms of abridged syllogisms are 

turned to comic ends in these plays. In the earliest of these works, 

explicit logical devices predominate. But as Shakespeare matures, 

there is a shift from the more-obvious, explicit devices, such as 

aetiologia, to the more-subtle devices exemplified by syllogismus and 

the hypothetical syllogism. Through this shift, Shakespeare made logic 

less a separable, ostentatious element and more an organic part of his 

comedies. 

Shakespeare also learned to use and vary the vices of language 

so that his characters would not sound copy-book perfect, and all 

alike. The witty servants Dromio in The Comedy of Errors are nearly 

impossible to distinguish, by speech, from their masters or from each 

other. As Shakespeare gained experience, he learned to supply to each 

character the vices of language appropriate to his social and intellec

tual levels and his role within the play. Through speech, Shakespeare 

was able to imply, economically, the social rank and some personal 

traits of the character; to generate comical incongruities of speech; 

and, to provide a basis for comic reaction, in word or deed, by others. 
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The creation of characters such as Launce in The Two Gentlemen of 

Verona, Costard in Love's Labor's Lost, Bottom in A Midsummer Night's 

Dream, and Dogberry in Much Ado About Nothing shows Shakespeare's 

successful experimentation with use of the vices of language for comic 

characterization at the low end of the social scale. His use of the 

vices of language "for the nonce" was within the limits of rhetorical 

and dramatic decorum and was essential at all levels in his achieve

ment of economical, varied language in the Romantic Comedies. 

Shakespeare's early efforts at comedy through the rhetorical de

vices or wordplay, although prolific, were to some extent unsuccessful. 

Because such wordplay, as in The Comedy of Errors and The Two Gentlemen 

of Verona, too often served neither action nor characterization and 

was the main matter of single-topic conversations which were allowed 

to continue until the usually-conventional topic (Time was a favorite) 

and the audience were exhausted. Its rather bookish, often abstract 

humor carried the audience's attention away from the immediate action 

and thus worked against dramatic continuity. Everything had to stop 

while master and servant indulged in wordplay. But as Shakespeare 

became more experienced in his use of paronomasia, antanaclasis, 

syllepsis of the sense, asteismus and related devices, he learned to 

subordinate wordplay to the action, making it useful in the action. 

No longer was the pun primarily a static entertainment. Through what 

we may call the serial, evolving pun, he changed the pun from a dead

end to a living in-between. Rather than exhaust one word by punning, 

Shakespeare learned to move, by pun or by allusion, to another word or 
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idea in a dynamic, complex, evolving logical structure. The constant 

change serves the continuity of the play while providing Shakespeare 

the opportunity to make his wordplay serve the immediate dramatic 

situation. * It is this style of punning, with its complex, sometimes 

oblique allusiveness, which predominates in the late Romantic Comedies, 

and demonstrates Shakespeare's mastery of the rhetorical devices of 

wordplay. 

Shakespeare's growth in the use of rhetoric is demonstrated 

clearly in a comparison of his use of selected groups of rhetorical 

devices of iteration, logic, and wordplay, as well as the rhetorical 

vices of language, in the early and late Romantic Comedies. The early 

plays evidence his knowledge of rhetoric; the later plays demonstrate 

his mastery of rhetoric and his subordination of its devices to his 

dramatic purposes. Shakespeare not only knew rhetoric well, but he 

also used it with increasing facility and effectiveness to create and 

sustain comedy. 
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CHAPTER I 

In a letter posthumously published in Greene's Groatsworth of 
Wit, Greene characterized Shakespeare as "an vpstart Crow...that with 
his Tygers hart wrapt in a Players hyde...is in his owne conceit... 
the onely Shake-scene in a countrey." The "Tygers hart" phrase 
parodies a line in 3 Henry VI, 1.4.137 ("0 tiger's heart wrapped in 
a woman's hide!"). See Greene's Groatsworth of Wit (London: William 
Wright, 1592), Sig F i^. 
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William Shakspere's Small Latine & Lesse Greeke, 2 vols. (Urbana: 

University of Illinois Press, 1944). 

3 
To Renaissance and Elizabethan writers, "artificial" was a word 
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Miriam Joseph, in Shakespeare's Use of the Arts of Language (New York: 
Columbia University Press, 1947), pp. 5-7, provides a concise survey 
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"Suggestions for a New Approach to Shakespeare's Imagery," 
Shakespeare Survey, 5 (1952), p. 91. 

Shakespeare's Festive Comedy (Princeton: Princeton University 
Press, 1959), p. 114. 
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exact dates and order of composition of these plays; the order given 
is that pointed to by my synthesis of the evidence presented by various 
scholars. The dates of the earlier plays may be a year or two, or more, 
earlier. For a study of this sort, knowing the exact dates of perform
ance of all the plays is not important and might in.fact be. misleading 
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tion. Fortunately we are spared this hazard by our incomplete knowledge. 

Rare indeed is the author who does not keep a file of both 
complete and incomplete works for future revision and completion. It 
is important to remember that any single play may contain work from one 
or more time periods; to draw absolute conclusions on the basis of firm 
dates would be to make unsound generalizations on the basis of unrepre
sentative evidence. The more general nature of this study and the inclu
sion of a fair sampling of plays from what is fairly certainly a longer 
time period should diminish the chances of major error in the conclusions 
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Harcourt, Brace & World, Inc., 1952. 
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Brian Vickers, The Artistry of Shakespeare's Prose (London: 
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14 
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CHAPTER VI 
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hearer's, or a character's, awareness of logic is essential to the 
comedy by accenting incongruity, the essential comic element. 
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In the earlier plays, as suggested by Vickers, Prose, pp. 4-18, 

most of these characters speak prose, considered more suitable than verse 
for low characters. 

p. 359. 
Abraham Fraunce, Lawier's Logike, Fol 112 , as quoted in Joseph, 
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1566-1638 (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1937), p. 139, quoted in 
Joseph, p. 360. 
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Joseph, p. 179. 

Joseph, p. 360. 
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Joseph, pp. 180, 360-361. 

^^Wilson, p. 204. 

^Suttenham, pp. 207-208. 

^^Peacham, 1593 ed., pp. 133-134. 
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Vickers, Prose, p. 218. 

23 
Joseph, p. 186. 

24 
Puttenham, p. 233. 

25 
Peacham, 1593 ed., p. 186. 

26 
Blundeville, p. 157, quoted in Joseph, p. 362 

CHAPTER VII 

NOTE ON DECORUM 

Puttenham, p. 249. The concept of decorum is most important 
in usage; when decorum is served, almost any misuse of language may 
be proper. Puttenham says, 

ft 

In all things to vse decencie, is it onely that 
giueth euery thing his good grace & without which 
nothing in mans speach couls seeme good or gracious, 
is so much as many times it makes it bewtiful figure 
fall into a deformitie, and on th'other side a vicious 
speach seeme pleasaunt and bewtifull: this decencie 
is therefore the line & leuell for al good makers to 
do their business by. ...excesses or defectes or con
fusions and disorders in the sensible obiectes are 
deformities and vnseemely to the sence....The Greekes 
call this good grace of euery thing in his kinde, 
ToirpGTTov, the Latines £Hecori^7 we in our vulgar 
call it by a scholasticall terme £decencie7 our owne 
Saxon English terme is /seemelynessej that is to 
say, for his good shapeand vtter appearance well 
pleasing to the eye....But by reason of the sundry 
circumstances, that mans affaires are as it were 
wrapt in, this Zdecenci^ comes to be very much 
alterable and subject to varietie, in so much as 
our speach asketh one maner of decencie, in respect 
of the person who speakes: another of his to whom 
it is spoken: another of whom we speake: another of 
what we speake, and in what place and time and to 
what purpose 

And there is dececy in that euery mi should talke 
of the things they haue best skill of, and not in 
that, their knowledge and learning serueth them not 
to do....Yet will ye see in many cases how pleasant 
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speeches and sauoring some skurrillity and vnshame-
fastness haue now and then a certain decencie, and well 
become both the speaker to say, and the hearer to 
abide, but that is by reason of some other circumstance, 
as when the speaker himselfe is knowne to be a common 
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hearer to induce such a pleasaunt speach, and in 
many other cases whereof no generall rule can be giuen, 
but are best knowen by example.... 
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Puttenham, p. 259. 

^Peacham, 1593 ed., p. 168. 

g 
Puttenham, p. 258. 

Q b 

Peacham, 1577 ed., Sig G ill . 

Joseph, p. 303. 

^^Peacham, 1593 ed., p. 149. 

^^Peacham, 1593 ed., p. 150. 

•̂̂ Peacham, 1577 ed., Sig G iii^. The 1577 Peacham spells this 
device as casemphaton. The words repeat a like syllable, not just a 
like letter. Puttenham, pp. 254-155, calls this vice tautologia. 

Puttenham, p. 254. 

^^Peacham, 1577 ed., Sig G ii^. 
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16 
Puttenham, pp. 251-152. See a l s o pp. 271-273. 

Joseph, p. 72. 

18 h 
Peacham, 1577 ed., Sig G ii . 

19 a 
Peacham, 1577 ed., Sig G iiii . Peacham provides this example 

in a discussion of cacosintheton, which he considers "much like to 
Cacozelon." 

20 
Puttenham, p. 272. 

21 
Puttenham, p. 256. 

Peacham, 1593 ed., p. [6l] . 

23 

Puttenham, p. 171. 

"Seacham, 1593 ed. , p. 119. 

Joseph, p. 55. 

26 
Ambiguous words may also contribute to amphibology, but ambig

uous wording has been discussed elsewhere in this paper and will be 
excluded from this discussion. 

27 
Puttenham, p. 260. 

^^Peacham, 1577 ed., Sig G i. 

^^Hardin Craig, "Shakespeare and Wilson's Arte of Rhetorique," 
Studies in Philology, 28 (October, 1931), p. 628, suggests that this 
prologue is an imitation of the mispunctuated love letters in Ralph 
Roister Bolster quoted in Wilson's The Rule of Reason (1551: London, 
1657). 

CHAPTER VIII 

Joseph, p. 340, n. 7. 

^"Shakespeare and the Diction of the Common Life," Proceedings of 
the British Academy, 27 (1941), p. 178. 
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3 
Addison, in Spectator 61, May 10, 1711, attempts to present a 

history of the pun. See Bond, pp. 12-15. 

4 
Wit and Rhetoric in the Renaissance (Gloucester, Mass.: Peter 

Smith, 1964), p. 20. 

Joseph, p. 165, explores some of the qualities of logic in the 
pun. 

M. M. Mahood, Shakespeare's Wordplay (London: Ifethuen & Co. , Ltd.) , 
p. 30, says "Most of the witty wordplay in Shakespeare is either wanton 
or aggressive." 

Mahood, p. 164. 

Q 

Mahood, p. 167. 

9 
Mahood, pp. 24-25, notes another, allusive form in which the word 

itself may remain unexpressed. 

In its least strict form, paronomasia consists of a general 
similarity of sound, but may verge on polyptoton or alliteration. We 
may distinguish paronomasia from polyptoton and alliteration by the 
effect. 

Peacham, 1593 ed., p. 56. 

12 
G. B. Harrison, p. 287, note for line. 

13 
The pun finem/fun em was not uncommon, as G. B. Harrison indicates 

in his gloss for this line. However, the association with the parrot 
may have to do with a parrot's distorted pronunciation of the admonition. 

Joseph, p. 76. 

Speed and Launce are part of the evolution which culminates, 
within these comedies, in Touchstone and Feste, who are masters of lan
guage. Although in some scenes Launce is shown as confused (such as 
II.3, in which he uses "proportion" instead of "portion," and "prodigi
ous" instead of "prodigal"), his characterization is not consistent; he 
seems not to be confused in this scene. 

^^Harrison, pp. 345-846. 
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Joseph, p. 167. 

18 
Peacham, 1593 ed., p. 34. 

19 
Moth, Armado's .witty page, uses a similar tactic in his comic 

asides, as in 1.2.124-126. 

20 
F. P. Wilson, pp. 178-181. 

•̂̂ "Table Talk" for March 5, 1834, in S. T. Coleridge, Specimens of 
the Table Talk of the Late Samuel Taylor Coleridge, II (London: John 
Murray, 1835), p. 295. 

22 
"Some Notes on a Feature of Shakspere's Style," Suggestions 

(Cambridge, 1923), pp. 57-78, quoted in Joseph, p. 169. 

23 "Imagery in the Sir Thomas More Fragment," Review of English 
Studies, 6 (July, 1930), 263. 

CHAPTER IX 

Puttenham, p. 42. 
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